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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Volume Number 55
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SOLDIHKK O*’ AliL WARS TO ATTKXTIOX MUST BE PAID TO
REQUIREMENTS OF CUSSPEAK AT AMERICAN LETOMS SERVICE BY BOAT
GION BAXyi'ET

BIG MEETING TO HE HELD

THREE

OFARTHUR
AND HEIGHTS POLICE RECAPTURES CONFESSIONTO
Fifty Years Ago Today
I President; Miss Jennie Kramers,
FICERS TOLD STRONGLY
KIA1UIY DOKNIH RG LIBERPresident U.-S. Grant has Is- Holland, Secretary; Mrs. A. I*aYOUTH
WANTED
FOR
OIL
AGAINST
HIM
ATED TWO IN -I8»3
OWNERS
sued a proclamation declaring tho huia. Zeeland. Treasurer, Vice
STATION HI HGLARY
observance of Nov. 30 as a day of Presidents,Mrs. D. Brock, GrandFmtiTUkM At Annorj Iktfla To many around Holland and Hearing To I'a>w on Hu.s Applica- Thanksgiving.
vllle; Mrs. A. Strabhlng. New Hol- Mux Sandy In Grand Rapids HerPal From Ionia Prison Algo
Prumptly At «:30 O'clock
Brought To Tostlfy Against
tion* To Holland and Naugaald Gives Communication On
Messrs. Harrington and Vaupell land; Mrs. E. J. Blekklnk, Kalamael.sewhcrewho have bought small
The chief of police of Muskegon
Tonight
Hlnke
tuck Post jamed
have removed their livery business zoo.
PheasantHistory
boats during the last summer seaHeights Wednesday brought In to
The Western Machine Tool
James Hlnke of Holland w«h
inth the newk stables of H. Render
son and ne not familiar with the
the Ottawa county Jail tho third of
Works moved from Grand Rapids
Fhe^G. A. R., Spanish War vets, laws in regard to the numbering
Two Holland men can lay Home the three boys connected with the convicted In circuit court at Grand
Just how Holland Is coining out near the city hotel.
Yesterday afternoon we witness- tu Holland. John Boda and Nich- claim to the being the find hunt- robbery of the Timmer Garage on Haven at shortly after 5 o'clock,
and World War soldiers will all be and transferringof such numbers on transportation within
few
the er* to Introduce the ring-neck M-16 on Monday night, after a when the jury pronounced him
represented on the program nr- 'a notificationissued from the of- days is very much in the dark. ed the most imposing and largest "demus Bosch are two
ralgned by the officers of the Wil-jflce of the departmentof com- Although tho Chamber of Com- attendedfuneral that ever took Grand Rapids men InterestedIn pheasant*into Michigan. These chase and run for their man. Otto guilty of car theft after deliberatlard G. Lcenhouts post, American merce of the United States will merce in this city and prominent place in this city— that of Rev. A. ,lhe new Holland concern.
men are Harry DueMburg, the local Vunden Berg, aged 22 Is the youth ing for nearly an hour.
to the testimony givLegion, for the banquet tonight at possibly have much Interest,
men in civic affairs, and city of- C. Van Raiilte. D. - D. The cere-j bounty Clerk Charles K. Hoyt druggist, and Arthur Huumgartol. who hearing the gun shots of enAccording
Albert berne and James Sinke
the armory. The festivities will be- [ A law passed in 1918 by con- ficials are busy constantly plan- monies were too extensiveand ela- ' ,\as issued marriage licenses for formerly of Holland and now with Timmer who discovered tho robgin promptly at 6:30 o'clock. There grass m^i'es it necessary for every ning so Holland will not surfer, borate to notice In this issue. Next Lrvin A. Hall and Minnie Reid- the Pennsylvania Railroad at ber, plunged through the open both of Holland stoled tho Slag
will be no waits, the committeeon vessel no; exceeding sixteen feet ic nothing definite has come out of it week we hope to be enabled to give •s,na. Lewis R. 11111 and Anna Hon- Grand Rapid*..
garage window and made for the car parked at tho College campus
early this summer, and It wu»
jtekoe. all of Holland and John P.
arrangementssays. The boys have be numbered in such a manner up to this time, although
Mn Raumgurtel,it will be re- woods and got away.
big them
Jos Ver Planke dmocratic sher- ' ,\'an Oeldren of Zeeland and Cora membered. conducted
planned an excellent bill of fare era coin/ .is tc be distinctlyvu- meeting of all Interestedconbarber
The officers were suspicious as found several day* latter In a
Beaverdam.
wlth all the dellcles of the season. Iblf and legible. These numbers cerned, is to be held in Grand iff of Holland seems to be
shop on River ave. and was tho to Vanden Borg and went to the *andplt east of the Grand Haven
There will be plenty of music, u ^ ooix.iivuiiom the collecto.' <•; Rapids tomorrow it Is understood. In Ottawa county according to late HFTEEX YEARS AGO TODAY son of the late "Billy" Baurngartel, home of the boy who lived In Mus- bridge on the northsldo.
Albert Serne confessed to tho
With “Dugan'' Van Vyven as the, customs hi Lie district in which
Men connected with the inter- returns.The rest of the republican | The new passenger steamer to be also a barber here. Mr. Baurngartel kegon. They found him and sup- crime
and Implicated Sinke, statsong
I the bout is JwreO.
Morton was an enthuslaHlichunter a* well posed he was coming along peaceurban have been given orders to ticket was elected without any | built for the Graham
that the Slug car was stripped
The program
| With tho summer season JtM quit at midnight Monday and to doubt. As we go to press returns , fine will be named the City of a* a taxidermistand a large col- ably when, without warning he ing
Invocation, Chaplain John B. ' fussed there are many changes in sp° that all rolling stock Is in the show that Verplanke was elected Grund Rapids. She will be a sister lection of hi* Bluffed bird* were slipped away from the officers and and the accessoriessold.
Herne made the confession to ofVander Ploeg; Lets' All Sing, "Du- , ownership and many times through carbarns.
sheriff.
ship to the Steam Puritan and will given to the Hope college museum was gone. A full hour was taken
ficers and was already doing Urtio
gun" Van Vyven; Toastmaster, Ah Ignoranceof the law these numi a > order may be rescindedas
Twenty Five Years Ago Today run between Holland and Chicago. when Mr. Baurngartel left for to finally round him up In n near for this crime in Ionia prison. Ho
Vun I-rfmte,Remarks By Our Lady , hers are not transferred to the has been tho case several times
George Souter will leave for Los Grand Rapids with Mrs. Baum- by pool room and this time when was brought back to Ottawa coiinffi
Hofstein and Jupingu have purGo-Workers, Member uf Ladiesj owner through this channel. The now, out at the same time there
Angeles Monday to stay for the gartel. Who was Mis* Fairbanks of he was taken they made sure he ty by Prosecutor Miles to testify
Auxiliary; Reminiscenceof 1861, laws says that within ten days a is nothing sure about Holland's in- chased of Ottawa Breyman the lot winter While out west he will In- Holland.
was fast and there would be no
against his pal Hlnke,
Member O. A. R.; Sblelights-Span-change in ownershipshall be fur- ter urban or bus transportation. south of the American Express ofMax Sandy, special writer for chance to duck.
fice on Central Ave. for' $3,500. A ! veslIKnt<“ dl'-V farming system near
The evidencethat really told
ish -American War, Member Span- nished by the owners to the colthe
Grand
Rapid*
Herald,
Is
enWhen brought to the Jail and
A dispatch from I^ansingwould two story building will be erected
' ^5®*; Uullf.
against Sinke In yesterday's trial
ish War Yets; Vocal Solo, John Ter lectors of customs of the districts indicate that permits for busses
The
following program was giv- deavoring to find the person who having his finger prints taken he was the verbal confession Hlnke
there
on.
Reek; Service Mon. Cnpt. H. A. where such numbers were award- between Grand Rapids, Holland
Introduced the first pheasant Into
In no way abashed and InArt Huntley of the Bell Tele- en at the Woman's Literary club Michigan and Mr. Baurngartel. in seemed
Geerds; Informal Talk, Con D» ed. Such vessel sold into another and Saugatuckwill not be granted
formed the deputy that it would made to Chief Van Ry, offleen*
Tuesday: "Margarettriple crowned
phone
Co.
In
Holland
has
been
a communication, gives tho follow- be an easy matter for him to make iiontekoe and O'Connor. This apFree; Music, American Legion customs district may be numbered for some time possibly.
named manager of the Muskegon queen,” Miss Martin; “Iron and ing information:
Band Orchestra; Hursts and Duds, anew In the latter district.
hi* escape from the Jail. He I* u parentlytold against him.
The dispatch reads:
exchange and will move there) Lumber."Mrs. Te Roller;piano soThe defense also brought charA1 C. Jpldersma;Address, A. H.
Dear
Max
Sandy: Who Introduc- hard nut and will take any chance
The penalty for violationof any
"The hearing on application of shortly.
lo, Mrs. Otto Kan; "Fisheries."
Mrs.
Landwehr; America,Audience.
ed the pheasant Into Michigan? the officers stated this morning. acter witnesses who stated that us
such provision of this act shall be the Rapids TransportationcomThe third annual missionary un- I Frank Plfer; reading. "Elizabeth's We discussed this question not The boy* will be arraigned some far ns they knewSlnke was a man of
|10 for which the vessel shall be pany before the Michigan Public Ion
was held in Grand Haven and f Choice," Mrs. W. J. Gurrod; rend- long ago and at that time I prom- time today, the slxteen-yeur-oldgood character. Mayor Katnmerliable and may be seized and pru- Utilities commissionat Lansing for
the
following officers were elected: ling "The Clitlaws," Mrs. R. N. Do ised to write you giving the In- Stanley Hlugay will have to he nad, Alderman Alex Van Zuntcn
AT 76. MARRIED
___ TWICE:
______
oeeded against In the district permission to operate a truck line
Mrs. A. C. V. R. Gilmore. Holland, Merrell..
formation In my possession.
handled through tho probate court. and Charles Van Zylen all of Hol87 CHILDREN: 84 LIVING
court of the Unlted States, in any for local freight between Grand
IV
(ustrict in which the vessel may be Rapids, Holland, Saugatuck and
Credit for the original Introduc- The story of the holdup will be land were among the character
witnesses.
tion. rearing and liberation In found on page five of ths Issue.
found.
Intermediate points was postponed
Prosecutor Miles had sworn in
The story of a man who twice The custom otfieer In charge in indefinitely yesterday.The Rapid
Michigan of this grand game bird,
the new prosecutor ClarenceI>jkmarried, at 76 is the father of 87 Grand Haven, W. L. Phillips sug- Transportation company, said to
in modestly claimed by me. l^et me
ker us assistant, In order that Mr.
children.84 of whom are living, is gests that all new owners of small he affiliated with electric railway
quote from the Holland City News
OWN TROUT HATCHERY Lokker may get' onto the rope*
?es ibereported by a Vienna medical so- boats see to it that If they have interests, sought to establish a
of March 30, 1895: "Two pairs of
foro he takes office January 1st.
ciety journal.
Mongolian pheasant* were liberatpurchased h bout during the sea- truck line to take over the freight
Members of the Chase Benjamin The cose was a drawnout uffiilr
ed by Arthur Baurngartel and Har- Gun Club of Alpena will establish
Bernard Scheinber, of Berlin, son they should he certain that business of the Grand Rapids, Holry Doeiburg some distance from their own natural trout hatchery lasting nearly a day and a half,
living near the Gorman border had their boat is registeredand num- land & Chicago railway, recently
i
the. city Wednesday. Three more thi* year H will be operated In co65 children by his tirst wife, who bered under the new ownership.
sold at a mortgage foreclosuresale
pair* will he put out before the operation with the Federal uctlvo
died at the ago of ofi, the journal
and which faces abandonment on
close of the week. This Is the benays. Not one was a single birth.
Nov. 15 If not purchased by an
Itle* along the same line, the club
ginning of the efforts of the HolThere were four quadruplets,seven
operating company.
buildingthe ponds and the GovernPOUND
land
Rod
and
Gun
club
to
stock
triplet and 16 twins. Sixty-sevenof
“The applicationwas opposed by
ment furnishingthe fish. The trout
the
fields
in
this
vicinity
with
the children are living, hut he adFOUND NEAR PONTIAC C. A. Bishop, general manager of
put will he confined to brook trout
game
—
"
mits having lost count of the grandE. pi. Elkins, Jr., of Pontiac, the Associated Truck lines, who
only for planting In the streams
These
birds,
released
March
27.
chid ren.
contended
that
the
lines
which
he
claims the discovery of the cham1895, on the Henry Harrington throughoutAlpena county.
Scheinber's second marriage at pion mushroom of Michigan for represented gave an adequate serThree and a half million people
farm uj Haarlem, north of Holthe age of 57 was blessed with 18 1926. The mushroom weighed two vice between the points mentioned.
from forty-five states in the umor
land, were actually English ring"That the Goodrich Transit comchildren, Includingtwo sets of trip- pounds and was found near Ponvisited the Michigan state parl_
nock pheasants,and, to the best of
contemplates operating
lets Ills second wife is still living. tiac.
during the 1926 season recorda
my knowledge,Information and
trucks between Holland and Grand
show today, an Increase of 22 per
belief, were the first of any variety
Rapids to handle freight to and
cent.
of pheasantto be liberated in
from Chicago became known at the
During the last year six new
Michigan..
hearing. As this would be part of
rr/x
r*
purkti were developed making"
How did It come about? My faan Interstateshipment, no permit
ther was a sportsman In the true
from the Michigan Public Utilities
u total °f
avaii11/
fltJll
able
for
tourists to Michigan.
Henne of the word. HI* talks to my
commissionis needed, it was said."
brother and myself on obedience to
o
«§
game and fish laws, self-imposed
bug limits, etc., were to thVpolnt. JUDGE HUNT TO PAHS ON MOST
FISK SWIMS M200 MILES IN
UNUSUAL CASE EVER TO
He also maintained that one should
TIME
COMB BEFORE COURT
put back Into any activity In which
A tagged fish released off Port
he is engaged more than he take*
Maitland, Nova Scotia, traveled
out of It. Ho much for parental
In one of the most unusual cases
nearly 1.200 miles in thfee months,
teaching and an inherited lovo for
ever to come in Wayne circuit!
before it was caught In the Maisie
the great outdoor*!
court, two brothers, 13 and 14
IN
River, Quebec.
To Replace Quail
old, will appear Saturday boA serious Illness bringing to me years
ton* Judge Ormond F. Hunt and
doctor’s orders to remain In the
EGG LAYING RACE IS INTERopen air or go to happier “hunting explain why they refuse to see
BIG
IS
NATIONAL
their father.
grounds," for two years all the
SCOPE
The boys are Earl and Donald
time possible was spent outside, Douglass,
who live with their
resultingIn complete restorationto
mother. Mrs Estelle W. Douglass, Light poultrymen from Ottawa
health,un intensification of the Inentered pens In the Michigan
Wood Cut of Dr. A. C Van Haalte, In Possessionof the News For Half herited love of nature, a knowl- 16939 Jefferson avenue, Detroit. A have
Internationalegg laying contest at
divorce
Is
ponding
between
Mrs.
a Century
edge of flagrantviolations of game
CHARLES ,f. DO VEL TO SPEAK
East Lansing. Seven pen* arc white
and fish laws, and a resolutionon Douglass and Edward C. Douglass, leghornsentered by J. Pater A Son.
HOLLAND'S
2634 West Euclid, her husband.
my
part
to
do
something
to
alter
B. P. O. E.
When the divorce was filed the Hudsonvllle, winning last year: J.
of the leaders for evangelicalRe- conditionsand Increase tho attrac- court ordered that the father Shoemaker A G. Van Dam, Hudfr= \
tiveness of tho "open places" so
formed In the Dutch NaOn Tuesday, Nov. 16. Holland
should see tho boys on Thursdays Honvtlle;HillcroftFarm, Cooperstional church, which - resulted In that those needing the "medicine" and Sundays of each week. Mra. vllle; Hoffman Leghorn Farm,
Lodge of- Elks will have a promso
beneficialto me would be Ininent visitor in the person of Charsecession. A bitter persecution of
Douglass has said she wa* willing Holland; Karsten's Farm, Zeeland;
to partake.
Grandview Farm, Zeeland; Superles J. Dovol, who represents the
these seceders by the govern- duced
of the success attend- for her hunband to see his sons at ior Poultry Farm, Zeeland.
Grand Exalted Ruler of Elkdom---- --„ _ _ I ment followed which practically ingKnowing
these times, but the boys steadfastthe Introductionof tho Chinese
One pen of barred rocks bua
Mr. Dovel will bring
large
Judge ly rcfuHo to meet tholr father at been entered by O. 8. Potgetcr, at
mennt
the exi,uiHion
°f Dr- Van pheasant Into Oregon
delegation to Holland and the ofRaulte from
the Netherlands.
Denny
in 1880, and that It was a any time, anywhere.
ficers of the local order are urgThe boys say that their father Hudsonvllle.
I During these trying periods the residentof the cold portions of its deserted
Fifteen states and one foreign
ing every member to be present
their mother and treated country are represented In tho
native
country,
it
occurred
to
me
next Tuesday evening at n o'clock. NEWKPAPii'RK vr tii vi' T1\il.' ed,tor Koe" on to say, Dominie Van
it could be successfullyIntroduced her cruelly, and despite tho order contest.Indiana has eight, Ohio
V.
A1
T,LVI
1,ML
Rualte
became
acquainted
with
a
Mr. Dovel has a message for the
WERE ALL I.\
ady Christian Johanna de Moon Into Michigan and in a measure of the court, tho desire of their six. Pennsylvania three, Massachlocal Elks and no doubt some of
take the place of the quail (whose father and the willingnessof tholr usetts, New York. Wisconsin. MisI to whom he was united in marour local speakers in the order will
any reliable
estate
souri, Oklahoma and Ontario two
... ...
Huge on March 16, 1836. She shar- numbers were reduced more by the mother, they refuse to see him.
respond. There will also be a prosevere winters than by the gun),
each aid Iowa, New Jersey. Alagram of music followedby re\Yhilo u l tit
ed his Joys and his sorrows, proving
dealer and see how easy it is to
While
HU ter Political Eight herHelf a noble and true h£||)meet and also relieve tho pressure on
bama, California,Connecticut,
freshment.
the
vanishing
ruffed
grouse
or
parWas Going
until June 30. 1871. when she went
Secretary John E. Klekentveld
News of August 24. 1895:— “The Washington and Minnesota one
really get possession and carry
tridge.
In
thi*
much
encourageeach.
before him to her rest.
Is sending notices to every memment was given
by Emerson English rlngneckpheasant* liberhome— the first reber. requesting their presence at
The fiftieth anniversaryof the The editor of the News then goes Hough (author of "Tho Covered ated by the Rod and Gun club lust
the lodge room under the Tower death of Dr. Van Raulte. founder, o'1 to enumerate the qualifications Wagon" and other works, then spring have bred. Three young
quirement is a small
of
clock Tuesday evening.
of
........... ... _
____
_______ . ’
_ western representativeof "Forest ones were seen a short time ago. ZEELAND LITERARY
of ii.,n
Holland, ............
passed by
unnoticed.In and the
noble character
of Dr. Van
This proves conclusivelythe pheascosh, and steady saving with us
CLUB GAVE A PROlooking up old files of Holland ! Raalte that have been told and re- and Stream")In a conference held
ants will breed and is very encourTwo refrigeratortrucks leave newspapers, printed at that time it ; told from the platform and In the with him In Chicago.
GRAM
will bring that.
aging
to
those who have put In
Hamilton each night laden with was apparent that the death of) press at Intervalssince that time.
Then there was another reason tholr time and money for the benecelery which reaches the Chicago Dominie Van Kaalte, us he was then
for tho Introduction of this bird: fit of the shooters. Four pair* of
, ,,
x,
Following Is the regular proearly morning market. The product called, was a tragic affair,Holland The following week the News realizingthat there Is no interest
were placed in
suit- gram of the Zeeland Literary club
is of very high quality and grow- was in the midst of
much stronger than the financial, pheasants
most
11 .'^Ti'.,pt,0nv°f„the
able patch of woods yesterday by given yesterday,National Armistice
ers of it are understood to have bitter presidential campaigns luting that It was held on Friday it seemed to me that If the sportsBaurngartel and Henry day:
made large profits in recent years.
men of Holland could be Induced Arthur
National anthem by tho club, led
u w»s mln,LZsr
They call it Hamilton Golden Brit- captpaign of Hayes and W heeler
to participatein the expense of K4eklntveld."
by Miss Isla Prulm, cornet and piItlngiHTk Prospers
tle brand. Some of the growers and Tilden and
securing the initial stock and of
p>
were inventors of a machine for
Later, larger numbers were lib- ano accompaniment.
Although Holland was in the , A,U0VK ‘U* distinguishedguests thereafter rearing the birds for
Debate. Resolved that military
settingcelery plants which is now iM-it,
, from abroad were noticed Hon. T. liberation,they would naturally erated by Ben Van Raalte (grandextensivelyused.
°f
Ferry. Vice President Protem take action looking toward their son of the founder of the Holland training should be compulsory In
•tivities
‘Vu-rno -10 .f;:'1' the United States, and hi* broth- protectionand incldentiallythat colony) and myself and prior to collegesand universities.: affirmathis vicinity. In a*er Wm. M. Ferry.’’ All business of other game.
my leaving Holland in 1899 pur tive, Mrs. Jack Roonstra and Mrs.
Negative,
After arranging for the passage entire breeding stock wa* released. E. J. Mac
of a law protectingthe birds when As tho years passed, report* reach- Mrs Ed Klumper and Miss Anna
Neerken.
PAPER FROM THE
released,a meeting was held May ed me frequentlyof old and young
“e »;S I V“"
Readings were given by Mis*
OLD HOME TOWN
1, 1893, In the office of Squire Fair- birds being seen In all directions
uf a death knell amid joys and ex- ' T,ie college and public school* banks at which final plans were from Holland. Thus my early ex- Dora Van Luo and a cornet duet by
cltement of a great festivity, for were closed and all public build- laid and subscriptionspaid. Both pectationshave been realized.
Adrian Wlersmu and Chester Van
Talk about your literature
Holland wa* taking part in one of inRH were draped In mourning and the Mongolian and the English
And paper up-to-date,
About 1894 the Muskegon Gun I»o
the
most
exciting,
and
perhaps
the
• ,nuny other building* were draped
About the legislature
rlngneck were ordered from a New chib secured some Mongolian Hostess was Mrs. J. Cook.
most important politicalcontests ln black.
— — o
And doin'* through the
Jersey game farm, but only the lat- pheasants and being unsuccessful
this
nation
has
ever
witnessed."
I
Hefor0
the
corpHe
WftH
,iroUffht
state
ter were deliveredIn Holland, Aug- in hatching the eggs, sent tho birds
To me they ain't comparin’
The Holland City News. De | to the large First church on Ninth ust 4. 1893, and were placed In to me. However, few eggs hatched,
Though I look the world
Grondwet and De Hollander, local Street, services for relative*were quarter* previouslyprepared at my and those produced weak chick*
around
that did riot mature. After two
newspapers were issued In heavy held at the home. The main en- residence.
To the little newsy paper
As anticipated. Interestin the years of experiment, the bird* were
black. AH the column rules of the I trance to the church edificewa*
project
.was
widespread,
and
From the old home town.
returned. Generally speaking, the
paper *were turned bottotnsldeup. draped as were the pulpit and
bringing but broad black columns, pulpit lamps. The article goes on through newspaperpublicityin the English rlngneck ( a cross between
There’s something brewin'
significant of mouring.
further and states that the large form of news Items. editorials, the Mongolianor Chinese and the
• In the air
Start a little ‘‘Neit Egg" savThe Huland City News, printed church could not hold one-half of and contributed articles,Interest English) has proven to be the
The day the paper comes;
on Nov. 1 1, 1876. states that the the people who attemptedto gain In fish and other game protection pheasant for stocking purposes.
ings account. You will mar*
Ma, she goes about her work
wa* also awakened.
What are we doing to at least
day before Nov. 10 the editor hud an entrance.
JAAKKMA ALSO BEAnd
either
sings
or
hum*.
The time being deemed ripe, balance our account? We have revel at the savings made pos*
witnessed the most imposing and
Rev. A. Pieters and Rev. Ulter- January 13, 1894, the Holland Rod ceived pleasure and physical beneCOMES (INTERESTED INBut I just get so restless
largest
funeral
that
had
ever
taken
sible by making your own
wyk were in charge of the service*. and Gun club wa* formed with the fit from our trips to lake, stream
ONE OF THE PLANTS
Till the postman brings it
place in this city, and that was
Rev. Pieter* preaching the funeral
down.
What and field. Have we given more than
wardrobe,as compared with
the
funeral of Dr. A. C. Van sermon In Dutch while Dr. Phil- writer a* secretdry-treaHurer.
And I’m first to grab the
Raalte, and that the ceremonies lips, first presidentof Hope college, that organization accomplishedis u passing thought to the necessity Dewey Jaarsma. local manager
the price of ready mades.
paper
a matter of Holland history.Suf- of doing our share toward restor- of the Hoekstra Ice Cream com- "
were so extensive and elaborate gave a eulogy In English.
From the old home town.
fice it to say that finally a reward ing the fish to our waters, the game
that there was no time to give nopany. has just returned from Three
The procession was then from- of $100 for Information leading to to our fields? We cannot all be di- River* where the company has
tice to it in that Issue of November
More Clothes for Less Money
Ma come* In the Hlttin’room
11.
Furthermore
he was so over- ''d- and a difficult tusk It was, un the arrest and conviction of a vio- rectors of conservation, but we bought up a branch factory and
And lets the dishes go
of the game or fish laws was cun assist by supporting the Izauk
will operate it together with tho
come with grief that the writeup der the superintendency
of Ex- lator
And listens while I read
unclaimed. At one time some of Walton league and other like or- other plants.
would
have
to
wait
until
the
next
1 mayor Cappon and Alderman KunYou can have two or even
about
the
local
people
resented
out
*eganizations
whoso
watchword
I*
. tera, and proceeded to the grave in
Mr. Jaarsma will also manage
The folks we used to
curlng fund* for fish protection "conHervution.”Surely the welfare the Three Rivers plant going
three summer dresees for the
In eulogizingMr, Van Raalte the Khe following order: Common
know;
from
Grand
Rapid*
people
having
of
our
people
and
future
generathere two days each week. Tho
following week, the editor gave u ! Council and Town Board, Rev. It.
price of ONE ready made.
For birth* and death* and
cottage* on Macatuwa bay. but op- tions should have our best thought company has also given Mr. Jaarhistory of the coming of Dr. Van I Hleter*. hearse and pallbearerson
land deal*
position subsided when we secur- and action. Public park* and fish- «ma a third interestIn the plant
Raulte, well known to local citizens ! fach side, carriages containing
No Need to Wait. Buy Now.
ed passage of a law prohibitingthe ing and shootinggrounds, game there It is stated.And weddln’s too. abound
! bimlly and friend*, clergymenand
All are mighty interestin'
Hhootlngof duck* from power refuges,stream pollution, reforestThe local man started with the
It appears from the eulogy th it
President and Council of
From the old home town.
boats. That law covered only Macu- ation os applied not only to future company seven years ago as
differentlocalities were proposed
( "liege. 1* acuity of
New White Rotary and New
Sewing Machines
tawa bay (or Black lake a* It was lumber and timber needs but also salesman in Grand Rapids,
to Dr. Van Raalte as a place
u"d reprjsMtatlves of the then generally called)and It Is my us to constant water supply and
I know it ain't so chisHical
then became manager and hi
able to colonize. The Dutch govern- £abl,lL *choo Is: Justice of Peace,
Needles and Repairs for all Sewing Machines
A* these big dailies are
recollectionIt was the first law of food prevention, the effect of for the Holland branch.
ment offered him encouragementI
«tudents of Hope co - its kind enacted In Michigan,
That tell about prize fights
drainage
of
swamp
or
adjacent
Tho Three Rivers branch
on the
the Island
Island of
of Java.
Dutch noKses, ‘•itlzens.carriage* then folon
Java, Dutch
posses
And latest movie star;
though now quite generally in ef- agriculturalland, etc, furnish top- serve not only Three River* l
-ATsions just then in the colonizing lowed to the number of about 80. fect in the United State*.
But just for my enjoyment
ics for serious thought and discus- least six other small villages
stage. “America the Land of the
Arriving at the grave, and after
There'* nothin’ 1 have
To return to the pheasant, about sion. but avail nothing if not It.
Free" was chosen and Holland n* having lowered the handsome 25 were brought to maturity in translatedInto action. Let us then
found
The Grand Rapida
the central point was selected for coffin Into it* resting place, the sad 1894, but It was decided to re- Insist upon the formulation of an plants \
Like the little newsy paper
the colonizationof Michigan by the ceremony was closed with a few lease none until the following adequateprogram and carrying It
HOLLAND, MICH.
From the old home town.
The Hoeuum jura »
word* by Rev. Ultwerljk In Dutch, year. Those turned out in the into effect.
— Publisher Auxiliary
Dutch.
however, *>»• Thr** i
The editor speaks of the energy and a prayer hy*Dr. Crlspell in spring hn»e bred. Three young
. A- -G> BAUMGARTEL. "»wnr'l>e
t. 5. *
.• * J • • . • • • *
• of the fl^ry eloquent gym, one
- „ Item appear luf la iht Holland City 637 Coil ave., N£., Gra^d Rapid* Crqitt 1ac«
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FRIDAY, IT IK UNDERSTOOD,
AT GRAND RAPIDS
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LANTERN CAUSES $3000

BANK ROBBERY
HELPS THE SHERIFF
WIN BY BIG MAJORITY

ALLEGAN BARN FIRE
Explosion of a lantern •carried

by a

girl

caused ft

fire

which

re-

™SMAILY

A bank robbery contributed masulted in damage estimated at $3,terially to Sheriff Kamferheek’s
000 Sunday night on a farm ownmajority for sheriff.
ed by Dr. E. H. Ryno. a mile and
Wright township contains Marne
a half south of Allegan.
and the bank that was robbed
The farm is tenanted by Nick
about a year Jigo by Shipley, who
Kruylac,whose sister-in-lawwas
was captured by the Ottawa coun- ii
feeding stock when her lanternwas
v _ I
ty sheriff.
upset, causing it to burst into
Two years ago Kaniferheek lost
The
assault and battery' matter
flame.
Two
burns
containing
crops
It was generally known in HolTho annual banquet of the Holand a chicken coop were destroyed between A1 TImmer. put liman tor. this township to Candidate Steketee
land Furnace Company Benefit and and 150 fowls were ciemated.
and Harm Knoll, living on M-ll. by a large vote, but this year the land that the local high school was
was again aired in court Friday tables were turned and Kaniferheek organizing a band, with members
X«-lief society was held Friday eveand after nearly two hours of de- received 15 and Kosemu 65, nearly
taken from the student body, but
ning at the Masonic temple. The
liberation the jury told Judge Van a 2 to 1 vote.
Duren that they could not agree.
the appearanceof such a wonderIndio* of the Kastern Star served
^ J
is the only
the Maytag tub, that is so scientificMr. Van Duren sent them hack
ful body of young men decked out
dinner at fi:3ft to about 400 men.
three different times for further
I washer with a cast-aluminum
ally-shaped that it adds greatly to the
deliberation, stating that if a ver; in gorgeous uniforms and so well
The men say that the food was detub—the tub that is life-lasting
turbulent water-actionproduced by
dict was not arrived al they could
Mrs
O.
J.
Van
Duren
is
busy
provided with instruments was a
liciousbut that their hunger was
because it will not rust, rot, corrode,
putting up the Hed Cross roll call not help but bring unnecessary
the Maytag gyratator, lies the secret
I real surprise to Holland.
satisfiedwith day wash, half posters in the stores and offices personal expense to the persons Insplit, warp or break. The tub that
of the Maytag’s cleaner washing.
but it would also be exThe new high school band put in
baked cores, sand blast shot, I along Eighth street and Elver ave. volved,
keeps water hot for an entire washing.
pensive tq the county.
; its appearance for the first time
whiio
hnl'l'*16
r"*l
rail
will
begin
on
Thursdamps, saggers, etc.
The third time, however. thej
The tub that drains and cleans itself
Acontinuously-agitatedwateron the public streets of this city on
I day and
is to be completed by
foreman of the jury became rather
I Saturday afternoon just before tho
were stowing away these delicacies | Thanksgivingday. The roll call
in 30 seconds after the washing is
action in every inch of the tub all of
and told the justice,“If The sheriffs
.....
was i Holland-Grand
Haven football
they were drowningout Van Dur'^nounced in the churches of excited
done.
the time. No idle waterl Every
we stay in that jury room until notiue,i that the chicken coops of game.
, Holland Sunday,
on's orchestra.While they were Under the direction of Frank we rot, we will not all agree on tW(, north of Ferrysburg farmers! The uniforms of the young men
particle of soap continuouslyat
The Maytag Company was quick
munching their sand blast shot it Llevense. scout commissioner,the tNs v^dict. , • an '•)uron JlU'Ujhnd been robbed in the night. The consistof capes made of maroon
to recognizethe value of cast-alumiwork! No waste motion — economical
discharged
ihe
men,
thanking
COOpH raided belonged to .1 Neusm- broadcloth,with orange satin trimboy
scouts
will
put
the
Red
Cross
is reported that all but the strongthein for their
or and .1. Bremer, the former losing i mings and caps to match. The
service
flags
on
automobile
and
num
for
building
a
tub
©[
outstanding
and efficient — no wear and tear on
est radio sets were put out of
The case brought out consider- 1 (lfty ,.hi(.kens „1P muer about flf- trousers are of white duck while
eonimisslofifor severalblocks sur- trucks. Some fifty boys will take nble legal talent Daniel Ten Cate lern
advantages. In the unique design of
the finest fabrics!
part in this work.
the <lrum major, Francis Van
rounding the Masonic hall.
appearing for
defendant Knoll and
,,,,
The theft was discovered when Hnrtesvelt,a regular high stepper,
The men finally quieted down
Prosecutor Miles, who represented thc ovvn„rs wcnt to feed tho chick- Is decked out a little more elaborenough to listen to a splendid adthe people, calling in the newly
found th,,ir ,.00,)S 1)rac. ately with fur shako and drum
dress by Mr. A. W. Wrieden, who
elected prosecutor in order ,0 tically emptied, the doors open major’s baton. What is still needed
in Mr. A. H. Landwehr's absence
start him in
.in(] evidences of a quick get away to make the uniforms complete are
told the men how pleased the manThe two prosecutors went at It .u.OUnd
jerseys that will match up with
agement was with the production
hammer and tongs and the merits 1 Th|s loss COines ns 'a pniticular-the rest of the uniform and these
record of the men durng the past
of the case were thoroughly aired; Iy hard one at this season of the will cost in the neighborhoodof
Yesterday afternoonat 4:00 even a broad-ax. one of the 'v°u- year, when fowls are much in deyear. He Interested them in telling
$800.00.
them that during
years the o'clock a goodly number of inter- pons K'uu1* of the witnesses con- mand and the holiday season at the, At least CO per cent of the band
ested
men mot in Third Reformed tended had been used by Knoll, end of the month an especially j membership are from pupils in
company has been in operaton
there have not been more than 30 church in a prayer and praise ser- was brought into play.
good time to sell them. They were | junior high. The selection was
lay-offdays. Mr. Wrieden asked vice. This was the first of a series
The ease, had to do with the cut- all large, fattened just for this made from these classes for at
of
meetings
that
will
be
held
durthose of the men who have been
ting down of •> tm' in trum of 1 ["' i purpose and the thieves evidently least two years or more they will!
..wit lithe company more than 'en ing the winter under the auspices property of Mr. Knoll where be intend them to lie used exactly this have to study and this fact would
years to stand up. Twenty-four of of the Men's Federation of Adult was building a driveway to his
i Insure the band of a more pernmnhome. Roudmaster Timmer, who
them did so and received great Bible classes.
They without doubt bagged the lent membership,
the
Mr. Jacob Geerlings was in was t,0™lnK ''V- obj«M to.l, words hl(.k,.|1s
applause which was due them.
llUttinK them into a car, The hand had 5R players in line
Mr. J. P. Kolia was the next charge of the meeting.He gave followed which leu to lhP™,xuP' i and speeding away before any one Saturday, tho director John Van
speaker and his talk was based an inspiring talk on the meaning 'l10 defense claiming immei u.iS au-a,.0 they had been in the Vyven leading the young men.
of the consecrated life. The male
principally on the founderleswhich
f '.‘i'V n ?!
r'amiinK vicinity.Foot prints evidently of Nineteen out of the 56 instrushowed that there has been a fine quartette of Wlxth Ref'd church that Knoll struck tirst. ! immer i two mt.n or u man nnd a buy were i ments are owned by the school
furnished the special music. Many
Use a Maytag in your
gain in efficiency in the founderles
was badly Injured where he struck {0und near both coops, the same authorities, and the board of edutook part when the meeting was
the three company plants. He
his head on the concrete, his buo ^nnf. must have robbed both coops, cation Is doing much to help along
own home next washday,
the 0!,e^t*,1to kll. It was altogether was badly, mashed and lus f.tlse sheriff Kaniferheekis notifying this new organization,
finished his talk by asking
very profitablemeeting.
teeth were broken to fragments,i au buyers of poultry to keep
A
public concert is being planforemen and their nsslstantsto ' a Next
without obligationor exSunday the second meeting
I he jurors were: 1 eter Ue^ense, j 8harp lookout but other than this ned for this winter but the date
form a group for u flash-light pic- will be held at the same time and
pense.
Remember, if the
ture. After the chairs had been place.
,1,1.
is vqry little to be done. They, for this exhibitionhas not yet been
hove, L. Smith, Albert Bekker and may be in the Chicago Market by set. Faculty adviser.J. A. Bennett,
placed on the platform and the
Maytag
doesn’t sell itself,
John Kole.
this time and If so could hardly has been untiring in his efforts to
men seated and Mr. Lacey, the loAt a previous trial, when the be detected as the stolen goods.
cal photographer, was about ready
organize this bund and he deserves
don’t
keep
it.
charge was brought for “assault
o
to "shoot'', a carload or so of sawa full measure of credit in selectto
do
great
bodily
harm
less
than
dust which had been hidden up
ing such an able corps of musthe erime of murder," JusticeCharabove the curtainwas releasedand
icians right from the start.
les
K.
Van
Duren,
at
the
examThe members of the band conthe men found -themselves packed
ination. considered the charge was
sist of the following:
-In much the manner that torpedoes
Easy Deferred
too heavy and would only consider
Director.Jno. Van Vyven, Facwere packed In the sanelessFourth
to
make
it an "assault and butPayments
ulty advisor,J. A. Bennett; Drum
of July days of their youth.
tery" casej If the charge had been
major. Francis Vun Hartesveldt.
Following this event it seemed
for the graver offense it would
You'll
Never Miss
The
Young
Men's
Bible
Class
of
Cornets:
Willis
Arnold,
Wm.
In good taste to listen to u short
have been a circuitcourt matter,
Baron, Iceland Beach, Jno. Bosch,
1 talk by the Bev. Mr. Willets of the Central Avenue ChristianReformed
but
the
lesser
charge
made
it
a
jusThe Spanish war veterans of Ernest De Fouw, Leslie Hill, AlM. E. church. He told how in tho church is arranging a program for tice court offense.
November 11, Armistice night. The
Ibdland, together witty the wom- bert Kalkman, Bernard Klinlstek. early days .three or four decades
en's auxiliary of that order, have er, Peter Lugers, Vietor Maxam,
'ago, the Methodst circuit riders entertainment will come in the wav
of a concert to be held in that
been very active socially this fall, Frederick Miles, Harold Mokma,
- were forced to give up their work
church
beginning at 7:45 o'clock.
and one most enjoyable party was Bernard Plakke, Preston Shaffer.
after only ten or tweve years of
The
proceeds of the concert will
Altos: W. E. Bauder. Jus. Hola Hallowe'en masquerade in which
service because of the unhealthy
go as a benefit to the Holland
the families of the local vets also der, Leonard Klungle, Dale Smith.
conditions they were forced to put
Christian schools.Besides several
Clarinets:
Wm. Bonthuis, Harry
participated.
up with He stated that the main numbers by the Colonial orchestra
The party carried with it a dance Beekman, Andrew Dulman. Leonrtiflb ulty was brought about by
the program will be replete with
Holder, Jusj program In G. A. R. hall and the ard Dekker, Maynard
living In homes little better than readings,vocal and instrumental
After an illness of ten days with I roomg were fittinglydecorated with tin Homkes, Jerry Routing,Robshacks, which were inadequately offerings by well known Holland
pneumonia, William L. Braskamp I Hallowe'en fixtures appropriately ert Lievense.Herbert Marsilje,Roy
heated and ventilated. Back of all artists.
died Wednesday evening at his arranged. There were clowns, Moot, Rudolph Nichols, Lloyd Patthis was the pay which would have
The Colonialorchestra Is the outat 30 East 13th street. Dur- j witches, ghosts, gold-dusttwins and terson, James Walters, Gerrit
been a Joke if It had not been so growth of the large Central Avenue home
ing his illness Mr. Braskamp was Sp rits of '76 in the masquerading Kruithof.
serious:. Circuit riders in those days church orchestra in existencesome
Sousaphones: Chester Kramer,
nursed by his own daughter, Miss (party.
it seems, received $66 to $69 a five years ago. It has ten memAlydia Braskamp. who is a train- One of the unique features was Kenneth Sandy.
year, and in case one of them hud bers with Ed Brower as business
ed
nurse in Chicago, but the dis-jthe introductionof a new band,
Baritones: Jay Dalmnn, Louis
a family it naturally necessitated manager. The personnel of this ease conquered him and the eml The talent was picked from the Damstrn.
tho poorest of clothing and food. orchestra are Ijee De Free, piano; came on Wednesday evening. ladies' auxiliary: eight of them volTrombones: Herman De Weerd,
These, together with •poorly heated Joe Rowan, Andrew Rutgers and
He is survived by his wife and unteeredand decked themselves*Frank Harbin, Murray Hill, Elmer
houses, brought the Inevitableill- Henry Hasten, violins; Harold Van five children: William of Waupun, ! fittingly in band uniforms. The Smith.
‘‘.ness, so that men were forced to der Bie, saxophone;Ed Brower, Wisconsin. Alydia of Chicago. Mrs outfits consisted of red Jackets.
Saxophones:Donald Burrows,
give up their work right when they cornet: Nick Brower, trombone; H. Davison of Bayamon. Porto i with spoon decorations,neatly Chester Kuiper, Lindsey Miller,
ohould have been in their prime. Richard Evenhuis, bassoon; and Rico, Dr. John Braskamp of Fon trimmed white skirts contrasted Henry Nyhoff, Edgar Landwehr,
He pleased the men by telling them Henry Maas, traps and drums. The du Lac, Wis., and Mrs. B. I’ Krern- sharply with the red.
Alvin Van Asselt,Vaudle Vanden
- that in making a Highigradeheating bassoon is a peculiar looking in- er of Green Bay, Wis.
The entrance of the band, led by Berg, Alvin Brandt.
‘plant they were doing a service to strument and is difficultto play. It
The funeral was held Friday a lady drum-major,with
Drums: Peteil Boter, Augufft
well
~ mankind, which extendedinto all is the only instrument of that kind afternoon at two o'clock at the plumed shako, a regular high step- Hasten, Donald Leenhouts, Lawr’^ the walks of life and was much in Ottawa county, in fact there are home. Rev. Mr. Van Eerden ofper marched in on the audience ence Olinger, Thomas Selby.
•.worth while.
Cymbals — Melvin VanTutenhoven
few In Michigan.
Relating. The body was taken ( piaying the "Star Spangled BanThe next thing on the program
to Waupun. W is., and Interment I ner." The newly formed organiBass Drums: Nelson Bosnian.
was an impersonation of Harry
took place there on Saturday. mlon Is called "The Kitchen
. ' Lauder by William Schumakor.
Mr. Braskamp spent a large parti Hand" and the numbers on tho
* This brought shouts of laughter
of his life in Wisconsin. Some program were so well received that DIES AT THE AGE
from the crowd.
years ago he retired from actively,. Spanish war vets have decided
OF EJGHTY-TW0 YEARS
Next a musical and comedian
work and came to Holland to
t!lk<. the ladies to the Benton
spend his declining years here.
performance was staged by a troupe
Harbor state convention next June.
Jacob Pouwels, aged 62, died
from the Holland theater. Just as
The band is composed of the Monday morning at the home of
l
this was coming to a close a mes(following members: Mrs. Alyce his daughter, Mrs. John Vander
senger took a letter to the stage,
j Curley, director; Mrs. B. Harbin, Ploeg. He is survived by (me daughsigned George Tinholt, Matt PelleI Mrs. A. Hamm, Mrs. J. Van Asselt, ter. The funeral will be held on
Friends of John N. Vander Vries,
East 8th St.
. gram, and
Andrew Klomparenn. formerly of Holland and a graduMrs. J. Saggers, Miss Edna Van Thursday afternoon at two o'cock
r« questing the privilege of enter- ate of Hope College, will he very
liento, and Miss Gertrude Hom- at the home of Mr and Mrs. Vander
taining the crowd with a few songs much pleased to learn that he has
lleld. Miss Vunde Water accom- Ploeg, 74 East 16th street. Rev.
but because at the high class of en- Just been elected president of the
panied on the piano,
J. A. VanDyke. pastor of the Berj
A miscellaneous program wa8lenn church will officiate. Intertertainment that was being put on, Rotary club of Chicago — the
also
carried
out
as
follows:
f. they were burred. After these sen- "mother" club of the more than
ment will be In the New Gronigen
I Welcome. Marie Harbin, violin cemetery.
sitive gentlemenwere disappointed 2300 that now circle the globe be»
n I solo, Gerald Saggers; recitation,
* the program wan completedwith a ing located in more than 35 dif0
The omens are that the V,®” | Maynard Van Rente; Ukulele Spe•c* ntrlloquist act by Prof. Dum- ferent countries.
Cross drive in Holland will be unbl«ell (Leo Harrison), assisted by
Mr. Vander Vries is a son of the usually successful.Mrs. G. J. Van cial, Hester, Harbiq, and Marie ALLEGAN IS TO
Van Slootenl piano duet by two
Magician George Tubergan and his late Reverend Edward Vander
HAVE WIDER D0WN’ mod stunts,John Arens and Harry Vries, formerly of fhis city, and is
ministers
In
the
city
to
>l*niind
I ‘’^'bdlcs 'uf0 'Tof radtauT^arSTREETS
Flk. A strong-manact, by Herr western division manager of the them of Red Cross Sunday tomor- • ((lll Wolt.nan;saxaphone solo, AlDrencher(Ed Lenfers).carried the chamber of commerce of the Unit- row and to ask them to announce . vin
recitation.Fred
audienceaway and brought them ed States.
The work of widening the Huhthe Red Cross drive from their Hurl)ln.Kitchen Band, eight ladies
back again. Hon. Theodore Rooeepulpits tomorrow.She was reo -iv- 1 ll( lhe .lUKlliarv; recitation, Mr. T. bard-st. pavement four feet on FORMER SENATOR BILL
velt (Gerry Vandenberg)gave a deeither
side from Ohestnut-st. to
ed -ilh great cordialityby every.
Miss H. Harbin,
scriptionof the Harvard -Vale boat
CONNELLY BUYS
single minister
city and the
Vun A8W.lt.Mr. G. Hag- Oedar-st.,at Allegan was completrace and upset the whole program
Indicationsare that this is but a gers, accompanied on the violin ed Friday. Widening of this secLAKE FRONTAGE
as well as his boot, to the extent
prelude to the reception that the *n(,'Mabel Vande Water at the tion will permit parking cars along
that an intermissionwas necessary.
roll call will have from tho peo- piano; recitation. Mary Finch; CourthouseSquare near the busiOne of the oldest landmarks on
Then came a grand athletic matness section and is considered a the went shores of Spring lake, the
ple.
piano solo. John Vande Water. great
inse for the wrestlingchampionship
improvement
for safety.
Slides advertising the roll call
Alston
estate,has Just changed
Prizes were then given to the
of the world Htaniluus Zybsko of
The city some •months ago pur- hands, the transferbeing from .las
have arrived and they will be dis- best looking costumes.
Poland (Jack Van Dyke) spent
pl: yod iu the theatres. The roll
sell
After the program luncheon was chased a cement mixer for $506 Alston to Hen. William M. Conseveral exciting moments hugging
call will officially open on Thurs- served by the committeewho were and it has more than paid for it- nelly. This property has been in
Strangler Ed Lewis (Mr. A1 Wulday.
Armistice
day.
but
since
that
self
on
two
paving
jobs
the
city
The famous Fisher orchestra,
the Alston family since 1661 and
composed of the following: Mr.
’ ton:).
well known in Holland, has been is a day of celebration,not much Tien Vande Water, chairman; Mrs has eompleted. The other thor- has been owned by James Alston
The next thing was a terrlflc engaged to take a trip around the actual work Is expected. But the Frank Harbin, Mrs. Gerrit Klaas- oughfare paved was River-st.
for the last 57 years. It romprlses
boxing match between Jack Depp- world on the steamer "Beige n- members of the American legion en, Mrs. John Saggers.
31 acres with 666 feet of lake
will start In vigorously soon after
sey (JoJhn Modders) and Gene land."
frontage.It is In the sectionrecentA drive for membership i* now
Tunney (Adrian Westerhof).Tony
The boat will sail from New Armistice day to canvass the city. going on between the Spanish war CRISP
ly tapped by the new concrete road
Klinge was the timekeeperand York. Dec. 14 for Cuba. From
DIES LAST SATURDAY leading from Ferrysburgto Fruitvets and the ladies auxiliary.The
George Verhoef the referee. No thence it will go through the PanMrs. Egbert Altena, aged 56, died port. The deal was handled by D.
rivalry is keen but friendly.The
decision was given for fear a gen- ama canal to California,then to
losing side at the end of the season Saturday night at her home one E. Dma and company.
eral free-for-all would have been the Hawaiian Islands, Japan,
Mr. Connelly has invested heaviI is to entertafn the winning side mile east of Crisp. She is survived
Chinn,
Dutch
East
Indie*.
Malay
marled.
wrestler's handicap
and a substantial luncheon will by her husband and live children: ly In lake front property near
Straits,
India.
Ceylon,
Egypt,
Palmatch was put on between Adrian
not he forgotten in the program.
John, Mrs. Fred Koetsler of Hol- Grand Haven and .Spring Lake in
Westerhof and Jitn t)root«rs.Casey estine. the Rivleria, Spain and
land, Lubert, Benjamin, and Gil- recent years.
Essex
Wiersmu ns timekeeperwith Geo. back to New York.
bert. The funeral will he held on
While Fischers orchestra has
Venhoef, assisted by John Reynolds.
Wednesday afternoon at 12:30 at
rt fereeing. These three 4lstingidhh- played in all parts of the United
the home and at one o’clock at
'•<1 gentemen got the shoe* tit their States this is the most important
At the all-daychest clinic Thursthe Crisp church,
Essex 4
(Whiter top)
lives shortly after living seated in and far-reaching engagement ever day under the auspices of the W.
their official chairs, for someone had taken by the noted Kalamazoo
33 were examined and seven
POINTERS ON SINGING
ARE SURPRISED BY
wired the chairs with electricity, players.
had to be turned away for want of
Holland has known this organi- time. Thirteen of the 32 cases were
ihe result was a briUlantdisplayof
Olds
(Winter top)
BROTHERS
AND
SISTERS
lighting effects. This important trio' zation for at least fifteen years. "return cases" and 26 were new.
Mr. and Mrs. K Kragt, 4 East
The
Holland
fair
officials
have
lit all over the floofrmuch to the
Of those examined 17 were under
The Rally Day for the Home ICth street,were pleasantly sur- By J. Jam Helder, Singing Teacher
engaged them repeatedly and they sixteenand sixteenwere adults. Dr.
t amusement of the others.
Demonstration classes recently prised Friday night by their brothhave
furnished
the
music
for
many
John Meeusen' as Sambo the
Vis advised hospitalearn for three. held at Lansing for the rural •rs and sisterson the 85th annishape)
Every Thursdayin Holland.
Darkey was the curtain crier for balls and formal dances in thi* city He found four positivecases and women of the state was well at- versary of their wedding. The
•the evening and probably would be for several years.
four suspiciouscases in the 26 new tended by women from this county guests presented them with a beau- Phone 2611 Studio S4 Gravel PI.
crying yet If the other fellows had
eases examined. The 13 "return under the leadershipof Mrs. Ruth tiful gift Those present were; Mr.
1923 Ford
not sent him home to bed.
cases" were nearly all positive or Morley. Forty women made the and Mrs. Arthur Kronemyer, Mr.
The Discriminating Teacher
The banquet was the windup of HOPE PR0FEES0R TO TALK suspicious.
trip driving to Lansing where they and Mrs. Gerrit Kragt. Mr. and
another successfulyear for this joTO COMMERCIAL CLUB In several cases patients were were entertainedand instructedby Mrs. Honry Kragt. of Holland, Mr.
A larpe numbe
Next week Is National Education advised to have the tonsils remov- means of lectures and exhibitions
icty. As an organizationit desires
Roadster with
and Mrs. G. L. Hluzenga. Mr. and
of my students
ink all of those who helped to week and the Allegan Commercial ed. several were advised to take that will remain with many who
are chureh soloclub is lining np an evening's pro- ultra-violet ray treatment, and even made the effort to go and made Mrs. George Kragt of ZeZelsnd, Mr.
make the affair a great HffcraM.
ists. The fact
I gram
for their regular meeting in many of the negative cases were them realize what the state is try- John Kragt and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kragt of Grand Rapids. AH
1 line with the week: Prof. Egbert.
that these singfound to be far below par physi- ing to do to make the life of the enjoyed a good time.
1922
7 pass.
Winters, Hope College,has been cally.
ers appear berural woman as full as her city
engaged to speak at this meeting.
^
fore the public
o
Prof. Winters is an Interesting
Young Men’s Society Alliance
List year there were only seven
from Sunday to
speaker and his message is sure to
and
the
Holland
Chr.
Schools
have
1921
A fire Friday night, shortly after but through presentation and en- joined hands in staging a lyceum
Sunday indiWove well worth while. — Allegan fio'clock,
did $1,500 worth of dam- rnuragment on the part of Mrs.
cates natural
News.
course this season. These two orMerely
the
numbers
were
swelled
age to the Dykoma sisters'home on
singing ability.
to forty this year. Two of the par- ganizationshave joined in order to
loth street, near Pine.
give a better course. Last year's
The majorityof
Officers, directors and mernlvrs
There was a considerablemlxup ty rose at three o'clock to make course was conducted with great
these students
5 o’clock rtaturday morning of the the Mich. Tourist & Resort in alarms, as one was sent in from the trip but felt well repaid by the
atudy to overBnntekoe and Clark Lawyer, association will hold their first meet- box 41, to which the firemen re- delightful day arranged for them success but this year's course will
g on West 14th street, took ing Nov. 11. Insteadof Nov. 14, as sponded and this one was followed at Michigan State college where be still better.
come certain voThe Wolverine Four have been
Overland car to go hunting on learned in a communication re- by an alarm from box 33, which is the Home Demonstrationwork is
cal difficulties.
scheduled
for
Thanksgiving
night
laid out and planned.
bayou.
ceived here today from Hugh J. the correct one.
with an excellentsacred and clas- Not ill of these singers aim to be ari West 17th street, going west Gray, secretaryAbout live minutes was lost by
sical program. Van Wyr.k's quar- tists, and it is here many a singing
were, struck at the crowing
The meeting will he held at the firemen because of the mlxup.
THANKS TO VOTERS
tette will appear New Year's night. teacher, lacking the practical knowas the first interurban came Grand Rapids, the headquarters cf two different parties sending in the
I wish to thank the voters of Jan. 18th the famous quartette,
Holland from the car barns, the association.Plans for the cam- alarms from different boxes for the Holland and Ottawa county for the Jack Wood's Bell Ringers will ap- ledge of teaching, misses the mark.
Tfce discriminating teacher makes a
ocr was rendereda hopeless paign to bring tourists to Western same fire, •
splendid vote given me at the gen- pear. Feb. 10th "The Harp Symdistinction between What a useful
k $ut the boys were thrown Michigan next year, Including the Two familiesoccupy the build- eral electionTuesday, Nov. 2nd. J phony" la scheduled.
of the mess.
Bound UtJte Michigan Tour, will ing, the Dykemu sisters living on deeply appreciate the coaMenoe Feb. 24. "Ned Woodman," car- linger should know to make singing
stop to look at the bo taken up at the meeting, It is the ground floor and Dick Over- placed in me by electing me to the toonist, will draw some of the most easier, and whit the artist student
but got another car expected. According to local of- way. father of tho city clerk, on office of Register of Deeds,
famous cartoons ever published in should study to make the study of
Just the kudo.
ficers and directors.
singing harder.
the second floor.
FRANK,
any popular magazine.
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HOME

Walking from Holland to Grand
Rapids, John Zylstra, 40, a roomer
jot 1X8 Monroe-av., Grand Rapids,
Truffle on the road between Holwas hit l»y an autoniobile on the
land and Mnentawa was held up
road near Vftesland. The oar did
one evening a few days ago by an
not stop.
amazing portrayal of friendship. A
William De Yountr of Zeeland
small black kitten had been run
found Zylstra and took him to his
Into by a car while attempting to
room there, hut the injured man's
cross the road near Rertseh'scider
. . One of a . quartet of surviving condition became worse and he
mill. By the time its cries could
members of Company I, 25th Mich- was taken to Uuttonvorth hospital
To
incorporate or not to Incor- attract notice a huge shepherd dog
The Ottawa ('minty Rond Oom-j
early Friday by the police. It is
porate. Is the vexing question of had hounded to pussy’s aid. The mission met Thursday in the comigan Infantry, that enlistedin the belived he is internally hurt.
ranine
friend
insisted
on
standing
the villagersof H'udsonvillc.
missioner'sofflee in the courthouse
civil war wrom, this cotmty, passed
The propositionhas advanced to guard until the kitten was removed of Grand Haven to transact rou-1
to safety.
the
stage
where
the
mutter
will
tine business and also to consider
away Monday when death came to BEER SEASON WILL
actually ho voted on, the necesand pass on the constructionof;
Peter De Feyter at the Moldiera'
OPEN NEXT MONDAY sary consent by the board of supthe new permanent quarters for1
ervisors of Ottawa county has
Home in Grand Rapids. Only four
the state police which the county
been
granted
and
the
date
for
The
deer
season
opens
Nov.
15.
Is building and which the commisof the company were left and now
Probably a larger number of hunt- holding same has been lixed.
slon is supervising.
' this number has been reduced to ers will invade the north woods
The town which is showing conThe plans call for a brick buildft
than ever before. And all reports siderable interest in the matter is
!ng with full basement and heat' three: G. Van Schelven and Peter
indicate that deer are plentiful. The weighingthe advantages of incorIng plant and will consist of the
w DeVries of Holland and .loost Yer buck law and the decrease In poration very carefullyand when
following rooms, offlee, dormltoryi
IN
wolves
have
saved
Michigan
deer,
It
comes
no
doubt
will
be
fully
inliving room and dining room comPlanke of the northern part of the
j in spite of good roads and the formed and decide accordingly.
There was a large gathering of bined and single bedroom. A two
county.
j automobile.
Lenders in the enterprisingcomof the Holland Game and car garage will adjoin this house
munity have realized the advan- members
Mr. De Feyter was SI! years old.
o
Fish 1'roteotivc Association in the and all convenience# will be modtages of having an organized inHe was born in The Netherlands ; \ f A I IjTkf'rV
court room at the city hall Thurs- ern and attractive.
corporated community for some
The building w.ll l»e constructhut came to this country with his j f AjLIiUl I
t/l*
day evening to participatein the
time, and are outspokenin favorparents when he was only two years
smoker
and
to listen to Ren Hast, ed and arranged so In case the
ing the project.
of age. He made Holland his homo
of .Michigan’s most popular quarter# are ever abandoned or
The petitionwas presented to one
till his life since. About eight weeks
writersand lecturers on outdoor moved the house could easily be
the
hoard
of
supervisors
at
a
re(•(inverted into a dwelling or a
ago he moved from his home in
life.
cent meeting was freely signed and
business place) The Investment to
this city to the Soldiers’ Home in
A
mock
trial that was a sidemost of the signersare now out to
made is about $4. COO as the
Grand Rapids, on Monday he sufThe validity of the will made by put the incorporationact In effect splitting affair had to do with a be
commissioners are endeavoring to
fered a stroke of apoplexy
and j Orville A. Grommons of Hopkins if their Vote w 11 do it.
stolen skunk and involved several
stay within the limits of the apdeath was the result.
in i:i2« naming his nephew Orville
Quite naturally in a big under- Holland citizens in rather a smelly propriation.
The deceased is survived by sev- 1.smith tu: hishoir was 'ii pheld by a taking of this sort some opposition court procedure.
The hoard also made an Investon children: .Jacob P. of Holland; : j,irv jn the Allegan circuit court would arise, but regardlessof this
Secretary Jacob Lieven.seintrogation of equipmentfor necessary
Peter of Muskegon: Gilbertof Mil- ! nullifyingthe contention of other privilegethe friendliest spirit pre- duced Mr. Hast, who had as his
j snow removal In this county outivuuKee; George ..f Toledo; Mrs. : claimants that Grommons was in- vails, recogniz.ng the fact that all topic, “The Two ("s.” He stated
John Witt of Muskegon.Mrs. John competent at the time. An appeal are entitledto express their hon- there was too little conseriatlon side of the state trunk lines. Flgh! ty-slx miles of county roads on
Harris of Peabody, Kansas, and from probate court was made bv
and too much conversation in ev- i non-trunk lines are to be kept opest conviction.
Mrs. Charles Ramos of Holland.
erything
that
had
to
do
with
pres
Orville Smith after Hlair Smith anil
The electionwill Ire held within
under the supervision of the
The funeral was held on Thurs- Mrs. Lena Lenuitson, brother and
prescribed boundaries ‘of the
day afternoon at 2 o’clock at the sister of Orville, had contested the the
contemplatedvillage— at the State
home, 4!i West Tenth street, Rev. document submitted as the last wfll Hank building and will be held on
James M. Martin, pastor of the 3rd and testament of Grommons. They Tuesday, Nov. 30.
apply the laws to theins.-lves and (his ,nat(er nK tho rommisslonern
Reformed church, and Miss Nellie demanded a share of the estate on
obey them, because it is Impossible want to be pi.,,ttv we|| wlt|Bried beChurchford of the Holland Ciiy the assumption of an agreement
for game wardens to control50,000 fm.,, making any purchases,
Mission bHb luthig. 1 mormon! war and former will leaving the propdeer hunters and 40«,noO small A|thoUKh no purchases were;
in the 1 ilgrim Home cemetery.
$10,000
erty to their mother for services
and each individualj authorizedat this meeting, pretDe Feyter'# fellow member in rendered to the
should try to help enforce these
z
detin. te plans were formulated
Company 1. fl .Van Sehelven. re,a'™'
land the equftmient well decided
ferred to him Tuesday ps a an able
hvery true sportsman should en-iu.)on
and very faithfulsoldier during HOLLAND MAN IS, HONORED
dtavor to uphold the law, whether i u ls th(, aim of the commission
the Civil war. He enlistedin Augit steps on his toes nr not, fur the !
UI, all center# to the trunk
BY
EDUCATION
ASSOCIATE
ust. 1802, and served with Comsimple reason that If he doe# not, | unM and the elghty-slx miles planHenry
Goorlings
has
been
advispany I until the end of the war.
he set# a bad example for the com- nHi wm jeuVe very few In the
A suit was filed with the county munity, Mr. Fast
He went through all the hardships ed that he has been appointed a
county who cannot use their cur#
through which his company passed member of the professionalequity clerk Wm. Wilds Saturday at
Most hunters like to brag about .,11 season,
and took part In a considerable committee of the Michigan Kdu- Grand Haven wherein Frank Gar- themsebs when they kill the limit
abinski claim# $10,000 damages and over, or if they shoot animals
number of historic battles. He was | “‘J-i’"
one iif the original members of the , ihe < b.urman and other mem- for injuriesreceived when he was on which there Is a closed season, H0LD LAST RITES FOR
A. C. Van Uaalte Rost. D. A. R- i K‘rs °[I,ho committee u‘«;
struck by an automobile owned by said Air Hast; such men are not
C00PERSVILLE MAN
be consistent
Ihiryey Lmvrcy chairman, George Rprck of Grand Haven real sportsmen. Mr. Fast cited
throughouthis long life for the I i'onlHon;«'• (l- •'bib olm. hault Stf. township and driven at the time many case# where hunters did thi#!
*',i
.Marie; Walter Dixon. Detroit; R. of the accident by bis son, Ghnrles
welfare of that organization.
very thing and he also told the , v‘lf
i W. Cooper. Lansing; Samuel Mummember# present of common i,iw
borne hoi
dnesday, nftn
ford .Detroit.
The bill of complaint, goes on violations
no ih in
In the
doer| il
lo"B 11 at 7;3o at the
hHd house
Vrl,'ny and
af;
noun
the doer
tfirnoon
“THE MINISTER
further to say that Garbinskl Was country.
in the Reformed church.. Rurwallt.ng
on
M-ll
on
the
night
of
Mr. East said deer hunters are ,
. ..
AND HIS BOOKS” SUBNov. 19.1 924 on the right side of nocuMton.ed to buy a buck, if thev 1111
,n L 0| f™' m
JECT AT CONFERENCE
the road and in an orderly mu li-
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AMENDMENTS

Tho Western Social Conference
will meet in Semelink Hall on
Monday. Nov. 22. in o’clock. A. M.
The first paper to be read will be
"Tho Minister and his Rooks," by
Rev. C. II.
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Canned Goode Week It
Your Opportunity

STORES

THREE IN HOLLAND
W.

232

12th St.

W.

7

376 Central Ave.

8th St.

NATIONAL CANNED GOODS WEEK

!

AC

are

Housewife’s Friend

1

CONSERVATION

THOMAS

C

Canned Foods

BUY YOUR WINTER SUPPLY OF CANNED GOODS THIS WEEK
Housekeeperswhose pnntry shelves are well stocked with canned foods always hav*
menus- Fruits, vegetables,soups, salads, sea foods and
specialties of many kinds. As an extra inducement to buv during CANNED FOODS
are offerin*8Pecial P™*. You can SAVE TIME! SAVE LABOR! SAVE
MONEY! if you buy this week.
a delightful variety in their

half

doz.

Bectxis
dozen
Green ^ ^ -

SSiirixifip

Onekama Brand, Wax

/
I

if*

or

1 ^
's H16 sca80P f°r canned vegetables and these Sk
beans are very fine stock, and when you can serve til
six people with the contents of one can this splen*
did value on beans will appeal to you.

tsvo

1
JL^Ttf

PINEAPPLE
PEACHES
Sliced
Can 95
Cah
Can
Can
Dozen .
Dozen • Dawn

Fancy

.
Cru*hed
Can
2
Dozcn
*
Can
* *
Large No. 2't

Jjj2

Regular No- 2

?

fi')

Small No.

I)ozen
No. 2'4

2

6*7

*
-

Can
’

QQ

1*77

Small No.

I

1

Cun

'VJ I)ozen

.

1

syrup

A7

*

2

Dozen

Glen una Brand

Can
•
None Better

X7 Dozen •
Dozen
flALF DQL TOMATOES— Oar Boy Brand
No- 2

09

Miracle Brand
In extra heavy

2

C'0y
Sliced

Can
^ozen
’
Can
•
Broken

1

No.

Large

2

Day Brand

jjarRe No. 2\i

NoNo.

of

2

Large No. 2>4

1

O.W

The plaintiff also says lie was
struck to the ground and severely doer are captured, and sold to #up- "'‘‘n ,n. ,,r, ,’ear * ooperstilb.Ih
wounded sustainingcompound posed-to-ho sportsmen, and the 1', Hl'rv,vpdb>' ,hp w,riow "m1 11
This large size No. 2H can is packed almost solid
fracture# in both leg#, was bruis- hunter comes hack to his own (-iiy j "'opd-aughter.
I
fine ripened Michigan tomatoes. They are fine flavored,
torn
aud
that
he
wft#
forced
Tl10 county board of canvasser#
and boasts about his hunting
o
cd and will surely please you.
This paper will he read a second 1 completed their duties on Saturday to remain in Hatton hospital from Ily. Mr. East said, if every hunt- |\
Unto by special request, and in '10on giving their O. K. to tho re- Nov. 19th, 1924 until March 18, or would do less conversing uml
I\, IvICvlinE
connection with the nature of this turns of the late election boards 1926.
more conserving wild life in our
a
[Laclede
He was dischargedthen with bo
topic and its discussion.The stu- throughout the county.
woods would be more abundant.
The amendment# to the constitu- only a partial recovery and ha#
dent# of the Western Seminary are
Mr. East urged the associationto
Is
Tender and
Solid pack, wonderful flavor
especially invited to attend. The tion which were on the ballots since that t me been permanentlyget their supply of pheasant eggs
topic of the second paper is not wore not very widely talked of and injured, so that he is not able to from Rinsing, which can be had ' The regular November meeting
Per Dozen ............ ............
Per DozeN .... $1.50 Per Case .... $3.01
definitely settled at this time. All little was known ns to their merit# pursue the same means of llvoly- for the, asking. About 200 eggs of the Daughtersof the American
hood and is made dependent were hatched in this vicinitylast Revolution which was to have been
who are InterestedIn the work of >r demerit#.
TIPPECANOE
the conference .are invited to atNot until Saturday was there an through hi# severe injury.
year while we should have had at I held Thursday afternoon, Nov.
His
bill
at
Hatton
hospital
which
A
wonderful
eating
Country Gentleman
tend.
accurate account of the county's
least 2,000. Mr. East also urged the Hth. will be held Thursday evenvote in this part of the election that he still owes is $3630.00 and this club to appoint a number of mem- ling. Nov. 18th, at the home of Mrs
Per
Dozen
................
;
......
Half
Dozen
..-57c. Per Dozen... $1«14
in tho !imil vote gave disapprovalto he i# unable to pay. He ask# the hern as game wardens and these J- U. Rost. 70 W. 13th Ht. The proMAY INSURE PACKAGES
all but one of the amendmens and court to grant to him u sum of warden# should he invested with gram is not changed.Mrs. Kollen
IONIA
U-TELL-M
$10,000 covering his expenses and
GOING TO NETHERLANDS that was the sheriff's term to be the t ine he wa# ill and for the proper authority to arrest every will give a travelogue and Mr.
•‘oniinued longer than the prescribed
John
Lloyd
Kollen
will
have
A
real
Country Gentleman
permanent injurieswhich have violator of the state game and charge of the music. This I# the
two terms.
greatly incapitated him and which fish laws.
As a result of a convention rePer Dozen ........................
Per Dozen ...................... $1.37
The following are the totals of
There was also a musical pro- guest evening and each member
cently establishedbetween The the election on this question and will continue to do so during his
can bring one guest.
Netherlands and the United States 'hows a pretty close margin In natural life. Attorney Leo Lillie of gram in which Clyde Geerling# and
Grand Haven is appearing for the "Cubby" Huizengn featured with
it Is now possible to niak*‘ provisome of the suggested changes. Ex- plaintiff and the case will probably guitar and harmonica,
sion for the insurance of parcel
Per
cess condemnation,yes, 224 5, no be tried in January.
encores from the large 'nmnl1,^1 HAMILTON OBTAINS FLAG
post package# going both why# be?fi71; Comitutlon convention yes,
present
showed
that
the
offerinjs
FOR
100
PER
CENT
VOTE
tween the two countries end to 1301, no 3285; Legislatorssalary,
were well received.
The Hamilton Bchooi has been
provide for reciprocal registration
PINK
Best Alaska
BEANS River Garden Brand
The real farce of the evening awarded the flag offered by the
of parcel post packages sent from yes 24fi4, no 3381; Metropolitan
districts yes 2G25. no 2700; sheriff's
that brought no end of laughter Republican candidates of Allegan
per doz*
Half doi. 48c. Doi. 95c.
the United States to The Nether- ern: lengthened yes 3059 no 25S9.
from the audience had to do with county for the township having the)
lands.
the stealing of an inmaginarypet largest percentage of votes cast nt
The new regulations went Into
No. 2 Can Doz.
No. 2^ Can Doz. $2.00
skunk
from Alderman Brieve. The the electionIn proportion to those
effect Nov. 1. Tho rates on Insurmiscreant was "Lardy" VandeRelt, cast at the primaries.
ing package# are as follows;Value
Ruby
brand, fancy spring pack Californiaspinach. Picked and canned when its
who was said to have stealthily The school children canvassed
not over $10, rate 20 cents; value
growth has just reached its most tender stage.
gone behind the city hall where the town for votes and a 10« per
from $10 to $25, rate 25 cents;
"Cookie King" supposedly had cent vote and a $25 flag was the
value from $25 to ?50, rate 35
Although former mayor John the
his pet chained up. at least so the result.
cents; value from $50 to $100, rate
Vnndersluis,of Holland, has directgoes.
55 cents. Further information coned choruses and choir# for more story
Large Cans, doz. 1.28 Half doz.
Per doz. 85c Case of 4 doz. $3.40
"Lardy" wa# brought into court
cerning the new regulations may
than forty years he never has tak- after Frank had made the com- PAYS A BIG FINE
be obtained at the postolllce.
en more interest in any musical or2?
Southwest districttroops are ganizationthan the Ferry Glee plub plaint and quickly secured the new
FOR HIS DRUNKEN SPREE
Mirada
of Day Brand
now putting finishingtouches on of Ferrysburg, which was organized prosecutor, Clarence Lokker, and
John Borgman,the man who was
In
heavy
A
wonderful
buy
Attorney
Elbern
‘arsons
to
de'heir preparations for the district two years ago and of which he has
arrested In Zeeland two weeks ago
fend him.
•ound-upSaturday. Judging from since been director.
for accosting ladles and driving a
No. 1 Can V2 doz. 1.12 No. 2 can Vi doz.
Large No. 2'/2.Can per Dozen $2.03
Tho man who hakes crisp cakes car while drunk .appeared before
'ho interest that the scouts are
The club numbers 15 men. rangaking, the event is going to be an ing in age from 3X to 55 years. With and cookie# was represented by Justice J. N Clark for sentence
Attorney Tho# N. Robinson am\ Saturday and was assessed $50 tine
interesting one. One stepping in on
exception of one member, a City
Attorney Charles II. McBride, and «5 costs. He was also required
my troop meeting nowadays will the
Presbyterian,all are members of
Ind the scouts busily engaged prac- the Christian Reformed church in while Jay Den Herder was the aus- to pay $8 damage# to the I. Van
'icing first aid. signaling,knot tyAmerica. Every member Is a la- tere judge who presided in this Dyke Co., for breaking a machine VETERAN OTTAWA CO.
ing and tho various other scout
S'/?//,
when he ran into a blind alley.
boring man, but all take an active skunky mixup.
Home time was consumed in setctlvities.Stepping up to a group
BOAT BUILDER DIES
His ca#e was postponed after ho
interest in music.
on a hike the visitor will tlnd them
Rehearsal# have been held lectinga Jury but finally the fol- pleaded guilty in order to give him
practicing tiremaking, pryamid weekly
.
with few exception#since its lowing men stated that their opin- the opportunity to think the matter
Charles Bolthouse, 63. prominbuilding, tent pitching etc. A beauions would not be shaken and they over of his source of liquor and to
organizationand the men have deent resident of Ferrysburgand
tiful pennant lettered"Hoy Scout#
could give an unbiased decisionev- report on It.
veloped
Into
a club of excellent
known throughouttho counof America. Ottawa County Counen though they smelled the skunk.
As a result of his deliberationswell
trained voice#.
try as a designer and builder of
cil. First Place Annual Autumn
Thereupon "Spriggs" Te Roller, Earl Van Oort of Holland was ar- steel
Vandersluis has made the trip by
boats, died Sunday morning
Round-up 11)20’’ will he awarded autoniobileto Ferrysburgevery George Woldring,R. Hop, Peter rested on the charge of furnishing
from heart trouble after an illness
J the winning troop.
Smith.
Horace
Dckker
and
CftHty liquor. He waived examination and
of iu days.
The round-upwill he held in the week since its organization. The Van Duren were selected.
wit# bound <Aer to circuit court for
Ho was born In The Netherlands
nark near the pumping stationon club voted for a vacation in Hie * There was some sparring by the trial.— Zeeland Record.
and came to this part of the state
College ave. and 19th street. summer months, hut one week's attorneys on all sides when Tim
when a young man. He had been
Troops are required to he present omission of rehearsal#was enough Smith wits questioned relative to
and the members summoned Vanforeman of tho Johnson Holler
it 1:0ft P. M. and event# wjll start
Pete Smith, who was on the Jury.
shop#
4H years.
dersluis
back
on
the
Job.
it 1:30. The public is inviled, alTim contendedthat Pete was his
The
club
has
arranged
a
series
He Is survived by his widow,
though the program is primarily
“In days of old
full
cousin
and
the
attorneys
for
of concerts to he staged in various
two daughters, Miss Mary Boltfor ‘scout competition and no spetowns of western Michigan. It's the defense protested that they
knights
house of Chicago and Mrs. P. Honcial effort will he made to enterITS
didn
t
want
a
Juror
that
was
full
ker of Grand Haven; two sons,
wercbold’’— the
tain visitors. All boys of scout age schedule includes: Nov. 1ft, Coop- to make a decision In this case.
ersville; Nov. 16 and 21, MuskeRichard of Muskegon and Henry
are especiallyinvited.
••• •i-Aferv
(Laughter).
He
was
allowed
to
family
a
of Marble, Minn. Funeral servlet#
IN
The events will he as follows: gon; Nov. 18, Zeeland; Nov. 23, remain, however.
will be held at bis home Tuesday
:IL
unit with most
attendance, inspection,parade and Fremont; Nov. 25, Spring Luke, and
A# the attorneys sparred forth A new organization called the afternoon at 2:30. Burial will be In
review, chain tag, knot tying, llrst Dec. 2, Grand Haven. The opening and back and fake witnesses were
of the relatives
aid race, dressing race, pup tent of the concept series wa# in Ferry#- examined,the trial became more Holland Musicians club has been Spr ng Lake cemetery.
usually living
Mr. Bolthousewas well known
pitching, water boiling, fire by fric- burg Thursday night. Ml## Hen- hilarious a# the evening advanced. formed in this city. Holland's most
Holland
women musicians will to the Republicans
under one roof.
tion, Hint and steel, signaling,life rietta Bolthui# is accompanist.
However there wa# an end to every- prominent
meet every two weeks to further especially,for as a rule he was
buoy throw, bugling, neckerchief
Today, economthing when the Jury .after some the cause of high class music and found on all Ottawa county condrill and pyramid building.The
deliberation#.
In their verdict Bald aid local artists. It is planned that vention delegation#for many
ic- conditions
north county round-up will be held
that while "Lardle" did steal the after the club Is well organised, it years.
indoors
on
Deo.
3rd.
have forced the
skunk, belonging to the 2nd Ward will be affiliated with the national
alderman, lie was doing the entire federationof music clubs.
family to scatter
A regular monthly meeting of
community a great benefit thereby, At a meeting held thi# week Mrs
to different
the Lincoln P. T. club was held
for it kept the city out of bad odor, Jeanette Hughes Brumbaugh wn#
cities and differAlonday evening. Despite the rain
and the Judge in hi# final comment elected president. Mrs. Brumbaugh
a large number were in attendadvised friend Brieve to take bis 1# a new' addition to Holland s
ent states — t h c
•
ance. The meeting was opened with
pet from the city hall lot and house
members seldom
A number of bequest# to philan- him on the one directly of the musical circle, fihe is a well trainthe usual community singing, led
ed vocalistand well fitted for the
thropic
insitution#
are
made
in
the
In the church on Thirteenth
by
Mr.
Moody,
physical
instructor
mbet from one
new armory
offlee of tirst president,as she held
will of Mrs. TaetKChe H. Noordela
the
Holland
city
schools.
Mr.
a
s mllar offlee In Marquette last street and Central avenue a lecture
year’s end to anFell and Mr. Mool were present wier, wife of Rev. Jacoh Noordewinter. Mrs. Robbins, well known was given in the Dutch language on
No matter how much or how little you have
other.
and each in turn was railed upon wier, 6J7 Bates fit.. SB.. Grand DIES
local pianist and accompanist, was Sunday night by Rev. R O. Klingfor a few remarks. The Lincoln Rapids which wa# tiled in probate
here.
The
subject
wa#
“The
Myssave
a
of it and always have
elected vice president. Mis# Ruth
AT ZEELAND
Let Long Dis~
school always appreciate# the vis- court Monday. The estate is valued
Mrs. Rika Van Eerden. aged 43, Keppel, Holland’# leading violin- tery of God Fulfilled,"Revelation
tance calls help
in
the
bank.
It will be a basis for CREits and remarks of Mr. Fell and at $7,500.
ist, wa# elected secretary and 10.
biit the fani'
The remainder of the estate, aft- died late Wednesday night, fihe is treasurer.
the various board member#.
The speaker showed that the
survived
by
her
husband
and
eight
DIT for more money if you have a sound investily tics closer.
The main feature of the pro- er some bequest# to relatives,is
Bible mention# two mysteries,the
—
o- —
The funeral will be held
gram was an address by Mr. Moody bequeathedthe husband, who is children.
mystery of God an dthe mystery of
ment offered to you.
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'cock at
Mrs Van Oort, of Ye Beauty
on "Physical Training.” Mr. Moody made executor .but upon a paper
the home. 17 North State Street, Shoppe, has returned from attend- Satan, in chapter ten of Revelation
presented in detail the work he pinned to the will Mrs. Koordewler
Zeeland, and at 2: JO at the North ing a permanent wave demon- John saw an angel clothed with a
people spend all or more than
is doing for and with the chil- stated It is her desire that additionState Street Christian Reformed strationput on by Mr. Emery and cloud and a rainbow wa# upon hi#
MICHIGAN BELL
dren, and the contributionthis al bequest# should be made as folhead; he had In his hand a little
church
in
that
city.
they
DO
DO
y0u cannot get
Madame
Wood
of
the
Eugene
makes in the developmentof the lows: Psychopathic hospital r.t
open, and he set hi# right foot
TELEPHONE CO.
Permanent Wav« Machine Co. book
hild and the preparation for life,'# CutlwvilleHome Mission# of the
upon
the uea and hi# left foot on
ahead
if you do.
The demonstrationwas held nt the earth. The message the angel
activities. Mr. Moody hud Mis# Christian Reformed church. Forone of the parlor# of the Occidental
Tllotson. teacher of grade one, give eign mission among the Indians.
had i# to be preached to every
invite Your Banking Business.
a demonstration of some of these $500 each! Bethesda at Denver, ARESUR THEIR0 NEIGHBORS hotel at Muskegon.Mr. Emery and creature living on the neu# and on
Mr. and Mr#. A. H. Kammeraad. Madame Wood are official demonactivities with a group of children $200; Jewish Mission at Paterson,
the
earth.
From
verse
seven
it was
from her room.
and Jewish Mission at Chicago. Fairbanks avenue, have left for strator and lecturer for the EuStart Saving Regularly
that in the day# of the
Mr. Dake entertained the club $150 each. Christian Sanatorium Oakland, California, where they gene company. Thi# Is the second explained
Mrs voice of the aeventh angel, when
with MVer*l saxophone numbers, Coffee Hill. X- J.: Holland Home will spend the winter with their demonstration of this kind
daughter. On Wednesday evening Van Oort has attended In a rom- he shall begin to sound the myirtery
interspersedthruout the program. at Grand Rapid#, $25.
parativelyshort time. Ye Beauty of God shall be finished.Then
These numbers were well received.
Mrs. Noordcwier was the widow the neighbors of the couple staged Hhoppe has lately installeda new God’s plan will be fulfilledand all
Dainty refreshments were served of the late Jacob Noordewler. who a farewellsurprise for them. Twenand a social hour indulged in. Dur- wa# one of the first pastor#to nerve ty-six called at the Kammeraad Bun-Aero hair dryer, which i# the | given to Jesus, through whom the
kingdom# on this earth shall be
ing the social hour many of the the Central avenue Christian Re- home to bid them farewell. A very largestand beet dryer of its kind
parents conversed with the re- formed church of Holland.
enjoyable evening wa# spent and on the market. This dryer is espe- Father fulfill#His eternalpurpose.
You ora welcome to use our Direclors
The subject for Wednesday,Nov.
cially adapted for drying permanspective teacher# about their ehll
refreshments were served .
for your conferences and committee me
10th
at
7:30
p.
m.,
will
be
"The
ent
wave#
and
naturally
curly
hair,
(Iren and the work that was being
us well as for finger wave# which Gospel of the Kingdom shall be
done. It is very evident that these
A marriage license wa# issued in are now one of the most popular preached In all the world, and then
gatherings bring the parents and submitted to an operation fBr the
teachers closer together and help removal of tonsils and adenoid# at Kent county for Peter Med mo, 31, waves of the day. Ye Beauty Shop- shall the end come." For Sunday
1
the teachers to understand the th* Zeeland Emergency ward#.— Hudaonvllleand Flora Visser, 27, of pe i# now also equipped to give the * night, 7:30 P. M. Nov. 14th, God#
Grand Rapid#.
Parker hair
j EverlastingKingdom."
Zeeland Recerd.
scholar* better.
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Miss H. McNeal, sister of Mrt
John Kiinters,died Monday In a SHAM BATTLE PLANNED
hospital In Buffalo. Mrs. Kantcrs
ATGRANDHAVENNOV.il
went to Buffalo about four weeks
ago to attend her sister In her IllMachine gun. trench mortar,
ness and she has been with her howitzer and automaticrifle am-

MEN

(Second Floor)
Holland, Michigan

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

ARE

JTmsterda^

ever since. Miss Me Neal’s home Is munition costing $2,000 to be supIn Port Colbourne, Canada, and plied by the state, will be used by
national guardsmen of Muskegon.
Entered aa 8 cond.CIntwMatter burial will take place there.
M the Poatofflce at Holland, Mich., Winter apple picking around Grand Rapids, Holland and Grand
ttndcr the act of Congreve, March, Fennvillc Is about over. The big Haven in a sham battle at Grand
18i7.
til
the fruit. Several growers have.I inSi™
cone to a cltv and leased i build- I celebmt,on 'vin *>0 staged under the
The fishing Industry at Grand
jlng and are moving
stock ausP,ccs oi 1,10 American Legion
,,Cr
i there hoping to thus dispose of It
Haven
which a few weeks ago
50c to thooe raying lo j at t.u)Jl j,r|ce ttt |llJlsl — Fenuville
looked as though it, was going to be
Rates of Advertising Herald,
known upon application. ..........
permanentlytransferred to northKarl kirkbridc of Grand Rapids,

V'd"v

H. H.

FLOWER SHOW

arrestedat Allegan Sunday after he
. hntl struck an Iron bridge, and
(charged with driving while under
| the influenceof
liquor, pleaded
I guilty before Justice F. E. Fish and
paid a line of $5 and costs
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_
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ern water.* will be revived again
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The Grand Haven football team,
headed by Captain Sluka. swooped
Tim
C'Beck
Brothers
and
Van
down
on Holland high's squad.
City Clerk Overway was in
Eighteenauto drivers’ licenses'
liej Hull tugs are already at Grand Ha- Saturday afternoon at Ulvervlew
Grand Rapids on business Monday. were revoked Inst week, charges
Another flower show will
Park, and taking advantage of
Supervisor Henry Winder Warf, boing made that the drivers drove K,at',’d hi the lobby of the First (ven and the Face tugs and the
every break and playing smart
local grocer on the hill, Is seriously recklessly or were intoxicated. In State bank and preparations for
Vcrduln
fotbnll. they garnered 15 points,
m ut hi"
the list arc found the names of Ted ^ big exhibit arc already being fV,,' j^.ic after Sln^ given m while the best the H nga crowd
Hendrik Iliohan,for many years Tobin of Allegan county and 11. W. !l,u,< u‘ sh°" will* be larger Traverse May waters a ntry out.
could collect was 2. it was Grand
a well known cobbler in Holland, Perry of
titan last yep r and the hank this
For numbers of seasons
______the
____ ______
flsh Haven’s year and the large crowd
is seriouslyill at Hie home of tela- i Mr„ ClarenceSnulres serlouslv year " , ui,n *°, ,l,,lke il still
Mrs. Clarence Squires, seriously
j'^e
hVst
,'ak<‘ Michigan have beeniof visitors thoroughly enjoyed
Uvea in
„ u.„
nro a
•' iiovver
bower of
of beamv
lieautyt'lrui
tlian last
injuredtwo weeks ago when an au- year The flower show ‘was held 0(,,llink' In in great schools to Truv- (‘v‘‘rv uinment after Pellegrom
A card party and dance will he totnobile was struck by an intcrur-|fPrthe first time a vear m:o and if er8e ,!a-V making the fishing very s<’oop"(lup a Tunis fumble and ran
staged by the Jadies auxiliary of f un at Martin, was able to leave the was |)1It |,y the Shtulv Kiwn K001* illul ni" li more easily hun- ^ -V,’K^’r u tench -down. C'ohr.shas
the Eagles in Eagle hall on Fri- John Robinson hospitalat Allegan Florists, which linn will again do! 41,0,1 lhan out in the lake with Its 7 veterans and a brilliant attack
day evening.
Friday fur her home in Grand Rap- the work this
hazards of storms, fogs, etc., but tf? "o*801 Holland’s 2 vets. The
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
j The show is scheduled to be held ,hls .veai’ for some unknown reason ,'I,‘-VLS!*f l\\* R'nga aggregation
Trimpe, West 27th street, a boy.
Fennville’spostofli. e Is now do- November Ifi to 20 and in uddltjon 1,10 ,,sl> f:,,lp«* to appear, evidently 1 "0rK0<l 'vel1 1,111 t,14‘ visitorsline
'V.1.? ?I,rU.n.-’ Jv,. Hb‘‘rwood, \yn
John Boone and Albert Boone Ing a big business in handling fruit to a beautiful display of flowers ! l»rpforrlng to remain out in the big and
Dlrkse doing deadly work.
left Monday night for Chicago to by parcel iiost. It only costs about there will be other features of in- waters, rather than lie a prey to
Holland fought nobly. The youngthe fishermen’snets.
attend a saddle horse show.
55c to semi a bushel of fruit to Chi- terest to the public,
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For days the fishermen noticeda
change nml then decided to go out
after the flsh in the lake. The
catches have been fair but not good
I enough to warrant the extra expense of living away from their own
homes and the transportation of
the fish to Grand Haven after they
were caught.'
The fishermen returning plan lo

sters fell to stage fright in the first

WANTS TROOP
OF SCOUTS

....

lories

quarter and the

fumble

worked havoc

E
tlie •.*

fight

fist®
w L

by Tunis
with the morale.
tives in Holland.
Captain Sluka was at his best. In
Born to Mr and Mrs. Juo Burgall his career,-raie has never before
man — u son.
taken a big part in beating Holland. but in bis lust appearance,
Miss Ruth Mulder. 7!> West 15th
he performed very creditably.Elstreet,has returned from a tencnbas
fought like a veteran. He
days’ visit with hfriends in Musketwisted, battered and side-stepped
gon.
for many a good gain, but he could
Johan Van Andel, K R. No 10.
,isl1 /“Vs1'?1 ,f,;ani,hb?!r.,laca!
J!01'1 1 imt “shake* TooH“ehfVom'7hr
entire
underwent an operation at Hol- played and refreshments were
| and the toot of the little flsh tugs t»s
Held of Huvenites, who guarded
A
citizens
meeting
in
the
interUiey
steam
in
and
out
will
be
a
land hospital for appendicitis.
served. Muse was furnished by ests of the proposed West (Hive
him closely. Tysse and Breen were
a welcome sound to many who for
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hatch of Grand I Stanley and Manuel Huyser.
boy scout troop will be held Fri- years have been accustomedto see threateningall the way, while TunRapids were Sunday visitors at the
is seemed to have only a fair day.
The bridge over Rabbit river. 111 day evening in the West Olive
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Brink- Allegan county, northeast of Hop Methodist church. For several and hear them dally.
To Pellegrom. the shifty little half,
The
harbor
has
not seemed the back of the visitors goes the banman, W. 13th St.
kins, has been completedand the months a number of West olive
Dr. and Mrs. \V. P. Scott have road again opened for traffic. The ; men have been interestedin hav- same at Grand Haven, folks say, ner for the best work of the afvacated their home at Jenison bridge recently was placed out of ing a scout troop in their locality, during the absence of these little ternoon. Faster than any of the
Park and have taken an apart- commissionby a collision between This meeting of the citizens of the boats. Now with the return of the other men on the field. Pellegrom
ment for the winter in the Warm two automobiles.Then a tempor- community is now being arranged ment to their families,the swung around the ends, cut off
HOLLAND,
Friend Tavern.
ary structurewas
so that they may better understand activityof tho river side and the tackle and knocked down forward
general air of industry and labor in passes with line skill.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van Zee the program before adopting it.
Sheriff Kamferbeek and Underthe
early
morning
and
late afterHolland lacked plays to gain
*o\eral oflieials of the county
sheriff Mrs. Fred Kamferbeek were have left their summer home
noon the citizensgenerally feel ground when in a scoring position
in Holland Friday to call on their jenison Park and will spend the council will lie present to explain
pleased
that
the
fleet
inis
returnd.
although
ut other times, the locals
the scout work. Several reels of
friends. Their time was well taken winter in St. Louis, Mo.
motion pictures will be shown With the crashing in and out of seemed to find holes and some unup receivingcongratulations.
The opening staged by Ter Beck through the co-operation of Comi- fhe three big cur ferries this win- protected forward pass territory.
Henry Masselink,a student at the brothers, new managers of the Van ty AgriculturalAgent ('. P. Mil- ter the harbor should be opened
Once gettingthe odds with them
; Universityof Michigan, is spending den Berg furniture store, was an
hum.A patrol of scouts from Hol- pretty much of the time and these the Huvenites looked better with
the week-end with his parents,Mr. unusual success on Thursday. 3,500 land will also give demonstrations. little boats following in their wake each play and although the lighter,
I’ and Mrs. John Masselink, 222 W.
visitors called and received souv•ire able to get out without much green homo team, fought valiantly
10th street.
enirs, while 50 of this number were
difficulty as the more northernespecially in the last two per ods
fortunate
in
getting
prizes.
Some
be against
George W. Goshorn of Douglas is
CONVICT SHIP CLOSED
oorts that are practically tied up by the fate seemed
them, but they went down hard.
HollandMonum’tV/ks
i confined to his lied and will lie for >f these ranged as high as $10.
ice throughout the winter season.
TO
PUBLIC
FOR
WINTER
. some time os a result of Injuries
The Hope church men's Bible
Residents of Muskegon and the
16 'A 7th Hollind.tyich
? *ece ved when he fell from an up- class, taught by Hon. G. J. Diek- surroundingterritorytook advanGrand Haven Tribune—Saturday,
Til S270
MAN
AS
pie tree while picking fruit.
jmu. was to have met at the home tage of their last opportunity Sunm ideal day as nature arranged it
J B. Mulder, left on a ten days’ if Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. Olive, day to inspect tho "Success." the ’URBAN STRIKES AUTO AT
ior this Indian summer season,was
» trip thru the east. He is to be the Maple avenue and Elevcnth-stVeetold British convict ship which line
1 perfect setting for the crowds
TRAGEDY CROSSING that
1 guest of his two daughters. Mrs. Wednesday. This meeting lias been on exhibitionat th«‘ Goodrich
left this city in their zeal to
i Frank Huff of New York and Mrs. icen postponed however until some lock there for tho past five weeks
each the greatest spot of interest
lay next week, the exact time to lie and crowded i! with the larges1
* C. Muste of Brooklyn.
Stanley McClure, 28, was slight- •n the county. Waterworks Bark
number of people who ha\y visit- ly injured Monday night when hir Holland.
Dr. and Mrs Henry Hospers. E. mnounced later.
ed
the
ship
since
she
tied
up
there
iutuiuohilo
was struck by a MichLincolns. Packards.Fords and
For all
understand the
12th street,have returned after
Arrangements were being made gan Railway interurban car ut the busses alike streamed down the
visitingwith Attorney and Mrs. Holland language there will lie a
Rudolph Hospers of Chicago. Mr. peciul sermon next Sunday after- Monday by ('apt. D. H. 8m!th to Burton st. crossing near Grand famous West Michigan pike tilled
with the happy, laughing achoutHospers Is a son of Dr. and Mrs. loon at two o’clock at tho Berean tow her to tho Brinen lumber colu- Rapids.
lie was taken to St. Mary's hos- ng, life breathing crowd, to cheer
•hutch, corner Maple avenue and mn v dock for the winter. After
Hospers.
getting
her
to
this
duck,
she
will
by a passing motorist,where or Hie home town no matter what
At the congregationalmeeilng 19th street, on the subject, "The >0 closed to protect the interior pital
.10 was reported as not seriously the outcome.
Signs of the Timcs.T Tho services
held at the 3rd Chr. Reformed
ind
the
exhibits
from
tho
storms
Loyalty to the home hoys In a
nurt. His automobilewas badly
church. Zeeland, a cull was ex- will be conducted by Rev J. A. of the winter. A watchman will aamuged.
good natured rivalrythat has entended to Rev. Gorrls of Grand »’an Dyke.
day on the boat during the windured
over a decade between the
The
Burton
st.
crossing
was
the
The regular November meeting ter.
£ Haven Rev. Gorrls is also considicone of the accident of a year ago dties of tills county, was displayed
if the Daughtersof the American
£ ering a call from Los Angeles.
when seven young people lost their to a marked degree and although
The wrecking car of the Home (evolutionwhich was to have been
-he hearts of many who thought
lives.
held
Thursday
afternoon,
Nov.
11
’URBAN
LINE
PURCHASERS
, Service garage was wrecked Frithey know were not overly light
will he held Thursday evening
Way on Maple avenue and was taken x'ov. 18th. at the home of Mrs. J.
md fear was expressed in the inFRIDAY
to the garage of the owners by nnner camps, that perhaps defeat
Representativesof Hyman -Mich2. Post, 70 VV. 13th St. The pro, other wrecking car. No one was
would overtakeus, never. for a
{ram is not changed.Mrs. Kollen aels company of Chicago, which
. injured.
moment could the' boys have felt
.vill give a travelogue and Mr John recentlypurchased tho Grand Baphey could not have done other
Peaches and pe«rs’are coming In Lloyd Kollen will have charge of ds. Holland Chicago railway for
than their very best with twenty' to the Fennvillc canning factory in he music. This is the guest evening $227,500 at a mortgage foreclosive hundred pairs of eyes glued
^'abundance this week. Probably xnd each member cun bring om jre sale will confer with interest?
on them, shouting: "light, fight!"
S never before has fruit of this kind guest. The postponement of thf in Grand Rapids Friday, regardThe color, the music, the cheert
£ been received direct from the ur- •neetingis because of Armistice ing dispositionof the property
The company which is associated Holland high school will present the atmosphereof the collegiate
‘chards so late.
lay.
11
M. Brandy .V Sons, of Grand 1 musical comedy, “The Gypsy plrit was thrilling to one who had
Rev. C. P. Dame, pastor of TrinThe column of twenty years ago with
Rapids plans to dismantleaftei Rover". Nov. 22. at k F. m. in the never witnessed such a scene beity Reformed church, has received in the Grand Haven Tribune give.*
fore and strange to say there are
Xov. 15 such parts of the line
-tigh school auditorium.
call from the Second Reformed he following: In a great game
1 few to whom the whole procedchurch at Muskegon. This church featured by Morton'spunting and ire not taken over by operating
"The Gypsy Rover" is built ire was new and awoke a youthful
f was formerly served by Rev. An- drop k eking. Grand Haven had de- -•otnpanics.
(found
the
character
of
Rob.
later exuberance that gave vent In
o
thony Kaarreman.
known as Sir GilbertHowe of Ln,;- cheering, shouting, beating the
feated Holland 8 to 4. Cournyet
isb nobility. Rob is stolen when an scatmates at hand in an endeavor
tad
played
a
great
game
at
half
. . ‘T told
girl her hair was
HOLLAND
LOGE
MAY
Infant, by his nurse. Meg. who later to express the elemental instincts
dyed. Tis false she said.'* Sinfo back. Olsen of Holland was also
MAY BE DRAWN INTO
•cronus the wife of Mnrto a gypsy. .hat still hold sway in most of us
c and Murto will furnish comedy in jreat in his punting.
J. 0.
Rob grows to manhood believing
, the “Gypsy Rover" a romantic muHere in the open with self conThe Colonial barber shop liar
PYTHIAN
DEMIST
l steal comedy. Nov. 22, li. H. 8. aud- added a splendid beauty parlor,
A movement to enable the var- himselfa gypsy. One day while rid- sciousness thrown to the winds,
Phone—
with Mrs. .1. Overweg In charge ious lodges of the Knights of Pyth- ing in the woods Duly Constance, .he crowd expressed itself in a Hours
r itorlum at 8 P. M.
4:30 to 12:00 A.
04604
Rev. J. M. Ghysels, former pas- Regular manicuring and all thf ias in this part of the state to be- laughter of Sir George Martindale renzy that amazed one.
It was a great day, a great vic- !:30 to 5 P. M.
’ tor of the Ninth Street Christian atest styles in- hair bobbing and •omo better acquainted with each md fiance of Lord Graven, becomes
508.9 Wlddicomb Bldg.
' Reformed church of this city arid curlingare listed. Mrs. Overweg if uher has been instituted by Cowan lost and strays into the gypsy camp. tory and a great spirit of tine in, Grand Rapids, Mich.
now pastor of the Twelfth Ht. t graduate of the Bossier school ol odgo No. 89. of Grand Rapids, it There is a pretty romance between ter-scholasticfeelingwith the rivRob
and
Constance
and
many
ilry lifted way above and beyond
L Christian Reformed church of Grand Rapids. Appo iitments can has made a large trianglewith Uk
colors of the order inscribed upon imusing incidents occur through pettinessthat many times engenZ Grand Rapids, will occupy the je made at any time.
ders
hard feeling and bitterness.
',ord
Craven’s
objection
to
the
afA pulpit of his old charge in Holland
A party of twenty young people it and a place for the name of tin
"Well, we'll beat you next year.'"
from Holland surprised Mr. and 'odgo that receives the triangle Co fair. Rut it all ends well and ar
* Sunday.
Dr. E. J.
Roll rays. "The good fairies have was heard on the side of the marMisses Jane Elander and Dena Mrs. Viening at her home. 10 it. >e inscribedwithin the sides.
oon
and
orange
and
the
school
that
ed
me
to
the
beautiful
country
Each lodge that obtains the emOSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
* Bareipun of Holland are guests at Franklin street on Wednesday eveind our story, Constance, cun end went forth so gloriously to conill K. 14th Street
J the Moody Bible Instituteof Ch - ling .the occasion being Mr. Vlen blem must pass il on to a fellow
tuer
with
their
swank
band,
their
•s
It
should.
‘
They
lived
happily
ing's
thirtieth
birthday.
The
guesti
lodge. At some date early in thf
Honrs by Appointment
* cago.
•hecringsectionand refreshments
•arrived in cars and brought mani vear Cowan lodge will entertainthe “ver after’."
,* Dr. J. A. Mabbs. formerly of 4ood things with them. Bunco waf various lodges that have field tlie There are also the romancesof jfferedthrough tho crowd, took Phono 57CC
i Holland and now living in Muske- played during the evening with the
Vina and Captain Jerome and Zan their defeat like soldiers and smiltriangle through" the winter.
Jgon. w ishes to thank, though The |
Ing'
ngly yelled for their men who did
The first step in the journey ol md Snifo and the comedy is furn- all
they could to win their light—
» Henllnel, the manyfriends here |ir;Z7Ja,;eJln8Jn7n,;,
^.."kViiu, -.’lu he emblem will be taken Tuesday shed by Snifo and Murto. T'.ie
Engineering Service
I who remembered him on his *evthe huHt vvlI, md 40 or 50 members of Cowan 'endingroles are very capably sung but lost.
4 enty-Hfth
,„.«>• gift and later ref. .•„hn,c..t. lodge will be entertained by th< by Jeanette Herman and Andrus
Although Hope outplayed her
Allegan high school will observe wer<, Hcrvcd. They departed with Middlevillelodge at Middleville.
'teketee. The full cast Is ar
• national education week by | many expressions of continued lift
follows: Lady Constance daughter opponents through-outSaturday's
^ hearing Allan Hoben of Kahuna- i ,md happiness for Mr. Viening.
31 1 Fnlon Nat. Bank Bldg.
if Sir Geo. Martindale (finance of game at Houseman field, Grand
r zoo college. He will give an ad- Grand Haven Tribune.
GRAND RAPIDS SCHOOL
’and Craven). JeanetteHerman: Rapids, a freak place kick in the Civil Engineering and Surveying
dress Wednesdaymorning in tht Krf.(| ,, cioodyk who formerly
M. M. RICK
Rob The Gypsy Rover, lost heir to closing minutes of the game hrqke
IS TO PRESENT HOLLAND
Hie Sir Gilbert Howe estates. An- 1 0 — 6 lie. giv ng a — 9 victory
- high school
I -.inducted a music store in llollan.
Attorneys find Notaries
HISTORY IN PAGEANT ires Steketee: Meg. Rob's foster o Grand Rapids Junior college. °hone
Stephen Karsten has won a lov- | -jus leased a building at Zeeland
Muskegon. MPh
Coach Schoutcn's team came to
Grand Rapids Herald —
pag- noth'T). Mildred Essen berg: Mnr| Ing cup for writing more business (,,r a term of years and will conhe
field
determined
to
win
and
•ant depicting the life of the Van ni. (Meg's Husband).Charles Van
than any agent iti the Grand Rapi is Inue in the same line. The build
V district.His aim is to put a Mich- Ing is located on the Main str-e- IJaalte company w filch settled neat ler Ven: Zara. The Belle of thf Rayed a brajid of hall not seen
Holland
will he presented in Gen- Gypsy Camp). A verne Avery: Slo- in the past few games. Time and
j Igan Mutual Life policy in every and was formerly occupied by M
Bacheller,
ial high school auditorium Thurs- 'n. (Gypsy lad In love with Zara). igain Hope threatened to score hut
Michigan home.
De Huan Shoe shop.
lay night. The pageant is entitled N’elson Busman; Lord Craven. An vith all the breaks favoring Junior
Ferrysb’Urgvoted r.c to 8 to bond
John Raven and family wert The Coming of the Dutch".
English fop. Jerry Homing: Sir R was impossible to win.
D. C., Ph. C.
I- I
the town for $511,000 to build a new rather surprised to find pictured it
It is the sixtli effort of its kind leorge Martindale. (an English
. school house for its 161 school the Sentinel Thursday, F. J. Raven
o fie sponsored by the young Cul- gentleman). Raymond Steketee: After their great victory for the
CHIROPRACTOR
k children..Work will lie started ns 1 prominent financier of Shangn li
inist program committeeand will Vina. (Sir George's second (laugh- Ottawa county ohamponshipSaturOffice: Holland Cltv S ate Hank
t soon as possible and the building j .’hlna. The prominent man i.,
leal with Hie trials and experi- er). Helen Bosnian; ('apt. Jerome day tlie Grand Haven gridders
Hours 1 0-1 1 RIO A. XI. 2-5. 7-8 P. XI.
i will also be used as a community •otisin of Mr. Raven and is Id; jnecs of the members of the or
Phono 2IC.4
1
enough to lie shown In the Westen ;lnal colony from the time that '('apt. in English army). Lester without any additional injuriesto
further
hurt
their
chances,
will
Vamler
WeiT:
Sir
Toby
Lyon.
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Mr. and Mrs. R W. TurdilT and ! Newspaper Union’s “Who’s Win
hey left Tho Netherlands about (Ociety butterfly), Roy Mool: Me (ac£ Die strong Benton Harbor
. mother, Mrs. Mary TurdilT. are ! service.
18 45 because of religiouspcrsecu'orkle, a song publisher. Willard team at Grand Haven Saturday.
• driving thru to Philadelphia,New j Mss Rertha Van T.itenhove ion until they had established
Meengs: T.-ickey. Nathaniel Brnw- Tho Hnrborltes have lost their last Dieketna-Kollen
* York, and points east They will daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John heir community in Michigan.
•r. These pupils are supported by ti#o games to Muskegon and Kazoo
< v sit the sesqui-centennialwhile in Van Tutenhove, entertained a few
( ( boms of 75 and the high school Normal, the Normal game being a
Philadelphia,as guests of Mr. and 0f her friends with n Hallowe’en
irehestra w ith Lawrence Wolfe at 7 to 0 victory for the Kazooks.
Mrs. Robinson.Mr. Robinson Is'U masqueradeparty at her home on
iriind Haven defeated Normal 27
'he piano.
ATTORNEYS- AT- LA
.
large exhibitor.
West 15th street. The guests pres
o 0. Followng Benton Harbor, Office Over Hie First State Bank
A marriage l!< en*c was issued cut were Lila Hieftje.Alydu SpyGrand Haven aggregation is to
EXPRESSION OF APPRIXIA- the
In Allegan county for Gills Sale. 23, ker. Helen Johnson,Martha SIow•lose its season against Greenville
TIOX
of Hamilton, and Dena Johnson, inski. Alvina Slagh, Ruth Zylma n '
at Grand Haven.
20. of Holland, also for Henry Belt- Loretta Sehulling. Alice Boter.
The two gangs of nets set by
Greenville oiTered to shift tho Tet
man. 29, of Holland, and Johanna Curl Self, Jerry Routing. Leslie 'herry and Drien Clark WednesI wish to extend to the voters ol game to Grand Haven and tho high
llofsloen,Harold Juppinga, EdJongkreyg, 29. of GruufHchup.
lay previous lo the accident l>y Holland niv sincere thanks for the school athletic officialshere acceptat the
Joseph Frazier. 20. WediK-sd. y ward Wendell, Lari Slagh and vhich they ar- believed to hav Iplendidvote given me at th'- On- ed the proposal.
waived examinationat Allegan r.n I,o u is Elen has. The rooms were jecn pulled into the ( hill waters o! •nil election Tuesday. November 2
beautifullydecorated .. ornng(
11 charge of stealing an aulomohile , . ,
IjJtke Michigan, were lifted Satur- 1926.
belonging to M. < \ Gallagher
Mnck aymbullz ng the Hal lay by coast guards and fishermen
I assure you
hat this expression
Gei ycur For Sale
was hound over to circuit court I y ,0've
,,“l,ow,,?n K-m.e> Mil the bodies were not found. H
f appreciationIs genuine, and that
Justice Fish. ..... I being set M : w,‘n[ U,e >,r»«rjim a?d rLf‘w,h’ is the belief that the bodies luiv- ' feel highly honored for the eon
! tuents were not forgotten.
For Krcrt cards attic
ideii'-eyou have placed in me lij
.'one to the bottom and will la
“lei ting me- to the olltce ..f Connwashed up within tho next week.
1. “The Windmills of HollamJ"
‘n a
Fifty fishermen aided the coast ‘y Clerk.
- the title of a 111 us cal comedy that
'•<
News office.
William Wilds,.
> Is to be presented Dec. 7. 9. and Miss Louise Htegcman,daughter ol guards in lifting the nets and p.iMr
and
Mrs.
John
Stegernan
ol
Dated
at
Grand
Haven,
t 10, by the Teachers’ Club of Hol•roillng the bench from White Li’shaariem oil has been a worldthat dly, and Mr. Lloyd Nlergarth •o Little Point Sable. The nets November 3rd, 1926.
j .....................
land. Tho entertainment commltwide remedy for kidney, liver and
I'i.
EKSI 1*0
tee announces that
tlie entire
‘
vere riddled due probably to the
, I teaching stun Is lo appear In this
.7, rla ‘"’i’ 1 1‘,‘ :N, W> norm which whipped over the
EXPRESSION OF APPRE- bladder disorders, rheumatism,
iici in
wiy* In part: I he bride was beau- 'd.g lake Thursday night. They
(’IATK)N
r
..
Hful in a gown of ivory satin were found a half mile off sliore
Dealer Tn
’umbago and uric acid conditions.
Nrs- L. M. Lderlo leit halurduy f„hhb.n«flfrom the wedding gown
WlmlmiMs.Gasoline Engines
j for Cul forniu where she will spend her mother wore just thirty-one ind Jo miles north of the White
I wish to extend to the Voters of
Pumps and Plumbing Htippllro
‘ J the winter with her daughter. Hh« years before. Her bridal veil was Lake harbor entrance.
Holland and (\tawu county my
Phone
49 W. 8th St.
''l ) will be at home to her friends at
deep appreciationand sincere
held with a coronet of orange blos24 Venice Building. Venice, Calf. soms and she carried a bouquet of
thanks for the splendid vote given
ZEELAND WANTS A CAME tne at the general election .held on
HAARLEM OIL
Mr. and Mrs. William Echtor- bridal roses, lilies of the valley and
Due to the cancelation of game Tuesday, November 2nd.
, Hough and family and Mrs l-'n-J maiden hair fern." The article also
T.
scheduled for Nov. 19. Zeeland high
.-jfjk W© f tel bow of Muskegon were the
Again I thank you for the trust
Mr. and Mrs. Albert sciaad foati^n T«im' ^''a^ «^mn
Mis mentions
Dickemn as among the out-of-town date on that day which It Is an- and confidence you have placed In correctinternaltroubles,stimulate vita! ProsecutingAtlrirney of Ottawa
v Joe Niuenter at their hom( on East j guests. The Stegemans are well xious to tlil. L. J. De Free is the me by electingme to the office of
ounty
organa. Three sizes. All druggivta.Insist
county treasurer.
?; heventeenth
j known in this city.
Genocnl Practice Phone 5223
facultymanager.
JOHN
H. DEN HERDER
on the original genuineGold Metal
ft?..' '
.
t E. 8th St. Upstairs
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Mrs Adrian Nagelkerkof Grand
Rapids spent this week with rela-
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cago or to tiny point within a 100
mile circle from Fennvillc and five
cents insuresits safe arrival Twenty cents gives a specialdelivery.
Fennvllle Herald.
A surprise party was staged Friday night In honor of Mr. J. P.
Huyseri 18th street. Twenty-six
were present and they all marched
into the house at the signal of the
firing of a shot gun. Games were
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
P.M. CARRIES 411 CARS
OF

CELERYTHIS SEASON

The Pere Marquette Railway Co.
shipped 411 cars of celery from

EREOIT SYSTEM

'URBAN DEPOT MUST GO TO:
MAKE WAY FOR STREET JOB;

IS

PLOT

SPUDS FOR HIGHER PRICES

a

LOCAL WOMEN
AWAY AT CONFERENCE
IN
forty-secondannual meeting
HOLLAND HOME ufThe
the MichiganConference
the

PASSES

Although the opening of Campau ave.. between Lyon and Hur-|
on uts.. Grand Rapids, will neces*|
sitate the removal of Us interurban station, the Michigan Railway
conjpany will not object to this)
proposedimprovement,Hugh E.

Potato buyers in Allegan county
at
report many farmers have not yet
women's home missionarysociftcompleted thel rpotuto digging and
John
Kurtten
.aged
73.
died
tle«
of
the
Methodist
church
will
b
only slightly more than 5« per cent
bav- their tubers dug and in pits.. Tuesday morning at the Holland be held In Lansing Nov. 10, 11, 11
It Is evident those farmers who Home after a short lllnesu.About and 13. Mrs. J. C. WlllitU of Holhave placed their tubers In pits in- two years ago hls wife died and ho land is president of the organizaLynch, secretary of the city plantend to hold them for a higher went to the Holland Hume about a tion. She left for Lansing Tuesday
ning department, stated yesterday1
ACCIDENT ON ROAD
year ago. He U survived by hls son, to be on hand for the gathering.
price.
upon hls return from Jackson.
The merchants Tuesday evening, where he conferredwith John
Potatoes grown on sandy soil are Martin Karsten of Holland, and by Others from Holland who will repNOT DUE TO SPEED
The November term of court
one brother, Andrew Karsten, of resent the society In this city left
general manager of the opened will, Judee Orien S. Cro*.
OWNERJIF CARS SAYS at a postponed meeting, hud two Collins,
for Lansing this noon: Mre. 8.
Holland.
company, and other officials.
excellentspeukeru from Grand
The funeral was held Thurs- Welton, Mrs. C. Severance, and
The railway company will negot- up
Hans Zettlein,Grand Haven,
day ut two o’clock at the home of Mrs A. E. McClellan.
ter's supply.
late with O. W. Hendricksto oblawi
for hearing
whose car was In a motor accident Rapids, one was Frank Quinn, of j tain space for a waiting room In pared by the lawyers
G. J. Boa. 302 West 16th St.
, during hls term.
on the way home from Holland the Grand Rapids credit bureau j one oT'hls buildings!
Mfil Born to Mr and Mrs. Byron GirThe
opening
case
Monday
was
Saturday states the accident In and the other was Leo Bierce, of
The frame buildings occupied Nelson Douk, Hope senior. Is lard, at Holland hospital,
__
boy,
I that' of a liquor violationinvolving
which he figured was not due to
by
DeMotts
Hardware
Co..
Peter
being touted by hls elUHamates as Frank Emery.
Itcindcr A. Vos of Bradley, AlleDANCE TO
speeding and neither did the cur the Grand Rapids association
Hrusso
and
Dr.
U.
F.
Do
Vries
on
Igan county, formerlyof Holland.
skid from the road and turn In the commerce.
will be raced and re- rarhTc
j >-»- Klein, »
ben contaFEATURE THE HOLLAND (Clare Hoffman of Allegan defend- Klghth-st.
ditch os reported.
J
placed by a modern block to be flames in check with a garden V* tu hls home with llu for ten
Mr. Quinn gave a detailed acPAGEANT
,,liH man charged with transThe owner states that the acciinuunisi,
llort|nK und )mvjng possession of built by the People’s State bank hose on the roof of the j)|nr|nRj days. Is still unablo to be out.
dent was due to another car cut- count of the workingsof a credit
In 1927. This was planned about structure. The delay caused by tiro- 1 Mrs. H. Van Putten underwent
,, , „ . I “n intoxicatingbeverage.
ting in ahead of hls car striking
two years.ago and arrangements men in reaching the fire was due (a seriousoperation Saturday morn('raml Rapids
After devoting the afternoon to „„
his machine and forcing him Into bureau in Grand Rapids and made
tu a mistake in the
ing but Is now nicely convalescing.
the ditch. The Zettloincar turned the startling statement that the pjopiah Brink, wlio spent hls t the testimonyof witnesses and are now going thru,
boyhood among the Navajo In- tjlo argument of the attorneys the
over In the ditch, but because of
the moderaterate at which it was credit system is increasing rather dians, and who now is a student | jury returned a verdictof not guilnt Calvin college,will dance a ty.
travelingno one was hurt. The car than diminishing. He said that
which cut in on the Zettlein car nearly every line of business, not genuine Indian dunce in one of the Tuesday morning the assaultand
episodes of the pageant entitled. , |mUcry ease of John Mack. Grand
was driven by two women and the
t urning of the Dutch,' which i naveni anj Frank Smith was beowner of the machine is known. alone in Grand Rapids but else- IsT ho
being presented Thursday night ;Kun ThlM ;lssaU|,
alleged oeJust as
ten
where, Is doing more credit busi- at ( entrnl high school auditoriumUrre(l on the fifteenthof August
Mr. Brink grew up with the In-i„n the steamer Missouri as she was
ness than ever before, and that
the merchant who is doing strlctlv
htOH oii, the New Mexico
ut the Grand Haven dock,
(•'lull ItnuitiMuu f.
I •!...*
eivatjoil.
his
Mack, the steward, iiinl
und S%tnllh
Smith,
cash business has found
that it
it
name
"Djopiah"
from
them.
The
employed on the boat, came to
is making inroads upon his busipageant
portraying
the
coining
of
lows after a birthday celebration
ness, and he Is almost forced to
western Michigan this season.From
Oct. 30 to Nov. 4 the railway placed
868 refrigerator cars In western
Michigan for potato and apple
shipments.
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A car
of young ‘'bundlts"
MIA
tried to
n oil elation known
M the Titmmer OH
Oi station on M-16

•

W

near Nu nlcA>Von
onday night about
midnightt anff
"ore the boys were

safely in the ftunds of Sheriff

Kam-

ferbeek they caused no end of excitement in the Tlmmer household
and those of the neighbors who
were aware of the robbery.
Three boys. Stanley Petroskey,
aged 11. Henry Slugay, aged 10.
living in Muskegon and one other

young man from Grand Rapids attempted to rob the station which
tthey claimed they knew to be an
easv one. Tlmmer who had been
? robbed • before had had a burglar
. alarm put In his house, which is
situatedabout 400 feet from the
station.Hearing this he quickly
rose,

grabbed a shotgun and

see-

ing a car near the station fired
twice the bullets going through
the front and rear doors of the
Ford touring car used by the "bundlts.•,
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One member of the party, who
was in the station heard the shots
Und bolted out of the window by
which he had gained an entrance,
Ho mode another atartlln*
TI o llrot » Kbl in
h"vt' I'™"" '"VS".,'lh'» T'1
beat it for the nearby woods.
ment, that 89 out of every 100
, e, ' ,
1,1 1,1 an extent that In* had to be taken
The other two boys were in the
persons
in the United States are
to
l*01' to a hospitalund have four stltchcar and the greatest wonder in the
, y,mtu
, ‘r,' solution there; .the second pictures ... Up.,,. hi.l(.i, .t,.,.
A meeting of all Hope students ....
i.i.llnnM in .
. ,l K ?*. niH L"'*1
world ia that they were not either wishing to try out for the inter- living beyond their means, und
is a problem that is confronting the
t i.
i
‘Smith assaUlted him withsmt.i,
an Iron
killed or wounded by Timmer’s collegiate debating was held Tues- n 1
..'"''nung
t.ii. ]t is during this episode ......h_ ....... j.,..,.!,,,,
i,,
' eal
1,1
shots. By this time the young hold- day evening after the Y. M. C. A. merchant in his settlementswith lhnl -Djopiah" w ill give bis Indian ' . r
up men were thoroughly frighten- meeting. Between thirty-five and customers. He stated that that Is (|nnc0i W|u, all the yells character- ' 'ri,,. ’is c-iUHlmr considerable
the
reason
why
a
merchants
credit
istic
of
the
real
..
..
l81.
co,
u
,
ed and were found huddled In the forty students were present and
biire-in in r.i-m.t r>nni<i« -m.! in iirtv 1 i
attention in the Missouri
circles
..f ti... ..rew
corner of the car when Tlmmer got the meeting was presided over by nuieuu in i.iunu Kupms ami in ntty John Mulder will take the
them and notifyingthe sheriff's of- Coach Lubbers. After a few intro- other cities in Michigan is a boon acter of Dr. Van Raalte- Bertha an l sever,, me,n,*e™ oI the trew
Tuesday mornfice, Tlmmer held them until the ductory remarks. Mr. Lubbers call- to those business men who belong Do Koi ne the Spirit of Commen- 'ver0 0.,.l1
Sa i‘ nBvl^ LTuATu and m
officers arrived and the young men ed on the four PI Kappa Delta men in these dllTernt cities. Not alone oration n™,5‘
were taken to the county jail.
men bea?
present to give a few points about can they keep tab of the profes- bo the Genius of History. Other
.Questioned at first they claimed the subject. Those speaking were sional deadbeat in his own city, but persons taking prominent parts are ' , lh(,r ...
not to have known why the other Jay Wabeke, Vernon Ten Cate, the the dead beats who may move | William Peterson. Jack Pyp,
Mack was taken off the boat at
member of the party stopped or John Mulder, and William Tuttle. in from cities where credit bureaus nelius Volbedn. Frank Vandenllout Muskegon
by Officers Lawrence Do
,what he was doing. Later they con- The keynote of each man's talk was are
and Jack Hoekzema.
Witt
and Emil Klomplc and
fessed that they planned to rob the that it would be necessary to do
Mr. Quinn told how in the
brought to Grand Haven where ho
station.
much studyingon the question. ning the credit bureau in Grand
appeared before circuit court comThe third member Is supposed to The meeting was closed with some Rapids, five years ago, started with
.sins loner I). F. Pagelson. The cuso
be 23 years old and the officers more remarks by Mr. Lubbers and a membership of 10 and now it
was heard and then turned over to
think they know the man but to It was planned to form teams of has six hundred. The credit bureau
(lie circuit court. Hugh Lillie Is
date he had not been located.
those who had signed up immedi- is a child born, so to speak, to the
defendingMack. The prosecutor
The chief of police of Muskegon ately after the meeting £o that chamber of commerce,but the citiF. T. Miles, appearing for the peoHeights and a detective came to each team may start working. The zens of Grand Rapids have saved
pie.
Grand Haven Tuesday to look over eliminationsare to be held some- enough because of the credit buro
the boys and it is said identified time between the Thanksgiving eau to maintain several chambers
them as hard nuts who had been in and Christmas recesses.
of commerce.
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trouble before.
The little fellow, Henry Petroskey, was turned over to the officers
tp be taken care of by the Juvehlle
court in Muskegon but the second
lad will remain in the Ottawa
courtly Jail and when his companion is found will be dealt with
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Ho said that retail business Is
ON WEDNESDAY
often done in a slipshod manner,
1 The Peoples State bank opened
when it comes to credits, for giving
1 its fourth annual apple show Wcdcredit costs the merchants on the
,h<.
'>«'Hdaymorning and the show will
average of 7(/c throughoutthe The regular meeting
United States.
Woman's club proved a very ln- rerVa‘,\ O»'on Thursday. Friday
The merchantsof Grand Rapids terestlngand inslructiveone. The a.n,11 Katurday evenlngs from 7
are more fortunate and the mer- president.Mrs. Rhea, called alien- J’
1!1*1 a,MO durlng bunkInB
through the Grand Haven courts.
. ..
llM
IIS, chants of Holland have also been tioH to the next meeting. when 1 , .
Dressed in miserable thin rags
benefited materiallythru their donations will be receivedto
‘
they looked like veritablestreet
credit bureau. Grand Rapids has a real Thanksgivingday for the
a re>,rewaifs, but their hard shifty efes
sentativefrom Michigan State colcut its losses down from an aver- inmutes of the county home.
gave them the appearance of the
lege. is judging the display. This'
age of V'/o to less than one per cent,
Mrs. Telling, accompanied by
street gamin type that fills the
is larger than last year and
and Holland Is also rapidly ap- Mrs Edward De Pree, sang a group show
metropolitan papers with crime.
ok, nl.nl i •' buu-n
of
three songs, "White Swan". more trays had to ho installed, und
proaching
the
1%
mark.
When
the
eonlral •llmlniloo *11
They are supposed to have famthere are many more varieties.
merchant has fewer losses. Mr. "Contentment",und "Just a Cotilies In Muskegon.
Bon Brouwer is in charge of the
Holland's third annual immun- Quinn stated it cannot help but re- tage Small by a Waterfall.”These
Nothing was disturbed in the oil izationdrive has come to a close
exhibitionand ho has worked up a
were keenly enjoyed.
station due to the prompt action and the figures tabulated by the sult In lower prices to the cash
fine show. Tho flower decorations,
A
travel
talk
was
given
by
Mrs
customer
or
the
good
credit
cusof the owner and the warning board of health show that there
come from the Shady Lawn FlorExcluaivelySold by
James
Osscwaardc,
who
with
Mrs
tomer.
given by the burglar alarm. The are very few children of school age
4sls.
Lee Bierce,secretary of the as- George Kollcn, visitedEurope the
officers are sure these boys have In Holland who are not protected
had something to do with other against diphtheria.Also, there are sociation of commerce, was the past summer. After leaving New
York the first city reached was Mrs Myrtle Do Foyter, recently
jobs ubotyt Ottawa and Muskegon a great many children
pre- next spaker, introduced by Chaircountiesand are hoping to find the school age who are similarly pro- man John Van Tatenhove, and Oslo. Here was gained the first Im- operated on for appendicitis,is
212-216 River Ave.
mystery of some petty robberies to tected. The assertionthat was re- he said. "1 believe Grand Rapids pression of the mountainouscoun- again up and around.
try of Norway. The scenery is very
be the work of this gang.
cently made by a visiting health Is the finest city in the state of inspiringand this inspirationconMichigan
for
me.
I
believe
that
you
Word iroa received Wednesday
We
authority that Holland stands at
from the Muskegon officers that the very head of the cities of the Ifty men sitting here believe that tinues to grow as one travelsfrom
they have the third
and state In its immunization work and Holland is the finest city in the the eastern to tho western part
were bringing him to Grand Ha- very probably takes the lead for the world for you. I believethat sim- and then to the most northern
ven. His- name was not learned by whole of the United States does ilar groups In Muskegon, Grand point of Europe. Norway measures
a little over a thousand miles from
the cherlffs department.
not seem at all extravagant when Haven. Allegan, Zeeland. Benton north to south with a coast line
Harbor and other cities think that
the figures are reviewed.
which would reach half-way
There are now 3.717 persons In their city is the best to be found around the world. The Norwegians
Holland who have been immuniz- ying outdoors. It is because all of obtain a large proportion of their
ed. The first year the toxin-anti- you difTfferent people are thinking wealth from the sea. Seventy per
toxin treatment was given a total that way an dare boosting that way
of the kingdom consists of
of 3.017 pupils were given the that the state of Michigan is the cent
uninhabitable land, twenty-fiveper
treatment by the hoard of health. greatest state in the Union, all
cent of forests and of tho remainThe second year 300 were added things considered.
ing five per cent only two and a
to this number, and this year 400
"I wish Holland was 30,000 in- half is actually cultivated.
more were Immunized.
stead of 15;000. That would mean
Osjo and Bergen are the two
Nearly all of these are children more for the wholesalers in Grand
The program for the concert Here and there an adult has also Rapids and the wholesalersand the principalcities. Also, called ChrisThursdaynight to be given at 7:45 taken the treatment hut these cases retailers could pay some of it hack tiania from 1624 to September,
at the Central Ave. church is com- are so few that they are negligible. to you fruit farmers here and your 1925. with its wide thorofares,
Fellows— for the best time to get her that Cedar Chest is
Waiting never
plete. The concert is to be given The number of pre-school children poultry men, and they would come modern buildings,and line hotels,
under the auspices of the Young who took the treatmentis also back to Hollupd to buy some of our is a city of the present. Bergen is
helps
a bit, where selection is concerned. Right now It Is most complete and from tho dons
dissimilar
in
aspect
ns
tho
she
Men's Bible class and the proceeds small compared with the number of wholesale goods from your retail
belongedto another country and
Will be tlfMd as a benefit for the school children. Holland's school
zens shown, we
you'll find one you like. A small
holds it for Christstores. That's the way the cycle of
Holland Christian schools. The population,according to the lust prosperitygoes and that's the way another age. Tin* trip from Olso to
mas
Delivery.
Bergen
was
made
overland,
thru
program as arranged follows:
school census, is exactly 4.100, but
is built up. a country of varied scenery, high
Organ Perlude, Miss Martha quite a number of these are real- Western Michigan
dues not stop at a city mountains,snow-coveredmost of
Veltkamp; Opening. Mr. August ly grownup although they are still Prosperity
limits hut with today's mode of the time, and fertile valleys. There
Van Langcvelde, Pres. Central technicallyin the school popula- travel
we are in realityone large are numerous tunnels. one of
Ave. Y. M. B. C.; a. March— tion. So it can he seen that the 3,which was traversed in nine min"United Liberty". F. H. Losey, b. 717 who have been immunized community.
"This can bo exemplified in a utes but it took twelve years to
Waltr. — "Hobre las Olas", Juven- means that practically
all who are
tlne Rosas, Colonial Orchestra; actually school children have re- large measure in the city of New build.
York. The metropolisof the United
After visiting these eltis a trip
Vocal Solo, selected. Mr. G. Van ceived the treatment.
Wyman; a. Selection,‘‘William The board of health today ex- States draws daily by train load, was made up the coast to the
Tell", G. Rossini; b. Walt* — ‘‘Fall- pressed satisfactionwith the co- by motorcade, and by other means North Cape, tho most northern
ing Leaves,” Julius S. Seredy, Col- operation that has been given espe- oi' transportation, food supplies point of Europe. The steam yacht
onial Orchestra; Saxophone and cially by the parents and the from a radius of 400 miles of that was especiallybuilt to navigate the
Clarinet Duet. u. "Youth and teachers.They did all they could city milk eggs, meats, poultry, fjords and northernseas. Tiles'Charity,” P. de Vllle, b. “Royal to make the work successful and vegetables,etc. In a smaller meas- fjords are arms of the sea that
American March". F. W. Clement. they helped the board In every way ure Grand Rapids does this to Wes- penetrate the coast between masdve palisadesof rock or sheer nigMessrs. Harold Vander Bie and possible. They also thanked all the tern Michigan and we all benefit.
"Every city has a city govern- ged mountains.For hundreds of
Andrew Ver Schure, Mr. Lee De others who helped. The last “shot"
Pree, Accompanist; a. Descriptive In the Immunizationprogram was ment that gives us light, power, tire miles the fjords are in enormous
Fantasia, "In The Clock Store", given Tuesday in the city hall. The and police protection. They tux us curves and windings, penetrating
Chas. J. Orth; b. March — "Flag board hopes to make immunizationfor this service Then wo have a Into the mainland.One fjord has
of Truce," J. Seredy. Colonial Or- an annual service and thus keep second department, called the board fifty-ope waterfalls. While tin
chestra; Offertory, Benefit of the children of Holland protected of education. This department .steamer glided over tho water of
Christian Schools of Holland. against diphtheria.
looks after our children, educates the fjords, the travelerswen
rled past mountains, lakes, rivers,
Mich., Miss Martha Veltkamp at
j them, selects the proper teachers
the Organ; Dramatic Overture,
and staff,and that Is a tremendous waterfalls,glaciers,fertile valleys,
"The Eagle’s Nest," Emil Isenjob. This teaching staff selects the forests of pine and birch, the wonman, Colonial Orchestra; Reading.
subjects to suit the pupil. This Is derful combination of which
Selected, Mr- Gerrlt De Vries; Desa wonderfulsystem, we are taxed changed with every turn of the
criptive Overture. "A Hunting
for that, and wo don't think one fJonl. The steamer stopped at
many towns along the way and at
Scene," P. Bucalessl, Colonial Orminute of refusingto pay.
on Cedar Chests]
chestra;' Violin Solo — a. "My Ir"There is a third departmentin lost reached North Cape, the climax
of
tho
cruise.
It
is
the
land
uf
ish Rose,” Alcot Chauncey, b. "The
city affairs that is just as importtho northern lights the midnight
World Is Waiting for the Sunrise,"
ant .although the tax isn't forced,
sun and the spot where, "without
by Bohn, Mr. Henry Hasten, Mr.
Selection to
tho
tax
is
paid
voluntarily,
and
The BethesdaJubilee Singers of
one moment's interval of darkLee De Pree, accompanist;a. Ovthat is a chamber of commerce in
erture, "Poet and Peasant,” J. Ser- Muskegon will give a concert In your or my city or any other pro- ness, the past transforms itself into the present und the yesterday
edy, b. Overture, "Bright and the Maple Avenue Christian Re- gressivecommunity.
today."
Gay*", Mnckle Beyer, Colonial Or- formed church on Thursday even“A chamber of commerce safe- oecomcs
ing,
Nov.
11.
at
7:3U.
These
singThe traveler told of places vischestra; Remarks by the Pastor,
guards
our
industrial interests, ited in Sweden, Denmark, Gerers
have
given
their
program
in
Rev. L. Veltkamp; "Star Spangled
looks after our commercial devel- many, Belgium, France and then
Banner," rColonialOrchestra; Clos- various towns of western Micho-ment .is constantlyin touch with Italy. In Franco she visited Beling by the Pastor, Rev. L. Velt- igan with great success. They are
raising money to build a church our civic welfare.
leau Wood cemtery and with
kamp.
"Speakingfor Grand Rapids, I the aid of tho sergeant in charge
The officers of the Bible class for colored people In Muskegon. A can
safely
say
that
if
the
associaof the records was able to locate
are: August Van Langcvelde, Pres, silver offering will be taken for
tion of commerce were abolished Willard Leenhouts' grave, place a
44-inch length, well constructed and beautifullyfinished,only * - - *
and Instructor;Abe Van Langen, this purpose.
The
program
will
he:
Song:
tomorrow,
our
industrial
prosperity
few flowers on it and bring back
vlc« president; John Veltkamp,
When
You
Come
out
of
the
Wilwould
suffer
tremendously
and
the
a poppy picked near it. The cemSecretary; Martin Bareman, treasurer. The Bible class meets every derness," Chorus: Scripture Read- whole framework of our industrial etery is well cared for and in as
ing and Invocation;Song by Chor- well-being would be shaken to Us perfecta condition as our national
Sunday ntemoon and the memberus. ''Wade in the Water" ; Selec- foundation and within sixty days cemetery at Arlington.
ship list Includes about CO.
Mrs. Ossewaardeclosed her most
The. committee in charge of the tion. Quintet: Song: "Hold the civic affairs would be in chaotic
Winds,”
Chorus; Solo, Virgil Ca- condition. I can safely say that in entertaining travelogue with this
program Is; George Schrcur, baniss; Song
by
Chorus.
"Every
one way alone enough money lias observation,"Europe is a wonderchairman; Allen De Vries and Ted
Time I Feel the Spirit"; Selection, been saved to maintain several as- ful place to visit but America is the
Van Dyke.
Happy Four; Song: "Standingin sociationsof commerce in Grand country in which to live."
Need of Prayer," Chorus; Silver Rapids, namely, the fake business
offering; Song: "Wheel in a ventures .bonding schemes, soliciWheel." Chorus; Duet. Rev. and tors. blue sky projects, that formIn 44-inch length, Walnut Finished and Red Cedar lined, only
Mrs. M. Toomey: Song: "All Over erly were gone into without adGod's ireaven." .Chorus; Trio, vance Information hut today they
Misses Annie Hill. Idella Minson are first investigatedby the assoIS
and Virgil Cabanlss; Solo, Mr. J. ciation of commerce,and nine out
All Chests
Free for
Delivery!
* Mrs. Leonard D. Knoll, aged 45, C. Cole; Chorus led by Rev. M. of ten are found faulty.
Tuesday
morning,
as
the
studied Tuesday night at her home at Toomey, "The Royal Telephone”;
"A man who hasn't got $25 for a
14 West 17th street. She Is sur- Selection, By the Happy Four; M. chamber of commerce such as Hol- dents of Hope college passed out of
chapel, a small booklet, called
vived byi Wtf husband, six children, Toomey, General Manager and Diland or Grand Rapids has is not a "The Student Guide", was handed
her parthtf, Mr. and Mrs. Peter rector.
very public-spirited citizen. He is the college and home address of
o
Nlenhul*' three sistersand three
sitting on the sidelines reaping the to them. This book contains both
brothers. One of her sisters la
benefits while the membership Is in each student and the purpose of It
Miss Jeap'Nienhuis, missionary in MICHIGAN BUSES
the harness working for the city, Is to acquaint the students better
China.
HAVE
where all benefits when It grows. with each other. It also contains
The funeraf will he held Friday
"A chamber of commerce also advertisements of some of the HolFIRE PROTECTION
afternoon ut 1:30 at the home and
The state public utilities com- preachesethics In business. The land business men so that the stuat 2 o'clock at the Fourth Remission
at
Lansing
Wednesday
is- man who does not play the game dents will know where the different
formed chuK'N Rev. J. F. Heemstra
sued an order requiring all high- squarely,does not conduct hls busi- places of business are situated.In
officiating.
way motor busses to equip with ness on a high planet-la soon out of short, the purpose of the guide is
23-25
8th St.
first aid kits, fire extinguishersand the running, and hls methods are to acquaint the students with the
Snowdrifts between 12 and 18 emergency doors. A ruling to this closely followed by the officials, and town and the town with the students.
Inches In depth last night were re- effect was issued some time ago. by hls associates.
ported on M-ll between here and but the formal order was made
"I believe that"? membership in
Grand l la van. and between that necessary by the failureof some a chamber of commerce is a yardW. J. Olive is confined to his
city and Grand Rapids on M-lfi.
operators to comply, it was said.
stick of civic pride.
home with the flu.
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team on edge. They defeated
defeated Ben- hi9 Ruldnnee the leadership has of Holland—
I
ton Harbor, T-«. at Benton Harbor
Harhor |j successfullyfulfilled Its duties
duties. In
In- Hello! We are out ngnln. This
and that on hnme-conjlngday. j eluding the placing of the com-4 is Nov. 6, 1026, three weeks after
* *
mlltoe on a substantialfinancial our first appearance.
No one who is not thoroughly
Already $1,1<>() of the city's
Tuesday evening was Investure
acquainted with the Holland team j Quota to the county council has night for the new Tenderfoot
and conch can appreciate how the heen
1 "
Scouts. Five boys were on hand and
aggregation felt after the loss on
anxious to become regular scoutu.
Saturday. One day you are u victor
This and That
The regular tenderfoot investure
and a star, the next day
.
was used, which proved
________
_______
me and a dub. But that is all in the1 . 1 bis month s court of honor ses- ceremony
There will
he no WM„W„
sounds ,(l
of the
to he very impressive making the
Vlcklng of the foot-ballor the i
the majority of the fans.8'00 "'V ,,e '‘<‘‘0 0,1 Thursday eve- new as well as the old scouts icnlize
Equipment Terned Out for Bell
cheerlng of the fans this week-end I " ho have followed the team,
•NoV'‘"i|)erIS, instead of the
In Holland, for the three teams 1 thal thc ho>'8 11,1 did their best and .reKulnl' b'n'ht. The change has what the Scout Oath and Law stand
System Runs mto Enormous
will embark and travel to distance | that they would give their right lH‘p" necessary because of the troop
The new tenderfoot scouts are:
cities to meet their opponents, hand f°t' their coach. Just wait. t-*1,imitteemen'straining course
Joe
Ardemu,
Jason
Wolderlng,
Chas
Hope will Jock horns with Findlay tth,s cro"'d of youngsters will
"dll he held in (irnnd Haven
Totals Each Year
Dalmnn, Russel De Waard and Arcollege,at Findlay, and from all j stoP into the lime-lightand bring i on '‘l|esday.
thur Pc
Indicationsthe Sehoutens. badly ?,or>' to their school and city. St.l Dstr,ict (’onimlssionerRichard
We are glad to welcome Fred Ter
crippled,will be forced to the lim- i Jo«eph will he hard hut with
Hoeven of the N. W. district
The production of lead covered
it. The men are far from discour- ! conditions the locals will
"'*11 have charge of Troop Four’s Vree back Into our troop as
meeting in Coopersvie, Friday ev- we
aged and will try hard to come
tiV\
0,htTH
t('lePh01je
cabIe manufacturedby
ening.
«ut of their jinx in the next game.
Last Tuesday evening our Troop lhe WeBteru Metric Company,
Nothing but hard and strenuous
Next Monday will be Scout Day
work will bring the orange and
at tin* Grand Haven Community was pleasantlysurprised when the the manufacturing division of the
blue colors to victory,and right
club meeting Demonstrations, mo- ladles auxiliaryband, an orgnniza-D®ll System, reached a new peak
now the players are fired to do
tion pictures and talks will compose tion that meets in the church par- in 1925 when the output of this
their best.
the program.
ground .dd aortal,
Hinga will take his eleven to St.
District Gnnm issioner Frank
buns. The ladies remained with . mtalled 36,100,000,000conductor
Joseph, where going will he rough.,
j Llevense will leave Thursday for a
The mentor and his players feel
the troop the balance of the even- feet* as compared with :!2,?00000,two weeks’ hunting trip.
keenly the loss of the last game,
Holland scouts will assist the 1,1 After the ____ _
! 0M in 1924 and 10,600, 000, 00i in
but they have taken on a spirit of
entertainment ouriin^n
I Bed Cross Wednesday afternoon
determination and the next battle
[by Placing l.r.no stickerson auto- chaplain Rev. John H. Bruggors, . 4
BOY.
Thirty-six billionconductor feet
will see them fighting like froj-l
presented a handsome gift of "Old
| mobiles. .\n troops have been asknns. Sandy is down with the flu.
Glory" to our troop} We have long weuld reach mere than 2,100 times
ed
to furnish scouts for the job.
! ,*T3f
He was sick before the Grand Habeen in need of a flag and we ap- across the continent from New
ven game, hut let no one know of
preciate this gift very much.
Events of the Week
his condition.A doctor sent him to
presenting the flag Kev. York to San Francisco. The conbed Sunday and Paulus will be
Wednesday. 10th, 3:30 p. yj Bruggers gave a very interesting luctor feet is a measurementof the
seen at his end on Saturday.
Holland -scouts render good turn for tak on the historyof the Flag, and amount of wire aatarinc into the
TEST REVIEW
Red Cross.
Hinga knows nothing whatever
urged that all of us be true to manufacture of cable and therefore
nt what to expect from St. Joseph,
Grand Haven, Chamber of ComWednesday evening, test
Country and Flag.
but the fact that Howe has nearly merce. Wednesday, Xnv. loth ,n f’rand Haven chamber of com- i
'» «!“
all, of his 1925 team is enough to
Second Class at 7 P. M.. First Clash i m(,rre.
at Tuesday evening's meeting
. e sn(* no*
of cable,
warrant n hot 60 minutes of play. as 7:30, Merit Badge at s and Sea Thursday., 11th, 3:-ir. to 5 test re- intends to stay in the lend."
conductor foot furnishes a
The Howe aggregation seared Hoi- Scouts at
'“‘Ws at Scout headquarters in Bob White Patrol,which made an! "laidard of comparisonfor all caland last fall here on the local
Holland Scout Headquarters, .I!aml\
gridiron and Norberg their ace1 is Thursday afternoon.Nov. nth , ihursdayevening, rehearsal of excellent showing, is just as de- Lie, no matter how the cable itself
agaiu with the team.
in diameter! «
““
Class at 3:45. First class ..t ','™"n>itrntinns for West Olive L"cr?rS.Prom,,M
The Chapman reserves will go Second
4:15. Sea Scouts 4:15. Merit Badge 'n,'ttjnK'
Assistant ScoutmasterHoward, , ,:1* ’TSOO.OOO.OOO feet wera produced
bver to Muskegon to try to take
. hr day. 2th. 7:30 P. M. citizens’ is proving to be very popular with ,
Kearny, N. J., works of tho
over the Redmond second stringCoopersville, Troop meeting place! meetinK ln "est Olive.
era. The big Red team goes over
thAn7hea8^«^°KnK
' company, while the balance was
Saturday 13th 1 P. M. Autumn
Friday evening. Nov. 12th.
to Lansing and no doubt this stone
roundup in Holland for SW. dis*>«
In their path to state chnmplon- Applicants must bring along test trict.
e\ enlng to receivethe new scouts.
‘'S* near Chicago.
ehlp will he easily removed, as O. cards, maps, accounts of hikes, certificatesof evidence,etc.
Monday. 15th. 12 P. M. scout acChairmau Newhoiise was on
familiar desk telephones
It. Central has already turned them
at Grand Haven communi- hand with a "Funny Paper.” Wei 933 000 were manufacturedduring
back hut only by a 3-0 score. Red- Anso Mulder To Head Troop ft tivities
ty
club.
The selection of Anso Mulder to
are wonderingwhere he buys it. the yea”
mond will have practically an easy
Monday evening 7:15 P. M. Troop
Me are always pleased to have'
path until G. R. Central comes on be Scoutmaster of Troop 14 of
The manufacturingof loading
training course in Hol- parents and friendspav us a visit
Thninksgiving day and that game Spring Lake completes the preor- comrtiittee
land.
and become acquainted with our colls, which are used to improve
nhould be well worth seeing, with ganizationpreparationsof that
troop and the actual organization Tuesday Kth 7:15 P. M. Troop activities. You are welcome at any ‘ransmlsslon on trunk telephone
the Huskies favored to win.
committee training course in and all of our meetings.
The local reserves have yet to of the boys will soon take place. Grand
uni toll cables,Increased to 301,Haven.
Preston Bilz. Assistant Scoutbe downed but their next game will
100 In 1925 as compared with 218,Thursday 18th. 7:30 p. m„ court
What To Do
call forth all that they have. Red- master of Troop 3 Grand Haven,
•00 In 1324. A total of 34,000,000
tnoml calls upon his reesrves very will also serve as assistantscout- of Honor, Holland.
Help to make this month the best
often and he needs to have them master of Troop 14.
pounds
of copper wire was proin your troop'shistory.
TROOP NEWS
trained to the minute. Chapman
Rev. Anthony Meengn is chairIN) a lot of biking— Don't be a duced In the company's new copper
will meet a smart attack with man of the troop committee.
Troop 5, >1. E. Church, G. Haven parlor scout.
rollingand wire-drawing mill In
plenty of punch. The Holland reTroop 5 held its regular numthlv Work off your outdoor tests first. Chicago, and, in addition, there
William Mccngs Troop 0
serves came fast, with all stars gobusiness meeting on the evening of
How's your ’ troop's museum was a large production of permaling strong. End runs, with a neat
William Meengs has been select- November 1. i:i2C. After the for- coming? This Is the Lest time cf
passing plan, have proved to be
Icy tape and wire for loading matesuccessful.One of the main ways ed Scoutmaster of Troop c of the mal opening we gave n few yells thc year to collect outdoor specirials in submarine cables now in
In which the boys fooled Grand First Reformed Church. Holland. under the leadrshlp of our Senior mens.
He has been a scout himself and
Begin saving for next summer's processof manufacture in England
Haven was with the fakes. The
Patrol
Leader.
George
Vigenat.
in
camp.
Haven it es were tackling many served as Assistant scoutmaster of
and Germany.
order to arouse ”pep” and to start
Het a date when you will comwithout the ball while Japlnga Troop 6 unil its lapse into activity the evening right. Following the
plete your next rank, and accoln*vas having lots of fun fooling over a year ago. He completed the
The seminary students and facthem. If these lads come through Scout Loaders training course last announcements,given by Mr. Bail- ! piish your objective
B'.’JIf hran thl> r?P0rts from the j Have your troop re-registered 100 ulty held their regular Tuesday
Saturdaywith a victory they will year.
Patrol
leaders.
Patrol
Scribes.
I per
W
evening
Adelphic meeting at the
.Martin Kammeraad is chairman
be hailed as the best reserve
home of Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Bleksquad In the state and that means of the Troop Committee and is •!d i mVn^ >Trn,'P, S<Tll,e' We thpn Bring in a new recruit,
adjourned our businesssession
Read the Boys’ Life— subscribe kink on College avenue. After the j
that Hinga will have a lot of good proving himself to be a hustler.
program refreshments were served.
Grand Haven Committee Meets played games for a half hour un- for a real boy scout magazine,
material to pick from. But win or
the supervisionof the Fox
.....
lose, these fellows have been a
The annual meeting of the der
mprove
the m..
next troop meeting
credit to the city and deserve a Grand Haven city committee was trol. o close the meeting the scouts, over the last one.
line lot of commendation as does held last week. A committee was gave the oath of allegianceto the Wear the official uniform
their faithful coach, .Mr. Chapman. appointed to elect a chairman for
ibnr*l.rtL°n-I , U you ar,‘ 13 i'^rs old and first
• • t
the ensuing year and the chairman
nb°Ut J°ininp the 8*‘lHolland high plays its last game was vested with the authority n» F^Itvs Stand,,Mf" ,nCOn^ Points
here with Kalamazoo Normal high. appoint the delegatesto the countv
ma,k8 0n
The Kasoos were defeated by council
Grand Haven, but they have Red
'' ,,,*am “with, Scribe.
your scoutmaster know how
C*. T. Schuberthas been chairRoll and he is enough to keep any man for the past year and under
—Tnm>
! much
hl« One work.
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'Thisjis a Small Furnace placed

«

ful

The

about

entire

this

coun-

wonder-

new-heatingsystem. Can he

installed in

a few minutes and

does the work of several stoves.

'

j

or an entire small

home

properly

arranged.
Supplied in several colors. Finish
is vitreous porcelain enamel— as
easily kept clean as your furniture

n

D

Heats several connecting rooms

WHY BUY AN OLD FASHIONED HEATER WHEN YOU
CAN BUY A SMALL FURNACE FOR THE SAME MONEY
No room heater ever made can do the work
of a furnace. The parlor furnace heats by
the furnace

Be

method

of

moist air circulation.

stirc to sec it before you buy.

Corner Hardware

D

Corner River and 8th St.

w
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MANY PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

IN BUILDING

UP

,,

1

AMERICA’S NETWORK OF TELEPHONIC HIGHWAYS

Forty-eight parts, trade from

DESK MEPHONE HAS 201 PARTS

steel, iron, copper, brass, nickel,
silver, tin lead, silk, fiber, rubber,
paper, paraffin, sulphur and japanning compound, enter Into the construction of lhe receiver. About
two hundred operations and as
many inspectionsare required to
complete these parts.

1,100,000 Separate Items Used in Single Day’s Proauction of Instruments at Bell System’s Big
Plant at Hawthorne,

The manufactureof the telephone receiver involves intricate
equipment and painstaking proc-

III,

esses, for while the telephone receiver Is an apparently simple device, it performsits functionsalmost infallibly *2d. when completed, is a highly complicated
piece of research laboratory apparatus.

The final test on the completed
receiver is rather unique. Every
such receiver turned out for use
In the Bell System. is tested to Insure that it meets the prescribed
standards for quality and volume
of reception. In this test the receiver produces sounds similar to
the sound of the human voice. The
effect of the sound produced is
measured electrically by comparison with an approved standard telephone receiver.

Thc container of the receiver
consistsof a hard rubber case to
which is screwed the cap that fit-,
over the ear. Thc “insides” conslet

a narrow U-type permanent

of

magnet, to the legs of which a circular brass cup is attached. This
cup lias two flat pieces of soft irou
projectingverticallythrough slots
in its base. These iron pieces aro
electrically welded to the cuds nf
the permanent magnet, thus damping flu? cup in place. Over each cf
these Nron pieces Is slipped a i»il
of tine wire through which the current from the telephone line flows.
A circular disc of thin sheet iron,
known as the diaphragm,covers
the cup.

Cy JOHN 6.

O’BRIEN

Tho whole mechanism of the receiver is held in place by this cup
which also holds the diaphragm
at the correct dlsia- from the
, and terminals. The remaining 87 girl
Pirl would require about one min- pole pieces of/the
mu0net assentutc lo measure each piece and It bly, that Is. from

there arc bones Each one of these parti; la made ; day s output,or It would take 2,10(1 clamped firmly to the «li«l| ,h„
in the human
, to individual drawing.-*, showing bright girls to measure the entire receiver by the crp
v hen it fn
jCc number ot differentpans shape and dimensions. Many of the output in a siaglejday. By the use screwed Into place
r • which enter Into the manufacture dimensionsmust not vary more , of the gages, however, the assem-i
’ ,

many as

body.
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of the telephone, cables, switch- than ten thouiandths of an Inch, for ,,,‘‘r8
assured thal the parts <v1|u.,tPCr,,
Boards, and other apparatus ncce:;- there must be uu misfits among wlH fit and their task, accordingly
..
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1
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lc

,

0

rece,v€r,s
,lnr curreBt*
,'0,,s of w,r®

up prop- i* to eec that they ure lilted.
t l.c
the nation with complete service, ! crly the Hawthorne (ill.) Work*
piece parts have been gaged
, n ,K1 '' p'ecc8, makM
has been figuredout to amount to tl.c Wc tvrn ElectricCompany c» “t various stages of their manufac*1 Pf* ° p ^ iJII<, coH a 8m,n
10.000, as compared with 3 000 :hr Bell Syatem require:} the ,.?/* tre, it means tha» when lhe tele- '
magnetism
Ur a v. qll known aBtonoMIc.ct ionx tbirly ihoassnu
phone desk sets arc assembled, new aids, now oppored that of the
material; uecd in their masu- 1 that it will be possibleto pick any, there In no scrappiag of thousands'|K‘'n’anp!;- ®*KnW- TB1* results
:tur< came from almost every one of each kind of part and
piece parts that will pot fit to- ,!! 3 VJr ,
of a!trao,ion ,n
. nu section of the
la desk stand wlthoiu any littiu"or Sefher. Besides,if each part wore* .T. *
(li'lpI1>^R^^n,
of ,,lfl ro'
O: the 201 piece parts of the or- filing.When the1 production rate DUed individually, each assembly (^VCr' , nce !Ilf ,in'’ fl,rrCDt
dc*U telophone, nuta, | In 5,600 do k telephones a day, tho would be a little differentfrom ! „ 1 1
r,l*n*M fluct,,*tr6*n
rivets, washers, busulngc, ‘hops have to maintain an output jev,,»'.vother
, nf cori aru e with tlic morements of
lusnbtcrs and coni-i account . of ITP.bO'i major ni ce parts and ! on- nt
i
'•insmltterdiaphragm when
1H »rt,. rim, I here
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telephone men. the, total of 1.100 000 parts t. be tiECd which ulihotiKhannarcritlv n
I which Includes for the assembly of le!*i>hom. deck pi" device is prednesd onlr bv
of yarn and the sutnds for a nlnglc
eare^
t
of a tinsel wound about If it were necessary f«- measure intricate accuratemaulifacfuricc
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Loading Pot |

([RepeaterInstallation])

|T is a far cry from the sin- pathway. Telephone lines congle-wiretelephone lines of structed on this principlo wero
less than half a century noisy, and it was impossible to
ago to the great arteries talk over them for more than a
of commanlcctlonafforded relativelyshort distance. Varloua
by lhe open-wire or cable lines of methods were tried in the effort to
today. These modern pathways of get rid of the undesirable noises
speech form a network which which interfered with transinlscrosses and recrosses the conti- slon, but none proved really satis-

^0 transmlttfr

transmitter ^dia-

One of them was ''cross-talk'’
or Hues are much less ]lko|y to bo
interferencebetween two telephone damaged by natural forces, particlines when run parallelto each ularly sleet storms, than are the
other, unless separated by a con- heavily loaded open-wire lines,
sideralile distance. It was at first some of which carry as many as
believed that this interferencefifty or sixty wires. An aerial cable
would make it impossible to run line has recently been completed
more than a single circuit on a and put Into service between New
pole line. Telephone engineers atYork and Chicago, giving these
tacked this problem and finallydis- two great cities a toll servicepraccovered that the difficultycould be tically immune from storm damage.
remedied by transposingthe paralPerhaps most baffling of the Oblel lines at suitable intervals. stacles which for some years obWhen this system had been adopt- structed tho developmentof long
ed, it became possible to use a distance service was the* tendency
number of wires, supportedby of the telephone speech current lb
cross-arms,on a single line of pole. diminish In strength^ the. tarther it
With this step the familiar type of travels. Two pieces of supplemenopen-wire telephone line, now quite tary apparatus— the loading coil'
generally used in rural sections, and the telephone repeater— have

nent and provide a nation-wide, factory until an all-metallic circuit
universal telephone servicefor (he was adopted— that is, two wires
users of more than n.OM.OOO inter- were used insteadof a single wire
connected telephone Instruments. and a ground return.
So rapid has been the develop- It was found, too, that iron wire
ment of telephone servicein Amer- was not entirely suited to teleica, particularlyduring the past
phone purposes, and effortswere
two or three decades, that it Is
made
to substitute some other
sometimes difficultto realizethat
metal for it. Copper proved to be
this remarkable expansion of wire
facilities has not been brought an ideal substitute, but the soft
about by tha touch of some magi- copper wire then sold commercial- came into being.
cian’s wand. The building up of ly could not be used successfully,
But for many purposes the openthis vast system of communicationsince It had a tendency to stretch wire line did not prove entirely satequipment, however, has been made from its own weight, causing the isfactory. In cities and villages
possible by a series of Isolated wires to sag, with a whole train of the number of wires Increasedwith
achievements, each Importantin resultantdifficulties.
increasingtraffic, the poles became
itself, but of the greatest value
After a considerableamount of unsightlyand often dangerous, and
only when considered r.s relatedto experimentationa method of draw- steps had to be taken to perfecta
other accomplishments in entirely ing copper without heating it was telephone cable which would overdifferent fields.
discovered,and ‘'hard-drawn”cop- come these difficulties. The story
The first telephone Haw consist- ,,ei' wire beeMn® standard con- of the development of the telephone
ed of single iron wires, supported a“ctor/or telephonepurposes. With cable as used in undergroundand
thih discovery, a great advance had
aerial construction throagbont the
on trees, poles or housetops. As a
heen made toward conquering some Ben System today la a romtnee in
circuit Is requiredin order to
of the most difficultproblemsthe itselfand cannot be treated at this
tjKuumjb.t
v(jjce, the line was
early teleptyooeengineers had to time in detail.
•gshyjjjod"
" hod the earth used as face. But others still remainedto
One marked advantage of aerial
the return portion of the speech be solved.
cable constructionla that the cable
'

'»•

‘ U‘,lS 01 lhl* rurre,lt***

df'}

|

made

it possible to

overcome this

difficulty and r.re «flBential factors

in providing long distance service

as America knows

It

today. The

loading coll Increasesthe efficiency
of the circuitand in effect cuts

down

this loss of

pester picks

up

energy. The

re-

tho. travel-weary

telephone current, renews

. its

strength and sends it on Its way
with sufficientenergy to carry it to
the next repeater eUtlon, where
the process is repeated. One of
the essentialfeatures of repeater
equipment is a vacuum tube, similar lo those with which every radio
enthusiast
. |j‘iitmhmifactured with greater precision. **

l«t
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HOUAlto CITY NEWS
next spring.
Adopted.

G R Elec Blue Pt Co prints
tided checks that accompanied the PROPOSALS FOR FIRE UKExp. Nov. 18—10795
Exp. Nov. 27—11026
Burroughs Add Aich paper 7
said bids of Frank Dyke & Co.
PARTMENT BONUS
Proposed Vacating of Tx»t 10, Block
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The
Boards and WestlnghouseElec bearings 22
Henry Kraker Plumbing Co., shall
«. SoutlnvqsiAdd. to C ity of Holhate Court for the County of
E Dietzgen Co
3
City Officers
retained until their Scaled proposals will he received land, Mldiignn.
tawa
Fuller & Johnson repairs 15
contract*
are
signed
In accordance by the Common Council of the City .... nonnnd, Michigan, Oct. 2.1, 1926
The following claims approved Roto” Co
At a session of said Court,
137
of Holland. Mich., at the office of
herewith
and
that
all
other
cheeks
by
the
Hospital
Board,
Oct.
30,
1»2U
at
the Probate Office In the city
Elliott Co
60
Upland, Mich., Nov. 3. 192«
the
city
clerk
of
said
city, until 7:00
WHEREAS, the city of Holland FOR SALE — OH heater good ns [Grand Haven In said county on
t>e returned to the unsuccessful
were ordered certified to the Com- Terry Pteam Turb co repairs 12
P
•
M.
of
Wednesday,
December
1,
owns and is in possessionof a cer- new. Inquire at 514 Central Ave. 9th day of November A. D. 1926.
bidders.
The common council met in reg- mon Council for payment:
Walworth Co supplies
618 69
1926. fo rthe purchase of twelve tain parcel of land situated In the
Present: Hon. James J.
Carried all voting aye.
ular aewlon and was culled to order BPW, water, Light and
H Chan non Co repairs 4 IS
tfn
bonds
to be dated Dec. 1, 1926, in City of Holland, County of Ottawa,
fC4 37 Am Eng Co
Judge of Probate.
8 10
hy the mayor.
On motion of Aid Luepple,
sums
of
One
Thousand
Dollars
ex- State of Michigan, describedns Ixit
5 05 C H Wheeler Co repairs 96
In the matter of the estate of
Present. Mayor Kammeraad, Mich Hell Tel. rent
Whereas, the fire equipmentwas cepting that one bond shall be Numbered Ten 110) of Rloek numMetropolitan Device Corp
Aids. Klein, Resting, Brieve, Drlnk- E R Squibb & Sons, ether
found wholly inadequate for the In the siim of Fifteen Hundred Dol- bered Eight (8) in the southwest FOR SALE — Several varieties of WllhelmliM J. Hulhkunip. PcoenHcd
61 28
wuter, Hyma, Uiepple, Dykstru,
needs of the city of Holland and lars, with Interest coupons attach- additionto the City of Holland, tic- good winter apples. Don’t forget
44
Van Zanten, Vander Hll and V1h- Lab of Ramsey Co. catgut 29 16
the common council of the city of ed: said bonds to be designated ns cording to the recorded plat thereof our specialotter, 7 bushels of apRobert R. White having filed
Swnn-.Myers Co,
12 77 Graybar Elec line material 650
ner and the .clerk.
Holland deem it necessary and ad- "Fire Department Bonds Series C,” on record In the office of the regis- ples at 65. Bos Brothers, 4 miles petition praying that an instrumer
Devotlona were conducted by Lewis Mfg Co, bandage* 5 (i4 J B Clow & Sons specials 53
visable to immediately purchase numbered from One to Twelve in- ter of deeds for the said county of east of Zeeland, Jamestown Ex- duly admittedto Probate In
Model Ldy,
95 00 Pitts. Meter Co meters 276
Rer. *ieth Vander Werf.
additional motordrlven apparatus rnsWe and to he made payable Ottawa. Michigan, and
change
3tc State of Missouri, he admittedto
22 30 Capitol Elec Insulators 12
The minuteH of the laat meeting Superior loe Co,
and
as follows:
Probate and recorded in Mlchif
Gen
Elec
Co
meters,
cable
J
&
H
De
Jonge
groceries
5
C4
were read and approved.
WHEREAS,
the said parcel of
and that administrationof said
Whereas provision was made in Bonds No. 1 for $1000 payable
162 00
Geo. Mool Roof Oo. repairs 5 70 Eiee App Co meters
l*etlHonN and AooouMh
land
Is
not
used
or
useful
for
the
late be granted to Alfred K. Combe,
9 25 the Annual Appropriation Bill of
4B 18 Pitts Meter Co repairs
Clerk presented communication A. Harrington
Aug. 1. 1927 general public and the said city of FOR SALE — Sterling range In good care of Robinson & Parsons, Hoi13 10 l>»gHii Co Coal Corp coal 201 68 the city of Holland for the year Bonds No. 2 for $1000 payable
from the Horace Mann P-T club C. Beltmun,
condition. Inquire 255 W. 12th St. land, Michigan or some other suita- ^
Holland has receiveda bonnflde
1926 to purchaseadditional mot3fi 00 Hatfield Reliance Coal Co
stating that the club at Its last reg- H. Russies milk,
tfnc hie person. And having filed nil
Aug. 1. 1928 ofe to-wlt the sum of Twenty-five
coal
or-drivenapparatus at an estimated
ular meeting went on record by a Du.Mez Bros., groceriesetc 157 45
Bonds
No.
3
for
$1000
payable
Hundred ($2500) dollars,for the
Pere Mnrq Ry freight
empllfiedcopies required by statute,
sum of Twelve Thousand Five
unanlmmatvote endottlBg a super- De Fouw Elec, supplies 8 fi4 B J Baidu* repairs
disposal
thereof
at
private
sale,
and
1, 1929
•It Is ordered, That the
Hundred ($12,500.00)Dollars, to Bonds No. 4 for $1000 Aug.
95 52
vised playground, and requested Robbert Co.
payable
It
does
not
appear
to
the
Common
A Brinkman freight, ctgc
he raised hy loan, the payment
FOR
SALE
or
RENT—
Conven- 13lh day of DctviiihcrA. D. 11
that the council give same due Vaupell’s Pharm. drugs 34 «5 .Midwest Air Filters Inc
Counel
of
the
City
of
Holland
that
Aug. 1, 1930
thereof to be made levying taxes
ient house located at 127 W. 10th
H. Garvellnk
6 25
consideration.
there is any present public need or
equip
990 00 on the taxable property of the said Bonds No. 5 for $1000 payable
street, near downtown. Inquire at ten A. M. at said probate office
Referred to the special plny- G Van Hnaften remove ashes 8 00 Am Ry Express express
future
public
demand
for
the
use
,
Aug.
J.
1931
Is hereby appointed for henrir
city of Holland .and the proceeds
Henry Kraker Plumbing Shop.
02 02
jp’ounil committee heretoforeap- Alice Groen
Bonds
No.
6 for $1000 payable
of
the
wild
described
parcel
of
said petition;
Newaygo
Eng
Co
elevator
whereof to lie placed in a fund to
Minnie Ensing domestic 09 39
pointed.
. Aug. 1. 1932 land for public purposes and suffiIt is further ordered that public^
lie created by the Common Council
De Kralter & De Koster petition- Nettle Hopp, laundress 1 95 85
Bonds No. 7 for $1000 payable
cient income cannot he derived
tlon of a copy hereof for three suc$12,006.27 for such purposes, and
Effie
Nieboer,
domestic
34
30
ed for .permissionto connect the
Allowed and warrants ordered
Aug. 1, 1933 therefrom to Justify the city in con- FOR SALE — One large cow coming cessive weeks previousto said hen
WHEREAS, in accordancewith
10 oft issued.
roof drain -of their buMlng at 184 Mrs. E. De Witt
tinuing the ownership thereof fresh. Hurry J. Meyer* Rfd. No. 1, Ing in tho Holland City Nows k]
said provision of the Annual Ap- Bonds No. 8 for $1000 payable
River Avenue with the storm sew- Gertrude YandenQerg mend 8 28
Aug. 1. 1934 Therefore. In order to consummate
B P W reported the collection
newspaperprinted and circulated in
ltpN13
Ruth Hyma office
20 00 of $12,793.51;City Treas. $8639.62. propriation Bill of 1926. the Com- Bonds No. 9 for $1000 payable
er.1
the proposed sale of said parcel of
said county.
mon Council has purchased a motReferred to the committee on H. Arnoldlnk, Janitor 75 uO
land:
Adopted and Treas. ordered or-driven American lie France
Aug. 1. 19S5
JAMES J. DANHOF,
sewnrs, drained: water courses with Mabel B. .Miller, supt. 150 Oft charged with the amounts.
Judge of Prol
RESOLVED, that the Common WANTED — -Man with car to sel! A True Coy
Pumper for the fire departmentof Bonds No 10 for $1000 payable
fiena Boven
125 00
power to
—
B F W reported that at a meet- the city of Holland, at an expense
Aug. 1. 1936 Counel of the city of Holland that
Cora Vande Water
no Oo ing held Nov. 1, the clerk was in• Clerk presented bond of the U. Sena Beltmnn
complete
line
quality
Auto
Tires
Bonds
No.
11
for
$1000
payable
Register of Probate.
Twelve Thousand Five Hundred
deems It advisable to vacate disconno i-O structed to transfer $10,000 from of
R 'Fidelity & Guaranty Co, cover- Johanna Uoven
Aug. 1, 1937 tinue and abolish the use of wild and Tubes. Exclusive territory. Ex($12,500) dollars, it is hereby Reno 00 the Water to the Light Fund to solved
ing Reopen Transport Co. for oper- Anna Schermer
perience
not
necessary.
Salary
Bonds No. 12 for $1 500 payable
described parcel of land for public
Roselthu Sears,
J00 00 pay off the balance of the Cert, of
ation of Motor busses in the city.
Aug. 1, 1938 purposes, and hereby appoints $800 per month. Milestone RubFirst: That the said amount of
De Free Hdwre, supplies 99 Indebtedness held by the Light
Referred to the city attorney.
Twelve Thosand Five Hundred wild bonds to draw Interest at the Wednesday,the first day of Decem- ber Co. East Liverpool,Ohio. N13
14 01 Dept subject to the approval of the $12,500) dollarshe raised hy loan rate of five per cent per annum
ATr. T. O. Bonnett re(|uested per- Holland Gas Co.
ber, A. D. 1926, at 7:30 o’clock 1*.
3 80 Council.
mission to install gasolineipump at G Kragt
and that for the purpose of said payable Heml-annually on TVh. 1, M. ns the time when they will meet
The following estimates of ex- loan, the bonds of the city of Hol- and August 1, both principal and In the common councilrooms In tho
the southeast corner of River Ave.
51795 C7 penditure were approved and land l>e issued in the sum of interest to be paid at the office of City Hall ,ln the City of Holland, PUBLIC AUCTION— On Thursday
and 4th Sts., 8 feet Inside the the
November 18 on the farm of Mrs.
sidewalk, and for the construction Allowed and warrants ordered is- warrants ordered issued on the Twelve Thousand Five Hundred tin- Treasurer of the city of Hol- to hear objectionsthereto.
•City Treas. In payment of the sev- (12,500) dollars In the manner ns land, both principaland Interest to By order of the Common Council. H. Ovenvay at 10 o'clock In tho
of a cement driveway for the same. sued
morning.The farm Is located three
The following claims approved eral amounts: E. W. Krueger, In- follows: to-wlt: Eleven bonds In be paid out of the "Fire Depart
Referred to the committee on
RICHARD OVERWAY, miles
north and 1 mile oast of BorStreets and Crosswalks with power by the hoard of park and oemetery terceptingSewer contract — $4931.- the sum of one thousand $(1,000) ment Bonds Series
Sinking
City Clerk.
culo or two miles west and one-half
trustees Nov. 1, 1926. were ordered 36; Hay- Weaver Const. Co — Sew- dollars each and one bond in the Fund" of said city, said bonds to
to act.
5 Ins. Oct. 28 Nov 4-11-18 and 25
mile south of North Blcndon.
•Joseph-White and others peti- certified to the Common Council age Treatment Plant — $8224.09; sum of Fifteen Hundred ($1500) he signed hy the mayor and city
American Well Works on Pumping dollnrs. each with interest coupons clerk and to be negotiated at a
tioned for ]>ermiRf*ion to erect an for payment:
Switch Board
$879 70 Equipment
oil station at the southeast comer 13. P. W.
attached thereto,said bonds to he price not less than the par value STATE OF MICHIGAN
The
30 $1846.25; Pearse, Greeley & Han- designated as ''.SeriesC Fire De- thereof!
of River avenue and 15th street B H Bowmaster Co
Probate Court for the County qf
son,
Engineers
—
$520.00;
K.
B.
OlIT.
Kraker
Co.
supplies
1
00
partment Bonds," and to he numsimilar to the station located at
The proceeds from the sale of Ottawa.
Weller Nurseries
14 00 son Mich. Ave. Paving contract
bered—!, 2. 3, 4. 5. 6, 7. 8, 9, 10, said bonds will be credited to the
River and ICth. St.
At a session of said Court, held
$850.00.
John
Van
Bragt
104
17
11 and 12 respectively, to be made "Fire Department Bonds Series C at the Probate Office, In the City of
Referred to the Hoard of Appeals
Clerk
reported
that
pursuant
to
A.
Westerhof
63
00
payable
as
follows:
Bonds
No.
1
Frank Dyke and others petitioned
Sinking Fund" of the City of Hol- Grand Haven in said county, on
59 07 Instructionshe had given notice of August 1st. 1927; No. 2. August land .niid will he used for purchase the 21st day of October A.
for the construction of a sewer in Jnc Ver Houw
TVtlimUATMUlLY
the
numbering
and
filing in his of- 1st, 1928; No. 8, August 1st, 1929;
nhous luiuptgjj
Dick
Overway
47
92
State street south of 28th St.
of motor driven fire apparatus.
D. 1926.
48 41 fice of the special assessment rolls
4. August 1st, 1930; No. 5,
Referred to the committeeon A B Kammeraad
Each
proposal
must
be
accomCHIROPRACTOR
Present,
Hon.
James
J.
Dnnhof,
™iVow¥
52 80 for the West 11th St.. E. 23rd St.. Aug. 1st. 1931; No. 6, Aug. 1st. panied with a certified check of 5
Sewers, Jim ins and Water 'Courses. Wm Burdick
Judge of Probate,
75 E. 21st St.. E. 16th Bt., West 20th 1932; No. 7, August 1st. 1933; No. per cent of the amount of the hid,
Reports of Ntaadlng Commit toes. T Van Landegend
In the matter of the estate of
Office hours:
Van Schelven
38 00 St., Cherry St., and Lawndale Ct. 8, Aug. 1st, 1934; No. 9, Aug. 1st payable to the order of the city of
The committee on Claims and
J. Sleds VanderPloegDcreased
Paving Special AssessmentDis\Sbnidt,UwMd.
Aeeounts reported having eraminod W H Vander Water, sexton 115 00 tricts, and of the time and place 1935; No. 10, August 1st 1936; No Holland.
J.
Sleds
Vander
Poug
having
filed
11. Aug. 1st. 1937; No. 12, Aug.
51 30
the following claims and recom- Wm Scheerhorn
2 to 5 P. M.
Proposals must he addressed to in said court his final administrafor reviewing said rolls, and that 1st, 1938; the bonds to draw interBowel tfonbie,Kjd-\
mended payment thereof::
no objectionsto same were filed in est at the rate of five per cent pot- Richard Overway, city clerk, and tion account and his petition pray7 to 8 P. M.
5975 42 the clerk's office.
Lamar Pipe & Tile Co. pipe 85 50
accompanied byof
ing for the allowances thereof and
annum payable semi-annually on endorsed
655 84 Allowed and warrants ordered isB P W water
on
envelope
"Rid
for
Confirmedand divided into ten the first day of February and the
for the assignment and distribution
v
Register of Deeds recording
00 sued
Fire Department Bonds."
13 W. 16th Ph. 10
equal annual installments.
of the residue of said estate,
first day of August, both principal
The followingclaims approved by
B P W light
99
The Council reservesthe right to
Clerk reported that pursuant to and interest to he paid at the office
It Is Ordered, that the
Mrs E Annls aid
20 00 the Board of I’oHce and Fire Com- instructionshe had given notice of
reject any or all bids.
22ikI day of November A. D. 1920
Richard Overway clerk
125 A0 mlaslaners Nov. 1, 1926, were or- the proposed construction of a of the Treasurer of the city of HolBy order of the Common Coun- at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
land, and
Helen Klomparens asst
42 00 dered certifiedto the common coun- sanitary sewer in 3rd St from the
said probate office, he and is hereby
That for the purpose of paying cil.
Chas H McBride atty
50 00 cil for payment.
Sewage Disposal Plant near Central the interest on the above bonds as • Dated: Holland, Mich., Nov. 4, appointedfur examining and ulJohn Karreman tnaas
63
BPW,
510 10
Avenue to laike street and of time the same becomes due, there shall 1926.
•owng said account and hearing
C W NlbbsUnk assessor
116
C J Dickgiesser& Co marRICHARD OVERWAY. said petition.
remits
and place for hearing objectionsto be annually levied on the taxable
J Boerma Janitor
55
60 00 same, and that no objectionswere
City Clerk.
It Is Further Ordered, That pub.
property of the said City of HolB Olgers do
50
BPW
1 80
'Foum
all
mooTm
lie notice thereof be given by bpubil
filed in the clerk'soffice.
land and annually assessed and Holland City News Nov. 18-25 '26
Mt'w tottt'w
•
H 8 Bosch pd., insp
62
Jas A Brouwer Co supplies 44 70
cation of a copy of this 01'der. for
.Plans, specifications and estimate collected,the following taxes:
D G Cook h. o.
125
A H Brinkman frt,
96
three successiveweeks previous to rn BVSTXJZVEli MED.m, urc
of cost adopted and sewer ordered
In the year 1927 the sum of
Alma Koertge nurse
104
Sam Althuis
62 50
Exp Dec. 18
$625.00.
GRAND RAPID*,
said day of hearing, in the Holland
constructed.
5
Yonker Plhg Co repairs
Ted Wyma
62 50
.STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
City News a newspaper printed
Hoard of Assessors presented In the year 1928 the sum of
A Harrington coal
16
Bert Cramer
62 55
The
circuit
Court
for
the
County
$573.00.
and
circulated
in
said
county.
Special Assessmentrolls of the inAm Contractor adv
21
Ray Smeenge
02 50 stallmentsand Interest due Feb. 1st
of Ottawa In Cbaticry
JAMES J. DANHOF,
In the year 1929 the sum of
John Weerslng rent
E. Beckman
62 60 1927, of the West 11th St.. E. 23rd $525.00.
Ellen Henderson,
Judge of Probate.
Seth Nlbbeilnk do
9
M Vander P.le,
56 25
Attest—
In the year 1930 the sum of
.Plaintiff,
St.. E. 21st St.. E. 16th St.. West
Westing & Warner, groeJohn Veltheer
50 00
A true copy
vs.
20th street. Cherry Street and $476.00.
(RAND RAPIOS -M AS JTtt
Jaa V«r Schure
3
A Smeenge
50 00
I<v. Holland Dally
Cora Vande Water.
In the year 1931 the sum
Steiner Henderson.
Lawndale Court Paving Special AsH 8 Bosch supplies
M
Kulte
50 00
Except Saturday H P.
$425.00.
Defendant.
Register of Probate.
sessment Districts.
Burroughs Add Mch upkeep 5
H
De
Maat
50 00
In the year 1 932 the sum
.Suit pending in the circuit court
J A H De Jongh poor orders 10
Confirmed.
George Zuverink
50 00
for the county of Ottawa on the
Best Passenger
Klomparens Coal Co coal 21
Clerk submitted contract and $375.00.
P Michaely
50 00
In the year 1933 the sum
29th day of October, 1926
First St Bank poor orders 115
bond
of K. B. Olson with the
Exp. Nov. 18—11010
and Freight Servi
152 H. 8th Btrent
Joe
Gravengoed
62 50
$325.00.
In this cause it appearing by affiE Eietlow
3
CasualtyCo., of BaltiSTATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro
N Plagenhocf
, 62 50 American
In the year 1934 the sum
davit that the defendant Steiner hate Court for the County of Ot- For CHOICE STEAKS, CHOPS, ot
A. Van Zanten, adv medicine
more, Md., ah sureties in connection
A Barvelt
62 50
GAME and OYSTERS In Season
Henderson is not a residentof this tawa.
Reduced RateR On
City Treas do
with his contract for paving of $275.00.
B Ten Brink
82 50
In the year 1935 the sum
slate, and that It cannot be ascerII R Brink paper
19th street between Van Raalte and
At
a
session
of
said
court,
held
at
Autos, Fruit and
John
Batemn
50 00
$225.00.
The
Erutha
Iteheknh
lodge
will
tained
in
what
State
or
country
said
Holland Gas Co coal
Harrison avenues.
the Probate Office in the city of hold a regular meeting on Friday
Ed Btreur
50 00
In
the
year
1936
the
sum
Veqetables
of
defendant
does
reside,
It
is
ordered
A Brinkman cartage
Approved and Mayor and Clerk $175.00.
Grand Haven In wild County, on the evening, after which there will ho
A Klomparens
50 00
nntl hill
448
Good Coal Co cement
instructedto execute the same.
26th
day
of
October,
A.
I).
1926.
Jack
Knoll
50
00
In the year 1937 the sum of that the appearance of said decards and dancing. Odd Fellows,
E P Stephan rent
5
Holland Hospital Commission re- $125.00.
Present Hon. James J. Dnnhpf, Reheknhs and their friends are InG Van Hnaften
50 00
159
Pere Marq. Ry freight
fendant he hy him entered In this Judge of Probate.
ported as follows:
R
Vander
Water
56
25
In
the
year
1938
the
sum
vited. Refreshmentswill ho servG R Gravel Co gravel
385
cause within three months from the
"The Holland Hospital Commis- $76.00.
Jn the Matter of the Estate of
56 25
ed.
J Zuidema eng
125 00 M Brandt
sion beg leave to report that In ac- and said taxes or so much thereof date of this order and that in deMaatjc J. York, Dcinrased
L
Kumerling
ass’t
chief
56
25
F Lohuis teamwork
97 20
cordance with the authoritygranted as may he necessary to pay the in- fault thereof that said hill he taken
It appearing to the court that the
C Blom Jr
250 00
89
O Van Haaften do
as confessed hy said defendant.
time for presentation of claims
H F Jones Studio prints l 60 by your honorable body it has ad- terest on the above bonds, are now
E Essenburg do
97
It is further ordered that within against said estate should lie limvertised for bids for the construc- so levied for each of the above
InternationalPolice Research
89
Ted Bos do
forty days from this date said plain- ited, and that a time and place he
tion of the new hospital the bids named years.
Bureau powder
2
T 7
G Kragt do
muse this order to he published appointed to receive, examine and
being received on November 1,
That for ihe purpose of paying tiff
C C Cline repars
32
89
Q Hronkhorst do
1926. After carefullyconsidering the principalof the above bonds as In the Holland City News, a news- adjust all claim* and demands
Wm Steketee painting
34
48
A Van Raalte labor
the several bids, with the assistance he levied on the taxable property paper printed and circulating in againstsaid deceased by and before
Ehsco Mfg Co suppllies
48
5
Wm Roelofs do
of the architects,the commission the same becomes due there shall said county of Ottawa, and that said court:
C Steketee patrolman
48
G Appledorndo
74
representsthe followingrecommen- in said city of Holland and an- said publicationbe continued
It is Ordered. That creditorsof
48 uu P Bontekoe do
M Nyboer do
74
therein for six successiveweeks.
dations for the approvalof your nually assessed and collected,
said def eased are required to pre48 00 R Cramer do
.1 Dykcma do
70
CRIEN
S.
CROSS.
HonorableBody.
sent their claims to said court at
tux sufficient to raise the following
48 00 Dave O'Connor do
II Nyboer do
70
CircuitJudge
1. The Commission recom- sums:
said Probate Office on or before the
48 00 Jas Spruit do
C Schuttlnga do
73
Robinson
&
Parsons.
mends that the General contract
28th day of February A. B., 1927
In the year 1927 the sum
72 00 Cor Dornbos do
P De Neff do
70
Attorneys for Plaintiff,
for
the
building
be
awarded
to
$1000.00.
at ten o'clockIn the forenoon, said
64 20 F Van Ry chief
G J Ten Brinke do
79
Business
Address,
In
the
time and place being hereby apFrank
Dyke
of
Holland
Michigan,
year
1928
the sum
64 80 Tony Beyer special
Wm Ten Brinke do
2
Holland Michigan.
at his bid of $110,658.00;and that $1000.00.
pointed for the examination and
72 15 Dick Homkes do
A1 TUma do
24
In the year 1929 the sum
adjustment of all claims and dethe council adopt the alternatefor
48 00 F Zigtermandriver
A Vander Hul do
70
mands against said deceased.
furnishing of copper gutters and $1000.00.
55 00 Sam Plagenhoef do
Geo De Haan do
70
Exp Nov. 27—10927
In the year 1930 the sum
It Is Further Ordered, That pubflashing in the place of iron and
54 50 Ed Do Feyter do an djanitor 72
John Hooijer do
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The T’ro- lic notice thereof be given hy publitin .at the added price of $900 ns $1000.00.
53 50 J TenBrlnke
Henry Mol do
73
bate Court for the County of Ot- cation of a ropy of this order for
In the year 1931 the sum
contained In the proposal of Mr.
44 89 Nick Kammeraad repairs
M Vander Meer do
$1000.00.
tawa.
three successiveweeks previous to
Dyke
53 00 John Olson Co
L Dolman jlo
6
In
the
At a session of said court held said day of hearing in the Holland
year 1932 the sum
2. That the contract for furn44 00 American Ln France Fire
F Rozeboom do
$1000.00.
at
the
Probate
office
in
the
city
of
City News, a newspaperprintedand
ishing the heating and ventilating
72 00
Ben Lnurman do
Engine Co. chemical
In the year 1933 the sum
Grand Haven in said county, on circulatedIn said county.
system he awarded to Henry Krnk36 00
S Siegers do
37
$1000.00.
the
4th
day
of
November,
A.
D.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Co. of Holland, Michigan, for the
48 00 Holland Gas Co
G Van Wleren do
3
In the year 1934 the sum
1926.
A true copy: Judge of Probate.
sum of $11,159.74;as contained in
117 00
C Last do
$1000.00.
Present. Hon. .James J. Dnnhof,
Cora Vande Water,
52 GO
A Vuurens do
$2639 84 his bid. Provided that the ComIn the year 1935 the sum
Judge of Probate.
Register of Probate.
44 44 Allowed and warrantsordered is- mission be granted the authority to
J Bos do
$1000.00.
In the matter of the estate of
40 44
substitute a Scotch boiler and Burk
J Hchamper do
sued.
In the year 1936 the sum
Bert STagli. Deceased
41 33
•C Kammeraad do
The following claims approved stoker at an added cost of $500 ns $1000.00.
It appearing to the court that the
40 00
F Teerman do
by the B. P. W. Nov. 1, 1926, were contained in the proposal should
In
the
year 1937 the sum
Exp. Nov. 20—11018
time for presentationof claims
1 78
Paul Dykirtra do,
ordered certified to the common the Commission deem It to the ad- $1000.00.
against said estate should . be STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro2 49
Wm. Modders, supplies
vantage of the City to make such
council for payment:
In
the
year
1938
the
bate
Court
for the County of Otsum
limited,and that a time and place
28 00 Roy B Champion
B Coster comp
208 33 change.
$1000.00.
be appointed to receive, examine tawa.
Burroughs Add Mch upkeep 6 10 Abe Nnutn
3.
That
the
contract
for
plumb104 17
or so much thereof as may he
At a session of said court held at
and adjust all claims and demands
Am Ry Express express 3 63 G Appledorn
75 00 ing he awarded to Henry Kraker essary to create a sinking fund
against said deceased by and before the Probate Office in the city of
B Jonker
12 00 Clara Voorhorst
Co.
for
the
sum
of
$14,660.88,
ns
57 50
sufficient to redeem the above
Grand Haven in said county, on ihe
75 Josie Van Zanten
Chas Dykrttra med
45 00 proposed in their bid and that the bonds at maturity and sold taxes said court;
•It Is Ordered That creditors of 30th day of October, A. D. 1926.
Hollemali-De Weerd plugs 3 00 John Karrei"! i
ALL
19 45 commission he authorized to add in the sum above mentioned are
Present: Hon James J. Dnnhof,
said deceased are required to pre1. Lanting
6 80 Chas Vos stoekkeeper72 50 an extra proposition for the inso levied for the years above sent their claims to wild court at Judge of Probate.
T Van Landegend supplies 26 05 H Karsten draftsman 75 00 stallation of gas piping for the sum now
mentioned;and said taxes or so
In the matter of the estate of
Probate Office on or before the
A Kile* -dec
10 00 J Schipper cl
21 40 of $165 as offered in their hid.
much thereof as may be necessary saidHth
Ik'/imrd Illoctncndnl, Dc-x-ascd
day of March A. D. 192"
E Westing
10 00 R Damstra
4. The commission wishes to shall be assessed and collectedin
7 60
John W. Bloemenda!having filed
H Kleyn
10 00 A E McClellan
100 00 inform the Council that all of the each of the above year, and said at ten o'clock in the forenoon, said in said court his petition praying
B Hlagh
10 00 B Smith
100 00 above were the low bidders on the taxes shall he applied only to the time and place being hereby ap- that a certain instrument in writJfce Ten Brinke
10 00! F McFall
pointed for the examinationand
83 64 several propostions.^
purpose named.
ing. purporting to be the last will
L Klein
3 00 Jas Annls
75 00
5. Your commission requests BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED. adjustmentof 'all claims and de- and testament of said deceased,
H Buursma
3 00 F Hllkkers
ib'ls against said deceased.
88 09 further time for recommending the That the moneys collected from
F Brieve
ID 00 Chas Martin
It\is Further Ordered. That pub- now on file In said court be admitted
67 50 awarding of the contracts for the the above taxes, together with any
to probate, and that the adminis.1 Drlnkwater
10 00 C Wood
67 50 electric wiring elevator and hard- and all other moneys which the lic notice thereof he given by pubL Rouwtnan
10 00 F Smith
lication of a copy of this order for traton of said estate he granted to
67 60 ware contracts.
Council
may
appropriate
for
the
himself or to some other suitable
H* Knlpe
10 00 C J Rozeboom sta attndt 48 60
6. The Commission also begs payment of the principalor inter- three successiveweeks previous to
J Woltman
10 00 C Kosten line foreman 76 06 leave to report that It has selected est of the above bonds, shall he wild day of hearing in the Holland person.
It Is ordered, That the
3 Van Zanten
10 00 F Wise
65 06 a hrlck manufacturedby the Wes- paid into a separate fund to he City News a newspaperprinted and
29th day of November A D. 1926
H Pelgrlm
10 A0 Arthur Ratos
65 A6 tern Brick Co. and one of those that known as "Series C Fire Depart- circulatedin said county.
ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
R Knooihulaen
10 00 O Ming
66 00 was specified by the architects.
JAMES J. DANHOF nt
ment Bonds Kinking Fund" w hich
said probate office,be and is hereby
C Goerlings
10 00 L E Snyder
70 00
A true copy
Judge of Probate
7.
Subject to the approval of fund is hereby established.
appointed
for hearing said petition;
J P Luklena
10 00 A Palmer
62 25 the Common Council the commisBE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, Cora Vande Water,
It Is Further Ordered, That pubH Geerds
10 00 Ted Wyma
41 20 sion has fixed the date for comple- That the moneys oonstltutug said
Register of Probate
lic notice thereof he given by pubA Woltman
10 00 Guy Pond elec roeterman 77 18
tion of the building as Nov. 1. "Series C Fire Department Bonds
lication of a copy of this order, for
Q Woltman
10 00i N Houtman elec meter tester 40 46
Sinking
Fund"
shall
be.
used
for
three successiveweeks previous to
3 Lokker
10 00| M Kammeraad troubleman 66 85 1927."
the purpose of paying the principal
On
motion of Aid. Dykstra,
said day of hearing, In the Holund
Exp. Dec. 1
E J Teomons
10 00 L Kamerling water Insp 78
and interest of said above describResolved,
that
the
recommendaCity News a newspaperprinted and
toiiiiii!iiiiiainii;!!iD:a:iiiu:iniitmi:ntiimanBaaaMil
F Jonkman
10 00 S Althuis water meterman 67
STATE OF MICHIGAN
tion of the Hospital Building Com- ed bonds, as above provided and
Cht* Dykgtra
10 00 J De Boer
5$
In the Circuit Court for the County circulatedIn wild county.
only for that purpose.
mittee
he
approved
and
that
the
JAMES J. DANHOF,
H De Weerd
10 00, J Den Cyl
52
nt Ottawa — In Chancery
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, 'J of
general contract for the construcA true
Judge of Probate
J Wabek*
10 00 J Bakker
46
MNRONUMiMMSMRDBmrauttutBunicmKiwimiinn'tatuinnurQiniiuiimQtunmn
That said bonds shall he signed hy Beulah Myers.
tion
of
the
new
hospital
be
awarded
Cora
Vande
Water,
It Burton
10 00 R Brower
41
Plaintiff
the Mayor and City Clerk, and to
to
Frank
Dyke
&
Co.,
of
Holland.
Register
of
Probate.
Wm Vtaoer
10 00 T Tuttle
41
Michigan;and that the contracts he negotiated at such times and in Louis Myers, Order of Publication
H Steggerda
10 00 8 W lemma
46
for
installing,the heating and such manner as the Common
P De Kraker
1A 00 J A George pipe foreman 160
Defendant
may direct, but at a price
plumbing
in said building lie Council
H Tim
10 00 D De Boer
65
Suit pending In the circuit '•©urt
not less than the par value thereawarded
to
Henry
Kraker
PlumbK Biruraa
1A 00 Wm Dekker
56
of, and that upon the negotiation for the county of Ottawa In the
The Latest in Transportation “Service” our Motto
ing & Heating Co., all in accord<S H Thomas uerv. (Miles) 60 00 E Sea ver
67
city of Grand Haven, Michigan on
ance with the report of said com- of said bonds, the money received
While in France with the AmeriHolland Gas Go.
81 John Veltheer
66
for same shall be placed to the on the 19th day of October. 1926.
mittee.
WolverineGarage
15 66 F Van Dyke
16
In this case It appearing that the can Army I obtained a French precredit of the "Series C Fire DeIt Is Further Resolved, That the
Boston Rest
28 20 Dick Kaper
18
partment Bonds Sinking Fund". defendant.Louis Myers is a resident scriptionfor the treatment of
City Attorney be directed to preWm Streur
1$
of this «ate but his whereabouts Rheumatism and Neuritis.I have
Carried all voting Aye.
$5413.76 John De Witt
pare the necessaryeontractflIn
45
On motion of Aid. Laepple,
are unknown .thereforeon motion gven this to thousands with wonaccordanceherewith and that the
Allowed and warrant* ordered R H Kersey labor, etc RW
The Clerk was instructed to of Lokker & Den Herder, attorneys derful results. The prescription
committee
on
ways
and
means
ar^ Elliott Co on account 1654
advertise for bids tor the $12,500 for plantlff. it is ordered that de- cost me nothing. I ask oothng for
range for contract bonds in the Fire Dept. Bonds and for the sev- fendant enter his appearancein it. I will mall it If you will send
the committeeon poor reported Foetorla Lamp Dlv. lamp* 277
amount of the said contracts,to- ers! paving specialassessment dis- said cause on or before three me your address. A postal will
presenting the report of the Di- Whitd Bfloa. labor, etc 218.
gether with such maintenanceand trict bonds, bids for the Fire Dept months from date of this order, bring It. Write today.
rector of the poor for the two
comp
191
guaranteebonds as the specifica- Bonds to be In not later than Wed., and that within 40 days plaintiff PAUL CASE, Dept. 0 382, Brockwoeka ending Nov. I 1926, in the P Hoekeeroa supplies
tions for this work may require.' Dec. 1, 1*26, 7:00 P. M. and for cause this order to be published in ton, Mass.
Essenburg Bldg Co
8
$128.00.
(025-N15- D6.
The Mayor and Clerk are hereby the specialassessment District not the Holland City News, Holland.
Bishop & Raffenaudsupp
Accentedand Sled.
19
authorizedto execute and sign said later than Wed., Nov. 17, 1926. at Michigan:said publication to be
The committeeon Public Light- McBride In* Agency
Holland Phone
Office Cor. 8th
contracts In behalf of the city of 7:00 P. M.
ins reported progrWB in the mat- City of Holland intereat 250
continued once each week for six
ter of boulevard light# on Lawn- Mr* Buttle* Teerman comp 28
Holland Hi accordance herewith.
Rreolvrdfurther that the Fire weeks In succession.
City of Holland
126
It is Further Resolved. That the Dept Bonds he dated Dec. 1. 1626,.
S.
dale court.
OMEN 8. CROSS.
The committeeon Sidewalk* re- B P W
• .4
certified checks trhlch accompanied and fhe special
District
Circuit Judge
ported rvcommendin* that no ac- IndustrialProd flags
the bids for the electrical work, ele-1 Bonds Nov. 1, 1926.
29 E. 9th' fit.
Lokker & Den Herder,
tion be taken relative td the -con- Eng Pub Co
l
Adjourned.
valors and hardware for this buildAttorneys fer Plaintiff
SCHOLTEN BR01
dition of sidewalk oh X7th 8t. Fostorla Umr Dlv. lamps 96
ing. shall be retained until these
RICHARD OVERWAY.
--------- Business Address:
Iftwrlc* Reaaooabla
between Ifaple aad 1st avenues un- Standard Oil Co
26
HJK
contractsare let and that tbs c*rCity Clark Holland, Michigan.
Phone 8267 oltufl, Michigan
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SEVENTY TEARS AGO IN MY
OLD FOREST HOME
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Grand Haven Tribune — Holland/
SANDBLAST high
has been enjoying an almQn ILL CALI BECINS

.....

i

enney

Wherever f have wandered,
disastrousfootball seuson'.^To-Ate
Wherever I may roam,
;the team has won 3 games and lost
I often think of my boyhood day*,
4. The total scores give Holland 67
crossingthe road on the right side
Meal
i::::::::::~:::::::s4:oo
In my old forest home.
to opponents 60. The next game
/vc
FMd 24‘/t ................ 47.00 of the street.
Is with Ht. Joe and Holland ahould
................................
«.o0
The light signalswhich were put
Where
I tramped through th*
win. The final game Is with Karoo
.................................
38.00 up during the summer are still
woods,
Poultry producers of Michigan Normal high and as the Normal- Full Organizations Commence
.................................
39.00 out and it is doubtful whether it
As happy as happy could be,
lies beat Benton Harbor 7 to 0
64-66 E. 8th St, Holland. Mich.
in ..........................................
32.00 will be necessary to remove them are interestedin reports from SeWork In Both Sections
Listening t<> the song of the dear
and Benton Haj-bor beat Holland 2
ftaUU Flour ........................
48.00 during the winter with its Icy bias'.* attle. Wash., of a new method of
Chickadee,
to 0, It looks as though the HlnguitUn Feed ............................
51.00 and scathing winds. It is safe to cleaning eggs for market by an
of Ottawa
•UOft Seed Meal 3C% ...............42.00 say if these snowy days continue electrical sand-blastingmachine, men would find some real opposi--On
the topmost brunch,
Middling* ....................................
39.00 there will be little use for the traf- which supplements the old method tion. Benton Harbor defeated Holland, however, when the team was
$t. Car Feed ....: .........................
39.00 fic lights until the coming spring of wiping them by hands.
C. J. Diekema At the Head;|^",v"^!!^!;d.
crippled by injuries.
fo. 1 Feed — ................
- ....... 3?.00 time when
So fur there are said to be only
traffic will be heavy
I Singing so sweetly to me.
Mrs. Van Duren and Mrs.
fcrstch Feed .....
52.00 enough to warrant their use.
three of the machines In use, all in
Corn - .............
39.00
the state of Washington. In the
j 1 •own by the brook,
McNett First LieuHAMILTON
process, the eggs are placed three
Where the cows went to drink,
tenants
dozen at a time on a moving endless
fame the song of the dear Boboconveyor consistingof rubber-covThe local school has been
link.
Ilutter
....... 43
ered rollers which revolve as the awarded the flag offered by the
Creamery Butter
.48
conveyor travels forward under the Republicancandidates of Allegan rJiL8 offinn.n1/011 01,11
-\'“l "s evening drew near,
Chicken (Heavy)
blast.
county for the township having the
..... ........ .......... 18 20
Chicken (Light) ....................
14-13
A fine grade of white sand is largestpercentage of votes cast at
used and is carried in thepit at the electionin proportion to those the American Legion and that or- To the old water mill
JOICX MACK OF STB. MISSOl’lU, the base of the machine whence two cast ut the primaries. The school ganlzation will make a house-to- Where I sat and listened
bucket elevatorscurry it to a hop- children canvassedthe town for house canvass. In Zeeland the Gil-; To that dear Whippoorwill,
GtTTS WORST OF .11’ It VS
per in a tower. From the hopper votes and a 100 per cent plus vote bert Karsten post will be in charge.
DECISION’ IX COl'KT
G. J. Diekema is chairmanof the Listen’ the echo came back,
it passes through the air chamber and a $26 flag were the results.
40 Buyers of this Nation-Wide InMr. II. J. Klomparens, altho Ottawa county chapter of the Rod From a far distant hill,
Lute on Tuesday afternoon Jhe in tubes to nozzles placed just above
rallying- for a few days, Is not ho Cross Mrs. Katherine Van Duren
sweet
and
melodious,
the
conveyor.
The
air
under
a
lowi case of John
Mack and Frank
stitution of
Stores are conwell again. His ago is against him, is executivesecretary over south Whippoorwill! Whippoorwill!
The Grand Haven
_ ...............
cf I Smith of Grand
Haven involved in pressure forces the sand from the
commerce will make, future plans I a suit of assnult und battery with nozzles in a fine spray against re- being 8 8 years, but his spirit, Ottawa, having jurisdictionover
stantly in the producing markets with
which is wonderful, is holding him Holland and seven townships, and Now the woods and birds are gone,
to welcome the new carferryGrand 1 intent to do bodily harm less than volving on the rolls below:
up, ever forgetful of self ,he is Mrs. McNett has charge over
gone,
The compartment: where the concerned
'Rapids to that port after it is com- the crlmedf murder was concluded
as much as ever for city and nine
j And 1 wander the fields alone
great cash
them*
pleted. They even will call for a when the jury brought In a verdict cleaning is done is enclosed in a others. In spite
of his sickness he
In South Ottawa Mrs. Van Duren : And oh! how sad am I as I view,
iheet iron housing in which a parbig celebrationin which Grand „f guilty'.
was
determined
to vote last Tues- has unpointed the following to be i The destruction of my old forest
Naturally, unexcelled savings come to you*
Rapids, Holland and Muskegon The witnesses were from the tial vacuum Is maintainedby the day and thus helped Hamilton In
In charge of the drive: Jamestown.
home.
means of an exhaust fan. As the getting the flag.
Will be asked to
! steamer Missouri,where the battle
Mrs.
Holleman
and
Mrs.
DeKIeine
The snow strum hit Holland at occurred on August 15 and from fan operates a cyclone cleaner reSeveral of the people from here
2:30 for It gave Mg Iten in the J the evidence all around there must moves the dust as It pulverizesand motored tn Holland last Thursday Hudsonvllle,Mrs. Me Kachrmr
Tower of the Holland City State I have been a pretty lively tim. A depositsthe dust outside the build- evening to hear Dr. Houma deliver \ rlesland, (\ De Jonge; Zeeland
Gilbert Karsten Post: Holland.
bank a aide swipe and the old j fellow sailor's birthday seemed to ing'. As the clean egg's pass from
.os mi me suojecl "The Willard G. Leenhouts Post; North
clock refuses to go until thawed j have caused the row, Muck claim- under the blast they are candled, Movies.”
Exclusive
Holland, Rev. Arthur Maatman
Ihg he had to strike Smith in self- picked off the conveyor and grades
Mr. Gillis Sale of Holland and West Olive, Mrs. Galligher;<Vmr-i
Jack Worry, hate of the tug I <,<‘fen"p
*" escape the into cases for shipment.
Miss Dena Johnson of Graafschap
The machine, which is regarded were married at the parsonageof Park, Mrsv Herman Cook: LakeUfaaco, used in towing the barge heavy blows of an Iron rod in the
wood Farm. Charles Jackson: VirOur “Honor” stands behind
Hennipen for the Construction Ma-j hl‘n,,s "f Smith. Smith was taken b ythe Washington puultrymenas the First Reformed church last ginia
Con De I’ree of the De Pree Co.,
and Jenison Parks. Mrs. \V|„.
this Muslin 1 We feel that it
torlals Co., is an old time league!10 11 doctor for four stitches in his one of the big steps in the advance- week Thursday afternoon. The
is
in
Milwaukee
on
business.
ball player and is an uncle of head which he claimed came from ment of the poultry industry.Is the young couple will reside at Hol- Stephan: Mucutuwu Park. Mr
is 100 per cent Value I HouseRosie: . Heechwood, Mrs. iMna
Chief Van Ry is in Grand Haven
Frank and Charles Hemphill, both the almost inhuman treatment at nvention of H. H. Kennedy of Berk- land where Mr. Sale is working Bertsch.
as a witness in the Sinke case.
eley. Calif. Each machine is oper- The community extends to them
wives who have used it in
of whom made big' names for | the hands of Mack,
The nine townshipsIn Mrs. Mr
John Van Null, East 15th St.,
themselves as big league players. ’The case occupied the greater ated by electricity and it is capable congratulationsand best wishes.
ways recommend it
Nett's
territory
have
been
organr:The lirst number of the High
was operated on for a goiter.
One of the Hemphillboys played time of the court Tuesday and the of handling 3<00 cases of eggs daily
heartily. It is made only for
The entire poultry industry of School Lecture held lust Thursday ed for the drive and chairmen
~
In E. W. Dickerson'sfamous Grand verdict was brought in at the dose
Bun, to Mr. and
and M1r8’
Mrs. Gf°r*e
George!
Western Michigan is becoming elec- evening was well attended. The each named as follows: Mrs. Wm ' i>, V,? 'i. 1 -n
us, but it is sold in all our hunHaven ball team of
of the day.
trifled,it is said. The electric light j community hall was packed and a Connelly.Spring Lake: Mrs. Crace Ku',"lk’ rueatlay n,ornln*-* boy.
At a regular appointed board of
dreds
of Stores.
Bartholomeuw.
Crockery
Miss
I
he
Merchants
association,
at
itsprovides for a longer laying day ; good many looked ..n from the
directorsmeeting of the Grand Ha-Ipa|,t six months_ th,ough the ef- for pullets, the electric brooder is | outside. The InternationalDuo En- Lillian French. Polktun: Mrs.
1,u‘olillKTuesday night, ordered 7i
r;ir(lsto be painted by
responslblefor a share in the pro- tertalnersrendered a fine interest- Zacharlas,Wright. Mrs.
For Supreme Quality,
1 luni1’’
,he t'ity com'
duction of perfect chicks and the ; ing and varied program. If the in- Merrick. Chester; Miss KiiZal.e;’i
puny,
advising
shoppers
do
electric water-heateris used for 1 terest keeps up, Hamiltonought to Williams. Tallmadge: Mrs. John
You Want “Honor"
their Christmas shopping early.1
grain sprouting
begin to feel a little more the need Thayer. Allendale Mrs. Nellie PelDick
Boter
and
Win.
Brouwer
are,
of a larger and better hall so that ton Robinson; Frank Beuubien.
“Honor” 39-inch unbleached
to select the designs.
the snail-like steps which are sup- Grand Haven township.
, pmslin is priced, the yard, at
Hope's honor code will be In
posed to be in the process of being
force for another year despite the
! taken would be speeded a little. If
NORTH II()LLAXD
f.ict that a majority of the student
' no
more speed is obtained, most
body is opposed to it. The system
of us will have to approximatethe
1 oldest man that ever lived In order The Loyal Workers missionary so- was put to a test vote, resulting
in "
a -254
to It 4 vojte
in mvur
favor oi
of
y
'y-o *u
I ! to be on hand when the corner eiety met at the chapel last week,*"
Wednesday afternoon
,1,e <'n(lp- The constitu1 i ston^-will be laid.
•Honor” 36-inch Dleached
Mrs. Voorhorstexperienced a at 2 o'clock. The meeting was open- ,i,,n' hoW(‘vor- Provides that the
f : rather serious and painful fall the ed by the singing of hymns follow- 1'M,e ' "in !'e a,,olishprt only by a
muslin is priced, the yard, at
ed by scripturereading and praver lnree-fourthsvote of the student
, other day. She is still confined to
I her bed and recovery is very slow. by the president.
Mrs. Peter Douma llo'ly 'vl,en mol,° ,,,Hn 51 per cent
Miss Mary Weaver
Miss A reading was given by Mrs. George ''V'0 vl,,in«-Tho todc was drawn up
Jeanette Fokkerf are the delegates Neinhuis and Mrs. Ray Knooihui- lhrPe yoar8 a«°*
from the C. E. society of the First zen. After different discussionsof
1)r- S- H. Zwemer. world misReformed church to the West Dis- hiiHiness matters and a social tinm : s,'mar.v and traveler, will speak In
trict C. E. convention which will the meeting was adjourned at 4 Ho,l;»nd next Tuesday afternoon,
he held at Forest Grove next Sat| Nov. DRh. In all probability the
urday and Sunday.
Mrs. Gerrlt Van Oornink who ' 'npeting will he held at 4 o'clock
Rev. Richard Rozehoom of East was seriously11, is improving at this in u inants chapel. Dr. Zwemer is
Holland will occupy the pulpit at
an authority on Mohammedanism.
I the First Reformed church
next
Peter Walters, together with Th*
to hear him.
A I I l'u,’lic invited
•< mm*: Sunday, while Rev. Uoggen fills his
Dick Ter Haar, went on a trip to A large crowd is expected as Dr.
Nation-Wide Household
place at East Holland.
Petoskey last week. They returned Zwemer always draws a large audience.
Donald Dangremond and Klaus home on Saturday.
j Kolvoord figured in an auto colliGeorge Getz of l^tkcwoodmade
The Ladies’ Aid missionarv si*sion last Monday, Mr. Kolvoord ciety met at the chapel on Thursday a flying trip to Holland, stopping
! crashing into Don's left front fenoff u few hours Tuesday.
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
der and wheel. The Render, light
A meeting of HouseholdManagePast Matrons club meets Thursj and
door were wrecked as a re- ment
was held at the Olive renter day afternoon at 2:30 at the home
sult. Hamilton seems to ho out for
A (M
a record in as much as three have T'own Hall last week Friday after- °f Mrs. Arthur White, north side,
poon Working Heights in the' Come and see “Clvi! Service,"’*
i occurred in a short time.
%
Relatives have been informed of KiUhen and Working Posture for | piny to be given Thursday evening,
the death of Mr. Powles. Mr Bowl- the Kitchen were the two topics , Nov. 18, in the armory.
es is the father of Mrs. John Van- discussed.Miss Gertie IJevense'one
Born to Prof, and Mrs. Clardor Bloeg. who formerly operated of the local leaders had charge ••( ence Kleis, at Holland hospital,
\)
the meeting.
the north end store.
Nov. 9, a son.
Mrs. <T. Maatman and daughter
Born to Mr. and Mrs Gerald
Miss Ghidyn Maatman were ealiers
at the home of Rev. and Mrs. Ar- Ui'ick. 268 E. 9th Ht., a son; to
NOOllDELOOS
Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Jipping, E.
thur Maatman and family on Sun19th St., a daughter.
day.
The Noordeloos Parent-TeachMr and
Mrs. Walter C. Kruithof
Tho |’ii
pupils
|jun
of UUI
our local high
.........
Uiiiiui
ers’ meeting will be held next week
(Jorrit Kruithof have re'Friday evening, Nov. 19. Mr. HChool who arc on tho honor
from a trip to Ashland, Ky.,
Henry Geerlings, of Holland, will having an average above •>(>", f01' 1 Burned
"hero they visited Mr. and Mrs.
be the main speaker. Mr. Van Vy- the month of October are as folPeter
Vander
Loun, formerly of
lows: Willis Bosch. Henry N'yk.imo
1 ven, director of the American LeHolland.
gfon Band, will be hero with his and Janies Brower from the 9th
"Not a word! Ia>ad him with
] quartet and will entertain us with grade and Hpenoer Stegengafrom
j several musical selections,
both the 10th grade. Those who were chains ami cast him into the boti vocal and instrumental A
dialogue neither absent nor tardy are Mar- tomless pit!''Thus the fate of our
hero ot the “Gypsy Rover," given
I will also be given. Everybody is tha Rods and Genevieve Ter Haar.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry .Smith from at the 11. II. H.auditorium,Nov.
[ welcome.
Miss Bertha Smith was enter- Grand Rapds spent the week end 22nd at S P. M.
tained at the home of Miss Agnes at the home of their father Mr. H.
Chief Blom of the Holland Fire
; H'iemstra last Saturday afternoon. Buitema.
department and Chief Plppel of
Roearch at U. S. Bureau of *“ve ““ accur:,te
measurementof
Born to Rev. and Mrs. Zeeuw, Mr and Mrs| George Nienhuis i Grand Haven motored to Kalnmaj of Kalamazoo, a
baby girl. Rev. were entertained at the home of! 200 "here they are attending ths
Standards Helped Tall the wind presZeeuw was formerly a minister at Mr. and Mrs. Arend Smith in Hoi- 'state tire chiefs' convention WedI this
Z
land on Sunday
nesday and Thursday.
Buildings Withstand
*“
DHEXTHE
Several neighbors and friends The marriage of Billie Ambrose
Art Bredeweg is employed in gathered at the home of Mr. and ! and Neal Zybesman, both of Holrific Winds.
Other device*
the Holland-St. Louis Sugar Co. Mrs. II. Hemmeke in the form of a land took place Monday,, Nov. Kth
have been used
j laetory evenings, while they
arc radio party. Mr. Henry Tysxe from at 4 1*. M.. at the home of the Rev.
! taking in sugar beets.
ILE thousandsof dwell by the Bureau to
Holland salesman for radios was John C. Wlllits, pastor of First
I John Easing is doing business in present to demonstratethe differ- Methodist church.
infs and smaller commer- te8t action of
buying and selling cattle. He and ent stations.
The Royal Neighbors will give
cial buildingBwere wr^:k- flteeJ b u i i d i n k
j Albert Brink, together are in that
The farmers in this vicinity are a card party on Friday afternoon
I business.
ed and torn asunder by
busy hauling their sugar beets 1
at 2; 30 sharp. These are pleasant
Miss Katherine Oort and John tho Holland Sugar Co. factory at social
the recent hurricane that
functionsthat this order has
A
! Vredeveldwere Sunday guests at
for afternoon entertainoverwhelmed the Florida penin, the home
of the latter’s brother Mrs Bert Aiternaati.aged 55 {scheduled
ment.
,
•ula, the great majority of towerI and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Lucas years, died at her home northeastj itone will
tackle Findlav ci»lle«?«
, Vredeveldanil family at
Grand
. ing structures like that of the
Friday. No- .u‘ Vindlay.
1 Rapids and Miss Jemhia Vredeveld
Miami Daily News, rising hundreds
vember after an illness of a long ; .vill he encountered on Thanksglv; spent the w«-ek-ond in Oakland
durntlon.b uneral services were held - i„K day. Gouwens and Klles will be
of feet into the air, suffered little
! with her cousins,Misses Janet and
here Ved nesday. Nov. 10 at 12:30 back for the next game, with Stcf•erious injury.
j Alice Van Dam.
Dr and Mrs. Jacob W’iggers of at the home and at one o’clock at fens a possibility.
the Crisp Christian Reformed
q
_
Such Ul), and comparatively
I Ohio City, Ohio, recently visited
HORCl'IA)
at the home of the former's broth- church. Rev. 1*. \ an \ Hot official•lender structures,it might natJer-ln-lawand sister, Mr. and Mrs.
urally be supposed, would be liable
Marlnus De Kliene and Louise for
Hallowe'en pranks are a thing of
to suffer most from the appalling
j a few days.
the past for Borculo young people,
• force of winds blowing with a veZEELAND
| Mr and Mrs. John Molenwyk MICHIGAN OPTOMETRISTS so it would seem from present indiDOUGLAS ITEMS
1 are the happy parents of a
baby TO MEET IN GRAND RAPIDS cations A bunch of fellows were
locity of over a hundred miles an
boy, their lirst born, after several
Miss Janet Lumpen entertained Vf.-ht......
,
hoar. That in most cases the skyIN
FEBRUARY all set to ride the pumpkin-faced with
| years of married life together.
a farewell party in honor of Jy^Mr un.Tvil i«,
old woman on a broom there, but
scrapers of Florida emerged with
On Monday afternoon, Nov. 1st,
' 'V : .-. .i Wlo*er^ u
before they got started they were Miss Ruth Drukkei* at her
only minor damage, is new eviZeeland. This
|,arty lunt Friday evening
Nelson Wyngarden and Miss Magout m
of me
the vicinity oy
by waicnm
watchmen on East Main street. Zcoland.
v "I V tn/\
l*'/
l1,", i run om
In honor of their twenty-fourth
J gie Vrodeved were united in marIgan
Society
of
Optometrists
will
.....i,,,,
waa
in
form
of
a
handkerchief
dence of the manner ip which man,
_
or
riage at the parsonage of Rev. B.
shower. The table wus beautifully wedding anniversary. The evening
with the aid of science, is triumph5t
hev *r‘fd
tr
. ;Vhe,*l?®y
th,e‘l decorated and covers wore laid for was spent playing cards after which
Essenburg. Congratulations.The 23. with several prorninenL speakers
on
the
h.mds
at
a
farm
half
a
mile
to
the
Uf over the forces of nature.
Above — The wind tunnel at the U. S. Bureau of Standards, Wash- newly weds left the same day for
twenty. The guests included Ruth refreshments were served. The
Dr. J. W. Gould of Battle Creek I north they had b\re,y 8£rted t0 Drukker, Janet Larnpen. Mary, guests departed wishing them many
ington,D. C., which is used to test models of skyscrapers in order to a wedding trip to Chicago and
At the Bureau of Standards
J1 wu«0” when they wer« Jean. Ann and ngf'tha Brower, happy returns of the day.
while there the young couple vis- will deliver an address Friday
determine the wind preasure they are able to sustain.
* fu*,Het
cm: f
I t n ta la
Mrs. D. M. Gerber entertained
ited at the home of the bride's night at the Hotel Pantllnd before treated to a load of "pepper and Grace and Ifelen^Sleinjans,Julia
In the final analysis,the ability
Below — A light steel buildingmember being tested for compression brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and the Western Michigan Society of salt" from tho farmer's old shot and Janet Kleis, Jean and Ger- tho Ladles .Society at her home last
of the skyacraper to endure the in the Emery Machine. This machine has a compressionforce of Mrs. Harry L. Vredeveld. They " ill Optometrists on phases of ophth- gun which continued to speed them trude Voikers, Lena Brummel, Ly- Wednesday afternoon.
make their home in Vriesltnd on almology. Wives of members have on their way northward.To all in- da Johnson, Gertrude Langlus, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Bradley spent
tremendous buffets of the hurri- 2,300,000 pounds.
the farm of the groom's parents. been invited.- Women visitors will dicationsthey have kept on going, Betty Vander Wege. Sadie iaimp- last Friday in Allegan and drove
cane is due to the strength and deMr. Herman Renters from Zee- be entertained at a theater party because they haven't been heard of en, Minnie Ver Howe, Mrs C. Koz- their new Bulck car home.
sign of its steel frame. Research members under heavy loads, impact carbon filaments, connected by land visitedthis last Sunday with given by Grand Rapids members. since. Speed the day when the soup emu, and Mrs. Manuel Langlus.
Mr. Wallace Williams of Grand
artist is sent north.
and
torsion.
wires to electric recording devices. his wife's sister,Miss Johanna
.concerning the strength ot steel,
A Hallowe'en party was given at Rapids Is spending a few days here.
o
the homo of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Mr. Bari Chapman who is work' carried on by the United States. _ A device known as the Emery Any effect the pressure may have Yntema here.
Next Sunday, Nov. 14th, Rev. M. CALVIN COLLEGE
Kragt at Holland lust Thursday ing in Grand Rapids spent tho week
Bureau ot Standards. Washington, Machine has a squeezing strength on the shape increases or lessens Van
RESORT
ASS’N
Vessem, a former pastor of the
evening. Games were played,prizes end at ills home.
MAN IS FOUND
D. C., is largely responsiblefor the of 2,300,000 pounds, a pull of 1,500.- the resistancebetween the contact local church will have charge of
APPEALS TEN BR0EK CASE were won by Miss Christine Bos- Mr. H. A Gray left Sunday for
good record made by Florida’s tow- 000 pounds, and a twisting power points on the filaments. This the services here in the morning
nian and Miss Jennie Jipping. Re- Chicago where lie will spend tho
Leonard Greenway a student nt
Claim of appeal to the supreme freshmentswere served. Those winter with his children.
•ring structuresof steel and stone. of the same strength. An impact change In resistance is registered and afternoon. Rev. Van Vessem
will in a few weeks leave his pres- Calvin College who disappeared court lias been tiled in circuit present were Miss Jennie Batema.
'Mr. Horton and family have
machine
is able to deliver a steady
on the recorders.
In the huge wind tunnel of the
ent charge. 1st church in Zeeland more than two weeks ago has be.-n court by Swan A. Miller and the Miss Esther Kragt. Miss Cornelia moved from tho II. A. Gray farm to
succession
of
pile-driver blows. On
Bnreau of Standards, models of
Mncatawa Resort associationfrom Rosehoom, Miss Hilda Kragt, Miss the Brandlet*farm
Repeatedtests In the wind tun- for ids new held of labor at Com- found.
His father writes Chief of I’oico the decision of Judge Willis B. Jennie Jipping. Miss Jennie MeyMiss May Chambers of MuskeSkyscrapershave been subjected both of these machines instru- nel, and with the machines em- stock, Mich., being a few miles
Van Ry that the young man has Perkins giving Henry
from Kalamazoo.
Ten ers. Miss Jennie Vander Veer, gon spent the week end with her
to wind pressure equivalent to a ments are fixed to record the effect ployed by the Bureau, have enJoined
the
army
and
Is
stationed
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